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Important Safety Precautions

IMPORTANT (for U.K. Customers)

DO NOT cut off the mains plug from this equipment.
If the plug fitted is not suitable for the power points in your home or
the cable is too short to reach a power point, then obtain an
appropriate safety approved extension lead or consult your dealer.

If nonetheless the mains plug is cut off, remove the fuse and dispose
of the plug immediately, to avoid a possible shock hazard by
inadvertent connection to the mains supply.

If this product is not provided with a mains plug, or one has to be
fitted, then follow the instructions given below:

IMPORTANT: The wires in this mains lead are coloured in
accordance with the following code:

GREEN-AND-YELLOW : EARTH
BLUE : NEUTRAL
BROWN : LIVE

WARNING: This apparatus must be earthen.

As the colours of the wires in the mains lead of this apparatus may
not correspond with the coloured markings identifying the terminals
in your plug proceed as follows:

The wire which is coloured GREEN-and-YELLOW must be
connected to the terminal in the plug which is marked by the letter
E or by the safety earth symbol ç or coloured GREEN or GREEN-
and-YELLOW.

The wire which is coloured BLUE must be connected to the terminal
which is marked with the letter N or coloured BLACK.

The wire which is coloured BROWN must be connected to the
terminal which is marked with the letter L or coloured RED.

When replacing the fuse only a correctly rated approved type should
be used and be sure to re-fit the fuse cover.

IF IN DOUBT — CONSULT A COMPETENT ELECTRICIAN.

TO THE USER

This equipment has been tested and found to
comply with the limits for a Class A digital device,
pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These
limits are designed to provide reasonable
protection against harmful interference in a
residential installation. This equipment gen-
erates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency
energy and, i f  not instal led and used in
accordance with the instruction manual, may
cause harmful interference to radio comm-
unications. 
Operation of this equipment in a residential area
is likely to cause harmful interference in which
case the user will be required to correct the
interference at his own expense.
CAUTION
Changes or modifications to this equipment not
expressly approved by TEAC CORPORATION
for compliance could void the user’s authority to
operate this equipment.

For the consumers in Europe

WARNING
This is a Class A product. In a domestic environment, this
product may cause radio interference in which case the user
may be required to take adequate measures.

Pour les utilisateurs en Europe

AVERTISSEMENT
Il s’agit d’un produit de Classe A. Dans un environnement
domestique, cet appareil peut provoquer des interférences
radio, dans ce cas l’utilisateur peut être amené à prendre
des mesures appropriées.

Für Kunden in Europa

Warnung
Dies is eine Einrichtung, welche die Funk-Entstörung nach
Klasse A besitzt. Diese Einrichtung kann im Wohnbereich
Funkstörungen versursachen ; in diesem Fall kann vom
Betrieber verlang werden, angemessene Maßnahmen
durchzuführen und dafür aufzukommen.

 For U.S.A
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CAUTION:
…Read all of these Instructions.
…Save these Instructions for later use.
…Follow all Warnings and Instructions marked on the audio

equipment.

1) Read Instructions — All the safety and operating instructions should
be read before the product is operated.
2) Retain Instructions — The safety and operating instructions should
be retained for future reference.
3) Heed Warnings — All warnings on the product and in the operating
instructions should be adhered to.
4) Follow Instructions — All operating and use instructions should be
followed.
5) Cleaning — Unplug this product from the wall outlet before cleaning.
Do not use liquid cleaners or aerosol cleaners. Use a damp cloth for clean-
ing.
6) Attachments — Do not use attachments not recommended by the
product manufacturer as they may cause hazards.
7) Water and Moisture — Do not use this product near water — for
example, near a bath tub, wash bowl, kitchen sink, or laundry tub; in a wet
basement; or near a swimming pool; and the like.
8) Accessories — Do not place this product on an unstable cart, stand,
tripod, bracket, or table. The product may fall, causing serious injury to a
child or adult, and serious damage to the product. Use only with a cart,
stand, tripod, bracket, or table recommended by the manufacturer, or sold
with the product. Any mounting of the product should follow the manufac-
turer’s instructions, and should use a mounting accessory recommended by
the manufacturer.
9) A product and cart combination should be moved with care. Quick stops,
excessive force, and uneven surfaces may cause the product and cart com-
bination to overturn.

10) Ventilation — Slots and openings in the cabinet are provided for ven-
tilation and to ensure reliable operation of the product and to protect it from
overheating, and these openings must not be blocked or covered. The open-
ings should never be blocked by placing the product on a bed, sofa, rug, or
other similar surface. This product should not be placed in a built-in instal-
lation such as a bookcase or rack unless proper ventilation is provided or
the manufacturer’s instructions have been adhered to.
11) Power Sources — This product should be operated only from the
type of power source indicated on the marking label. If you are not sure of
the type of power supply to your home, consult your product dealer or local
power company. For products intended to operate from battery power, or
other sources, refer to the operating instructions.
12) Grounding or Polarization — This product may be equipped with a
polarized alternating-current line plug (a plug having one blade wider than
the other). This plug will fit into the power outlet only one way. This is a
safety feature. If you are unable to insert the plug fully into the outlet, try
reversing the plug. If the plug should still fail to fit, contact your electrician
to replace your obsolete outlet. Do not defeat the safety purpose of the
polarized plug.
13) Power-Cord Protection — Power-supply cords should be routed so
that they are not likely to be walked on or pinched by items placed upon or
against them, paying particular attention to cords at plugs, convenience
receptacles, and the point where they exit from the product.
14) Outdoor Antenna Grounding — If an outside antenna or cable
system is connected to the product, be sure the antenna or cable system is
grounded so as to provide some protection against voltage surges and built-
up static charges. Article 810 of the National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA
70, provides information with regard to proper grounding of the mast and
supporting structure, grounding of the lead-in wire to an antenna discharge
unit, size of grounding conductors, location of antenna-discharge unit, con-
nection to grounding electrodes, and requirements for the grounding elec-
trode.

“Note to CATV system installer:
This reminder is provided to call the CATV system installer’s attention to
Section 820-40 of the NEC which provides guidelines for proper grounding
and, in particular, specifies that the cable ground shall be connected to the
grounding system of the building, as close to the point of cable entry as
practical.

15) Lightning — For added protection for this product during a lightning
storm, or when it is left unattended and unused for long periods of time,
unplug it from the wall outlet and disconnect the antenna or cable system.
This will prevent damage to the product due to lightning and power-line
surges.
16) Power Lines — An outside antenna system should not be located in
the vicinity of overhead power lines or other electric light or power circuits,
or where it can fall into such power lines or circuits. When installing an
outside antenna system, extreme care should be taken to keep from touch-
ing such power lines or circuits as contact with them might be fatal.
17) Overloading — Do not overload wall outlets, extension cords, or
integral convenience receptacles as this can result in risk of fire or electric
shock.
18) Object and Liquid Entry — Never push objects of any kind into
this product through openings as they may touch dangerous voltage points
or short-out parts that could result in a fire or electric shock. Never spill
liquid of any kind on the product.
19) Servicing — Do not attempt to service this product yourself as open-
ing or removing covers may expose you to dangerous voltage or other
hazards. Refer all servicing to qualified service personnel.
20) Damage Requiring Service — Unplug this product from the wall
outlet and refer servicing to qualified service personnel under the following
conditions:
a) when the power-supply cord or plug is damaged.
b) if liquid has been spilled, or objects have fallen into the product.
c) if the product has been exposed to rain or water.
d) if the product does not operate normally by following the operating
instructions. Adjust only those controls that are covered by the operating
instructions as an improper adjustment of other controls may result in
damage and will often require extensive work by a qualified technician to
restore the product to its normal operation.
e) if the product has been dropped or damaged in any way.
f) when the product exhibits a distinct change in performance – this
indicates a need for service.
21) Replacement Parts — When replacement parts are required, be sure
the service technician has used replacement parts specified by the manufac-
turer or have the same characteristics as the original part. 
Unauthorized substitutions may result in fire, electric shock, or other
hazards.
22) Safety Check — Upon completion of any service or repairs to this
product, ask the service technician to perform safety checks to determine
that the product is in proper operating condition.
23) Wall or Ceiling Mounting — The product should be mounted to a
wall or ceiling only as recommended by the manufacturer.
24) Heat — The product should be situated away from heat sources such
as radiators, heat registers, stoves, or other products (including amplifiers)
that produce heat.

ANTENNA
LEAD IN
WIRE

ANTENNA
DISCHARGE UNIT
(NEC SECTION 810-20)

GROUNDING CONDUCTORS
(NEC SECTION 810-21)

GROUND CLAMPS

POWER SERVICE GROUNDING
ELECTRODE SYSTEM
(NEC ART 250. PART H)

NEC - NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE

ELECTRIC
SERVICE
EQUIPMENT

Example of Antenna Grounding as per
National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 70

GROUND
CLAMP

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
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1 – Introduction

The DM-24 digital mixing console is designed to 
provide you with superlative audio quality in today’s 
digital audio recording environment, as well as ease 
of use and flexibility to meet changing needs.

This Reference Manual is not intended to be read 
from cover to cover, but we do suggest that you make 

yourself familiar with the contents of this section as 
well as the structure of this manual, so that you can 
find answers to questions when you need them.

If you learn a little about the key features and princi-
ples of operation now, before you start to use the 
DM-24 it will save you time and trouble later on.

Features

The DM-24 includes many advanced features, 
including:

• the sixteen long-throw motorized “channel” faders 
are “layered”, allowing control of up to 32 mono 
inputs (which may be “ganged” in stereo pairs), 
eight buss sends and six aux sends in a compact 
package

• in addition to the sixteen faders mentioned above, 
one other dedicated motorized long-throw fader is 
used for the stereo out buss

• the TASCAM TDIF-1 digital audio format and 
other general digital audio formats such as ADAT, 
AES/EBU, SPDIF, as well as high-quality A/D and 
D/A conversion, are supported, 

• Modular expansion slot facilities provide further 
flexibility

• sixteen integral high-quality microphone amplifi-
ers, with switchable phantom powering and 24-bit 
A/D conversion

• the DM-24 is capable of accepting and transmitting 
digital audio data in 24-bit format, allowing it to be 
used with the HR series of TASCAM DTRS 
recorders as well as the MX2424 recorder

• internal processing is carried out at floating 32-bit 
resolution

• eight output busses and six auxiliary sends
• eight fader groups and eight mute groups
• grouping layers provide further flexibility in group-

ing arrangements
• all popular surround formats (2+2, 3+2, 5.1) as 

well as stereo, are supported for final mixdown
• expansion with another DM-24 console using an 

optional cascade slot card
• both 44.1 kHz and 48 kHz base sampling frequen-

cies are supported, together with dual-frequency 
support (88.2kHz and 96kHz), with flexible clock 
configuration

• each of the 32 analog input channels is equipped 
with 4-band fully-parametric equalization and a 
dynamics processor

• the capability of acting as a remote controller for a 
wide variety of devices using the DTRS remote, P2 
or MMC protocol

• synchronization to SMPTE/EBU timecode and 
MIDI timecode, and MIDI timecode generation 
facilities, allowing location of connected recorders, 
etc. and integration with the DTRS tape system

• full control room and studio monitoring facilities 
are provided, along with an integral talkback 
microphone and master bargraph meters

• graphical user interface, based on the successful 
TASCAM series of digital mixing consoles, and 
featuring a backlit LCD with a flexible POD-based 
user interface

• “ring encoders” give instant visual feedback of key 
EQ, pan and aux send settings

• integral Antares© Microphone Modeler technol-
ogy, allowing the DM-24 to emulate the distinctive 
characteristics of any of a wide variety of classic or 
modern microphones, using any standard 
microphone

• integral t.c.electronics reverberation technology, 
providing full standard reverberation facilities 
within the DM-24

• flexible digital multi-effector providing many stan-
dard effects without the need for outboard equip-
ment or connections

• library facilities for snapshot mix settings, fre-
quently-used EQ settings, effect settings, dynamics 
processor settings, etc.

• MIDI control allows dynamic control of parame-
ters through MIDI messages, so mix events can be 
recorded on MIDI for replay, as well as snapshot 
recall being linked to Program Change messages

• the DM-24 contains its own automation system, 
allowing full real-time control of almost all mix 
parameters with no need for connection to other 
units

• an optional meter bridge unit provides channel and 
master metering facilities through LED bargraph 
displays which are switchable in “layers”
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Supplied accessories

As well as the documentation supplied with the DM-
24, you should also have packed with the unit:

• A power cord
• A warranty card
• A list of authorized TASCAM service stations

If any of these items is missing, contact your TAS-
CAM distributor.

Retain the box and other packing material that came 
with the DM-24 in case you need to transport it in the 
future.

About this manual

Please note the following typographical and other 
conventions used in this manual:

• Physical “push” controls of the DM-24 are referred 
to as “keys”.

• “Push” controls which are shown and used on the 
screen are referred to as “buttons”.

• The names of keys and other connectors and con-
trols of the DM-24 are given in the following type-
face: DYNAMICS.

• The names of on-screen buttons and other on-
screen features, titles and prompts, etc. are given in 
the following typeface: LIBRARY DATA.

• The names of any physical keys, connectors and 
controls of other devices are given in the following 
typeface: REMOTE IN.

WARNING

“Warnings” give advice regarding a possible hazard to 
equipment or personnel.

NOTE

“Notes” provide additional information which requires 
special attention.

How this manual is arranged
In addition to this manual, we also provide a Quick 
Reference Guide, which you can use to remind you 
of the quick ways in which common operations are 
carried out.

Even if you are familiar with the operation of mixers 
and digital mixers, and even if you never usually read 
instruction manuals, we suggest that you read the 
first few sections of this manual. They will provide 
useful background information for you as you use the 
DM-24.

The other sections of this manual are more in the 
nature of background reference, and contain informa-
tion that you may not need for everyday working.

1 – “Introduction” on page 10 : This sec-
tion. It provides an overview of the DM-24, its opera-
tional features, and the manual.

2 – “User interface” on page 14 : This sec-
tion explains how to use the DM-24 controls in order 
how to access the different screens, change values of 
parameters and so on.

3 – “System-wide options” on page 22 : 
There are a number of options available on the DM-
24 which affect the whole operation of the unit. See 

this section in order to understand the way in which 
these global settings will affect the way in which you 
use the unit,

4 – “Parts of the DM-24” on page 30 : This 
section introduces the different keys and controls of 
the DM-24. Since many of the keys have more than 
one function, which is determined by the software, it 
is impossible to give a full description of the use of 
each control in this section. A description of the top 
and rear panel connectors is also provided,

5 – “Setting up the I/O” on page 38 : 
Because the DM-24 is essentially a “soft” product, 
many of the hardware features are not mapped to log-
ical functions on a one-to-one basis. This section 
explains the different mapping and routing options 
available to you, and how to configure the DM-24 for 
your individual requirements.

6 – “Hookup” on page 46 : Explains how to 
connect the DM-24 to other equipment (analog and 
digital audio, control and timing connections, etc.).

7 – “Module operations” on page 51 : In 
many ways, this can be regarded as the most essential 
part of the manual. It explains how to carry out the 
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operations that you would typically carry out with an 
analog console (EQ settings, assigning channels, 
making Aux sends, etc.).

8 – “Dynamics processors” on page 65 : 
The DM-24 contains flexible digital dynamics pro-
cessors which can be used in a wide variety of ways, 
and these are treated in their own section here.

9 – “Grouping” on page 71 : The DM-24 
allows channels to be grouped into fader and mute 
groups. This section explains how to set up and use 
these groups.

10 – “Monitoring” on page 75 : Using the 
DM-24 in a studio situation demands an understand-
ing of the relationship between the different outputs 
and what is heard in the control room as well as the 
studio. This section covers these topics, as well as the 
flexible solo facilities provided with the DM-24.

11 – “Effects” on page 82 : The DM-24 con-
tains a number of high-quality effects, including 
Antares microphone and speaker modeling, a TC 
Works reverberation system, as well as a wide variety 
of other quality effects. See this section for details of 
the effects available, how to make the settings, and 
how to use them, both in send/return loops and in 
insert loops.

12 – “Machine Control/Location” on 
page 110 : The DM-24 can act as a remote control 
unit for a wide variety of external devices, and pro-
vides MIDI timecode synchronization facilities. This 
section provides a guide to these facilities, as well as 
the way that the DM-24 can act as a location memory 
and recall unit for these external devices.

13 – “MIDI” on page 125 : MIDI devices can 
be used with Program Change and Control Change 
messages for remote control of the DM-24. In addi-
tion, settings can be stored for later recall over a 
MIDI connection using System Exclusive messages. 
This section gives details of these facilities.

It also explains the procedures to be carried out if the 
internal system software is to be upgraded.

14 – “Library functions” on page 129 : 
Various settings (effects, EQ settings, snapshots and 
dynamics processors) can be stored for later use in 
internal libraries. Read this section in order to under-
stand how to make the best of these facilities.

15 – “Surround operations” on 
page 137 : The DM-24 is capable of performing 
mixdown operations in various surround modes as 
well as stereo. This section explains how to connect 
and use the DM-24 for surround operations together 
with the way in which it can be used for successful 
surround mixing.

16 – “High sampling frequency” on 
page 142 : The DM-24 can be used in high sam-
pling frequency modes (88.2k and 96k). This section 
describes the differences when the high sampling fre-
quency is selected.

17 – “Automation” on page 149 : The DM-
24’s integrated full-featured automation system is 
explained here. Read this section in order to gain an 
idea of the concepts involved in the automation pro-
cess, as well as the steps you should take in order to 
automate your mixing tasks.

18 – “Options” on page 183 : This section 
provides you with a quick reference to the extra facil-
ities available to enhance your DM-24.

19 – “Specifications” on page 189 : The raw 
facts and figures concerning the DM-24. You may 
need to refer to this section to discover the compati-
bility of the DM-24 with other equipment.

There is also a list of messages which may be dis-
played by the DM-24. You may use this to help you 
understand what is going on when you see a message 
displayed on the screen.

Index : We try to make the index a useful place to 
look if you need help on a particular topic. Use the 
index first when searching for an answer.
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Word clock issues

The “word clock” in a digital audio system is the tim-
ing information that enables the digital audio sam-
ples in a system to be synchronized between the 
different devices. It is completely unconnected with 
timecode clocks, etc.

There must be one, and only one, word clock master 
device in a digital audio system. The DM-24 is capa-
ble of acting as a word clock master or as a slave.

WARNING

There should be one, and only one, word clock master 
in a setup. Multiple word clocks in a setup may result in 
noise. which can damage monitoring equipment 
(speakers and amplifiers).

Check with the other equipment that you are using to 
see whether it can be a master or slave, and work out 
which device will be your word clock master. If the 
DM-24 is to be a word clock slave in your system, it 
can accept word clocks from the following sources:

• An external clock connected through the dedicated 
connector

• The TDIF-1 interfaces
• The integral ADAT interface
• Either of the two DIGITAL IN interfaces
• Either of the slots occupied by an optional digital 

interface card. In the case of an AES/EBU interface 
card, any of the four stereo signal pairs may be 
individually selectable as the word clock source.

• If two DM-24 units are being cascaded, the clock 
source on a cascaded DM-24 will always be the 
cascade master DM-24 unit. The master of the cas-
cade chain can select its clock from any available 
source.

The clock can be at 44.1 kHz or 48 kHz or 88.1kHz 
or 96kHz with some variation possible for varispeed, 
etc. at ±6%. 

NOTE

When the DM-24 is linked to an external word clock, it 
can only use a base frequency clock. Even when many 
external devices are operating at high sampling fre-
quencies, they output such a base frequency clock. If 
the external device does not do so, and only outputs a 
high sampling frequency clock, the DM-24 must be used 
as the word clock master for the system.
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2 – User interface

Scope of controls

The DM-24 has three main types of control screen: 
system screens, which control parameters for the 
whole of the system, “global” control screens which 

affect a certain parameter for a number of channels or 
modules at once, and the “module” control screens 
controlling all the parameters for one module.

Global screens
As the name suggests, the “global” screens allow you 
to see all the parameters for many channels (the pre-
post settings for Aux 3 in this example), and to edit 
them using the POD system as explained here 
(“PODs” on page 15).

These global display screens are selected using the 
SCREEN MODE keys to the right of the display 
screen.

Sometimes a key will have two labels. The function 
described by the lower label (white on blue) is 
accessed by pressing the SHIFT key so that the 
SHIFT indicator is lit, and then pressing the appropri-
ate key.

In this example, the EXT. CTRL key becomes the 
MIDI/MC key when the SHIFT indicator is lit.

The SHIFT key is a “smart” key. Pressing and releas-
ing it within a short time (somewhat less than half a 
second) latches it on and off as shown by the indica-
tor being lit.

Pressing and holding the key for more than about half 
a second and then releasing it will cause the indicator 
to go out when the key is released (non-latching).

While the SHIFT indicator is lit, the shifted function 
(the white on blue) is always active. 

Module screens
Alternatively, the screen can be used to show and set 
the parameters of one module (similar to a channel 
strip on a conventional console).

However, since the number of parameters and fea-
tures available on the DM-24 is more than a single 
screen can display, four screens are available for each 
module, accessed through the soft keys (“Soft keys” 
on page 17).

To use a module:

1 Press the MODULE key situated to the left of 
the display.

2 Use the soft keys (“Soft keys” on page 17) to 
select a sub-screen (DYNAMICS, EQ, AUX or 
SETUP).

3 Press the FADER LAYER key containing the 
module whose parameters you want to edit.

4 Press the SEL key of the module you want to 
edit. The screen changes to show the settings 
for the selected module:
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5 Use the cursor keys, the soft keys and the 
PODs to make changes to the module’s 
parameters. See below for details.

PODs 
The DM-24 features four rotary controls immedi-
ately below the screen, called PODs. 

These are used as “soft” controls to adjust parame-
ters; that is, they have no fixed assignment to control 
any single parameter in the console, but are used to 
control a parameter which is currently highlighted on 
screen.

The POD controls have no end-stop, but are continu-
ously moveable. The value of the parameter con-
trolled by the POD is shown by the graphical on-
screen representation of the control.

As part of the POD system, cursor keys are included, 
which move the cursor to the appropriate part of the 
screen. 

In addition, the dial can usually be used to move the 
cursor around the screen. Usually when we mention 
that the cursor keys can be used for navigation, the 
dial can also be used, even when this is not explicitly 
stated.

Use the § and ¶ keys or the dial to move the cursor 
row (shown by a blinking box surrounding the row) 
up and down. Sometimes in some global screens (as 
shown here) the box does not cover the full width of 

a screen row, and the Ó and Á keys or dial must be 
used to move the box within the row.

When a number of on-screen controls are highlighted 
by a box surrounding the row containing up to four 
on-screen knobs, the appropriate PODs are used to 
control the on-screen controls.

If the row also contains on-screen buttons, these are 
“pushed” by using the Ó and Á keys or dial to nav-
igate to the button in the row (if necessary), and then 
pressing the ENTER key.

Fine value settings using the PODs
By pressing and holding the 2ND F. key while turn-
ing a POD, the value set using the POD can be 
changed more precisely.

This feature is useful when the parameter being 
changed has many possible values (for example, the 
digital delay setting) which are first set using the 
default “coarse” setting, and then fine-tuned using 
the fine mode with the 2ND F. key.

This feature can also be used with the rotary encod-
ers (“Rotary encoders (ring LEDs)” on page 17) to 

set values entered using these controls with more 
precision.

There is also an option setting which allows PODs 
and encoders to be used for fine setting of values 
without the use of the 2ND F. key (“ENCODER 
OPERATION MODE” on page 22). If this is 
enabled, pressing the 2ND F. key and turning the 
POD or encoder changes values in “coarse” or accel-
erated mode.
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Other ways of changing values
The JOG/DATA dial can also be used to change 
parameter values.

1 Use the cursor keys to move the cursor 
(sometimes shown by a blinking thick box 
surrounding the parameter to be changed, 
and sometimes by a ƒ symbol beside the 
parameter to be changed.

2 When the parameter to be changed is high-
lighted as described above, use the entry dial 
to set the value (it starts to flash), and the 

ENTER key to confirm the value set with the 
dial.

Alternatively, if the parameter is an on-off 
switching button or a checkbox (a number of 
checkboxes can be checked individually), 
press the ENTER key when the cursor is next 
to the button or checkbox.

If the parameter is a “radio button” (one of a 
number of alternative options), simply high-
light another radio button in the same group, 
and press the ENTER key to change the state 
of the buttons in the group.

NOTE

In some screens, (for example the module screens), the 
active area is marked by a flashing box. The dial is then 
used for navigation, rather than for setting values.

There are other screens, where the dial is chiefly, but 
not exclusively, used for navigation (e.g. the OPTION 
SETUP screen (“SETUP” on page 22). If the dial is used 
for numerical data entry in such cases, it is necessary to 
press ENTER (the value flashes) before starting to edit 
the value with the dial, and ENTER once again after 
editing to confirm the value.

Using the faders to change values
In the global screens, there is often a special on-
screen button, allowing the setting of the values in 
the screen directly using the faders.

To enable this feature, turn the on-screen FADER 
CONTROL button to ON.

The name of this button is prefixed by the title of the 
screen (here it is an AUX LEVEL screen which is being 
edited).

When the button is turned on:

• The faders move to reflect the values set for the 
current parameter

• The fader layer key starts to flash (if it is a channel 
module layer and not the master layer—see “Fader 
layers” on page 20). This flashing key shows that 
the faders are not currently acting as channel faders 

and that moving the faders will change the cur-
rently selected parameter, not the module’s signal 
level.

• Moving the fader of a channel changes the value of 
the current parameter.

• Using the POD to change the value of a channel’s 
parameter moves the corresponding fader if the 
layer is active. If the layer is not active, the fader 
will be moved to the new position when the layer is 
made active.

The status of the fader control setting is memorized 
between screens (and even when the DM-24 is turned 
off and on again). It is therefore possible for the fad-
ers to move when the screen is changed.

The layer continues flashing as long as the faders are 
not controlling the channel levels.

Parameter values

Checkboxes Radio buttons

On/off button
edited without the
ENTER key.
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Soft keys
At the bottom of a display screen, there may be some 
“tabs” displayed, which lead to further related 
screens or pre-defined action.

The four keys at the bottom of the screen, beside the 
PODs, are used as “soft keys” to jump to the screens 
shown on the “tabs”. In this example, the MONITOR 
and OSC/COM tabs are controlled by soft keys 2 and 3.

NOTE

It is also possible to jump to the different screens by 
repeated presses of the key which brings up the screen 
(in this case, the MONITOR key).

These keys are sometimes used to perform a unique 
“one-off” action, as shown in this screen, where the 
oscillator can be turned on and off using soft key 1.

Soft key pull-up menus
In a few screens, for example, the library screens, 
where many soft keys are used for the “one-off” 
actions, a soft key (usually soft key 1) is used to bring 
up a small menu at the bottom of the screen:

When such a menu pops up, either the dial or the 
POD corresponding to the soft key (usually POD 1) 
is used to select the desired option (which is high-
lighted in inverse video).

Use either the ENTER key or the soft key which was 
used to pull up the menu to make the selection from 
the menu.

Rotary encoders (ring LEDs)

These controls allow you to set commonly-used 
parameters such as EQ parameters, pan and balance, 
and Aux send levels.

These are not dedicated controls, as the parameters 
which may be controlled using them are changed 
using selection keys, but their action is confined to 
fewer parameters than the POD controls.

Like the PODs, these controls are continuously 
moveable, and have no end-stop. Unlike the PODs, 
though, the parameters that they control may not nec-
essarily be shown on screen. In order to gain an indi-
cation of the current value, the eleven LED indicators 

arranged in a ring around the knob light to show the 
current value, as explained in the sections below.

These encoders have three different functions:

• EQ controls and pan controls to control the EQ 
settings (gain, frequency and Q) as well as the cur-
rent channel pan/balance of the currently active 
module. In this mode none of the encoder indica-
tors (to the left of the encoders) is lit, and the band 
controlled is determined by the appropriate 
EQUALIZER key.
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• EQ gain controls, where the gain of the four EQ 
bands is adjusted using these encoders. The 
encoder EQ GAIN indicator is lit in this case.

• AUX send level controls, where either the encoder 
AUX 1 through 4 indicators or the AUX 5 and 6 
indicators are lit (in the latter case, only the two 
leftmost encoders have any function).

See the appropriate section on module operations 
(“Module operations” on page 51) for full details of 
the parameters controlled here.

NOTE

The option described in “Fine value settings using the 
PODs” on page 15 also affects the operation of these 
encoders when used in conjunction with the 2ND F. 
key.

Encoders used as EQ gain controls
When the encoders are used as EQ gain controls, a 
unity gain (neither cut nor boost) is represented by 
the sixth (center) LED being lit, and the two LEDs at 
the extreme clockwise and counterclockwise posi-
tions “half-lit” (dimmed).

When the encoder is near the center position, but not 
quite there, the LED next to the center is lit, as well 
as the “end” LED on the appropriate side:

If the EQ band is set as a high-pass for low-pass filter 
or is used as a notch filter (depending on the band), 
all LEDs around the rotary encoder are off:

When the encoder is turned either clockwise or coun-
terclockwise, to boost or cut the gain respectively, the 
end LEDs go out, and the LEDs on the appropriate 
side of the center light (the more the cut or boost, the 
more LEDs will light). “Half steps” are shown by 
dimmed LEDs at the end of the chain. The illustra-
tions below show a relatively small amount of gain 
applied, and then a little more gain:

Encoders used as EQ frequency controls
When the encoders are used to set the frequency con-
trolled by an EQ band, only one or at most two LEDs 
are lit at any one time.

As the knob is turned clockwise, the ring LEDs light 
in turn, representing the position of the knob 
“pointer”. For greater accuracy, intermediate values 

are shown by two LEDs being lit simultaneously, as 
in the illustration below:

Encoders used as Q controls
The Q of an EQ band refers to the width of the filter 
when it is in notch or peak mode (but not in shelf or 

= on
= dimmed 
= off

= on
= dimmed 
= off

= on
= dimmed 
= off

= on
= dimmed 
= off

= on
= dimmed 
= off

= on
= dimmed 
= off
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filter mode). Low Q values affect a wide portion of 
the spectrum, as shown below: 

and high values affect a narrow frequency band:

Note that “intermediate values” are shown on the 
encoders by dimmed LEDs, as above. The LED pat-
tern in Q mode is always symmetrical about the 
upper center indicator.

Encoders used as pan controls
When the encoders are used to make pan settings, the 
center pan position is represented in the same way as 
unity gain on the EQ gain controls:

“Almost center” positions are shown in a similar way 
to the “almost unity” gain position (that is, the center 
LED is lit, along with the LED immediately next to 
it, with the end LED on that side being dimmed).

When the pan position is moved to either the left or 
the right of center, one (or two, to represent interme-
diate settings) LEDs light to show the current pan 
position.

The illustrations below show the pan position at the 
hard left position, and then at a position just right of 
hard left.

Encoders used as aux send controls
When the encoders are used as aux send controls and 
the control is turned clockwise, the LEDs light up, 
following the “pointer” of the knob.

The number of LEDs lit depends on the aux send 
level relative to unity position (0.0dB).

Below this position, the LEDs light clockwise, with 
intermediate positions shown by dimmed LEDs:

At the 0.0dB point, the LEDs representing values 
below this point are dimmed, and the “0” LED lights.

When aux sends are set above the 0.0dB level, the 
LEDs above the unity point light in sequence (inter-
mediate positions shown by dimmed LEDs), with the 
LEDs below the unity point being dimmed. The dia-
gram here shows a setting just below maximum 
(9.6dB):

= on
= dimmed 
= off

= on
= dimmed 
= off

= on
= dimmed 
= off

= on
= dimmed 
= off

= on
= dimmed 
= off

= on
= dimmed 
= off

= on
= dimmed 
= off

= on
= dimmed 
= off

= on
= dimmed 
= off

= on
= dimmed 
= off
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When two aux channels are linked together, the 
encoders work in a slightly different way for the 
selected channel. The first encoder (GAIN) controls 
the pan for the first two aux sends (1-2 or 5-6) and 
the second (FREQ) controls the level for these sends. 
The third (Q) and fourth (PAN) control the pan and 
level respectively for aux sends 3-4 in the first AUX 

encoder setting (they have no effect in the second 
AUX encoder setting).

The operation of the pan settings is as described for 
channel operations (“Encoders used as pan controls” 
on page 19).

Fader layers

The DM-24 has sixteen physical “channel” faders 
and one master fader. However, it is capable of 
accepting more inputs than faders (up to 32 chan-
nels), and also has eight output busses and six aux 
sends, which are often controlled on conventional 
mixers using their own faders.

To allow the sixteen faders to control the different 
parts of the console, the faders are arranged in “lay-
ers”. The layers are arranged as follows (as shown 
above each fader on the console itself):

Use the LAYER STATUS keys located to the right of 
the master fader, to switch between the three fader 
layers. The selected key lights and the keys are of dif-
ferent colors, as shown in the table above, so that it is 
easy to see which layer is currently active, even from 
a distance.

These fader layers also affect the use of the module 
REC keys (used for arming the tracks of external 
control devices), the SEL keys, and the MUTE keys.

When the fader layer is selected, the faders move to 
show the current status of the layer.

Machine control keys

As well as the keys controlling the DM-24 functions, 
there are also dedicated keys to control external 
devices connected to the DM-24. 

Among these keys there are dedicated transport keys 
which allow basic transport control, as well as con-
trols for auto punch and repeat control of external 
devices.

There are also REC keys at the top of each channel 
strip, which are used to arm tracks on a connected 
device.

See “Machine Control/Location” on page 110 for full 
details.

A strip of location keys to the right of the display 
mode keys controls the location facilities on the con-
nected machine. When these keys are used for loca-
tion, the DISPLAY MODE keys take on their 
NUMERIC ENTRY functions. The digits entered with 
these keys are labelled at the left of the keys.

These keys are also used to enter digits when naming 
or renaming library entries (“Setting and editing 
titles” on page 131).

Automation keys

The DM-24 has self-contained automation facilities. 
The dedicated keys to control these functions are all 
colored purple for easy identification.

These keys are the AUTOMATION block by the trans-
port controls, and the purple key near the rotary 
encoders.

There is a separate “shift” key to control the second 
function of some of the automation keys (and the 

LAYER 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Ma

1–16 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 15 15 16 M

17–32 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 M

MASTER B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 — — M

a. Master fader
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undo/redo function of the library. This key is the 2ND 
F. key (above and to the left of the rotary encoders). 
These second functions are labeled below the key in 
inverse lettering:

To use these second functions, press and hold the 
2ND F. key and press the key whose second function 
is to be used.

The AUTOMATION UNDO key is used in automation 
operations in order to undo any unwanted changes to 
automated mixes.

The operation of the automation facilities is 
explained in “Automation” on page 149.

Automation status
As explained in “AUTO FILES” on page 160, the 
automation engine can be turned on or off in the main 
automation screen.

When the automation engine is enabled, the word 
AUTO appears at the top of the screen, together with 
any automation mode currently enabled.

Press and 
hold this key

to access 
this function 
(KEEP)

and press 
this key
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3 – System-wide options

The DM-24 provides a number of options which con-
trol the overall functionality of the console.

These are accessed through the OPTION and DIGITAL 
screens.

Within these screens, you can (in the OPTION screen):

• Set up various interface preferences
• Set up the way in which soloing works

• Set up timecode preferences for synchronization 
with other units

and in the DIGITAL screen

• Set up the word sync clock
• Choose the digital input and output formats
• Define and make settings for the optional slot cards

These options are described in detail below:

OPTION screen

To access the OPTION screen:

1 Press the SHIFT key so that the indicator is 
lit.

2 Press the AUX 1-2/OPTION key.

The screen changes to show the OPTION 
screen. There are four screens available using 
the soft keys immediately below the display: 
SETUP, PREFERENCES, SOLO and SYNC/TC.

SETUP
The following options are available from this screen:

Use the § and ¶ cursor keys (or dial) to move the 
cursor to the appropriate fields, and then press the 
ENTER key to change the value. 

UPPER BAR DISPLAY This parameter has two 
options: TIMECODE and SYSTEM. When set to 
TIMECODE, the top right field of the display shows 
incoming timecode, and when set to SYSTEM, certain 
system parameters (clock source, solo mode, etc.) are 
displayed.

LOCATE DISPLAY MODE This parameter deter-
mines how a location entry will be shown on the dis-
play: in the timecode position (TIMECODE DISPLAY) or 
as a separate popup display in the center of the screen 
(LCD Screen Popup).

ENCODER OPERATION MODE When using 
the encoders (“Rotary encoders (ring LEDs)” on 
page 17), or the PODs, the parameter being edited 
may sometimes have too many values to allow easy 
setting using the encoder (for example, there are 127 
different pan positions). Using the 1Step setting, one 
“click” of the encoders corresponds to one step in the 
parameter values. Using the Coarse option allows the 
changing of the parameter values to be accelerated, 
with fewer clicks of the encoder.

Holding down the 2ND F. key while turning the POD 
or encoder reverses the usual acceleration mode (if 
1Step is chosen, 2ND F. + POD/encoder = acceler-
ated, and if Coarse is chosen, 2ND F. + POD/encoder 
= accelerated.

LIBRARY DIRECT KEY OPERATION This 
parameter controls the type of library accessed by the 
RECALL and STORE, and the + and – keys in the 
LIBRARY section to the left of the screen. There are 
six choices: Snapshot refers to the overall mixer set-
tings, Gate/Expand to the dynamics processor settings 
for gate and expander effects, Comp to the dynamics 
processor settings for compression effects, EQ to the 
equalization setting library, and Effect1 and Effect2 to 
the first and second internal effector settings, respec-
tively.

If the +/- Key Direct box is checked, this allows instant 
recall of a library entry selected using the + and – 
keys.

OL/STATUS LED TYPE The OL/STATUS LED 
indicators above each fader can serve one of two pur-
poses: firstly, if either of the two “overload” options 
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(MIC/LINE or INPUT) is selected, they act as overload 
indicators when the input level exceeds the level set 
in the LEVEL field (OVER, 0, –2, –4, –6, –8, –10, –12,
–18, –30 or –42 (dB).

This status can be set for either the MIC/LINE inputs 1 
through 16 or for the INPUT associated with the mod-
ule, using the appropriate radio buttons.

Set the level for the overload lighting by moving to 
the value, pressing the ENTER key, turning the dial to 
set the value and pressing ENTER to confirm the 
value.

Otherwise, if the AUTOMATION option is selected, 
these indicators show the current automation status 
of the channels, as explained in the automation 
manual.

FADER SENSITIVITY This parameter allows you 
to specify the sensitivity of the faders, as used in the 
automation process.

The DM-24 touch sensing capabilities are dependent 
on the ambient humidity and environment. Depend-
ing on these factors, it may sometimes happen that 
faders which have been touched are not recognized 
as having been touched, or the faders are recognized 
as having been touched when they have not actually 
been touched.

The value of the sensitivity is set by default to 4.0k, 
but you may wish to set it to any of the following val-
ues: 1.0k, 1.5k, 2.0k, 2.5k, 3.0k, 3.5k, 4.0k (Hz). High 
values mean higher touch sensitivity.

While the FADER SENSITIVITY on-screen button is 
switched ON and this screen is visible, touching any 
of the faders with your fingers will illuminate the 
STATUS/OL indicator for as long as the fader is 
touched. This provides a very useful check for the 
sensitivity of the faders.

METER CALIBRATION Move the cursor to the 
START button and press ENTER to start the process of 
calibrating the DM-24 meters.

WARNING

You must turn down the headphone and control room 
monitor levels before starting this check, to avoid any 
possible damage to your ears and to the control room 
monitoring system.

Press the ENTER key (or cancel the process using a 
cursor key). After the meter calibration process has 
finished (about 3 seconds), the message METER 
calibration finished appears as a popup message. You 
can then restore the control room and headphone 
levels.

PREFERENCES
The following general working preference settings 
are available from this screen: 

Fader Auto MODULE Select When enabled 
and a MODULE or DYNAMICS screen is shown, this 
option allows a module to be selected whenever its 
fader is touched, in addition to the usual method of 
pressing the SEL key. In other screens, when this 
option is enabled, the module shown at the top left of 
the screen changes when its fader is touched.

Select MODULE Return When checked, this 
option allows the MODULE screen of the appropriate 
module to appear if the SEL key of the module is 
pressed and held for about two seconds.

ST Link by SEL key When checked, this option 
allows the stereo linking of two adjacent modules 
(provided the left module of the pair is odd-num-
bered) by pressing and holding the SEL key of one 
module and pressing the SEL key of the other.

Balance Level CENTER: 0dB When two chan-
nels are linked together as a stereo pair, the pan con-
trols change to a balance control, as mentioned 
earlier. In the center position, the level may either be 
set to 0dB (checked) or a 3dB cut (unchecked).

SEL Key Follows Fader Layer Status allows 
the setup of the automatic linking of the selected 
channel to the selected meter layer.

When this option is selected, if a channel is selected, 
the fader layer is changed, and then the fader layer is 
changed back again, the originally-selected channel 
is automatically selected. 
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For example, if this option is active, and SEL 2 key is 
lit with fader layer 1-16 active, fader layer 17-32 is 
then selected, SEL key 3 (channel 19) is selected, and 
then fader layer 1-16 is then re-selected, SEL key 2 
will be active.

If the option is not active, any SEL key which is lit 
remains lit when the fader layer is changed. For 
example, if this option is not selected, and SEL key 2 
is lit with fader layer 1-16 active, and fader layer 
17-24 is then selected, SEL key 2 will still be lit (that 
is, channel 18).

Meter Follows SEL key When this option is 
checked, the meter layer automatically changes when 
the appropriate SEL key is pressed (see “Meters and 
faders” on page 79). The modes are as follows:

Automation fader OFF When this option is 
active (checked), in automation mode, when the 
automated mix is being read (played back), the faders 
do not move.

Cursor follows EQ Band Key When the 
option is enabled and modules are being edited, and 
any of the EQ band keys (HI, HI MID, LOW MID or 
LOW) is pressed, the box cursor surrounding the 
active on-screen controls will move to highlight the 
active band.

FLASH Info. This on-screen button allows you to 
see how many times the flash memory used for stor-
ing library entries, etc. has been used (written to). 
Moving the cursor to this on-screen button and press-
ing ENTER brings up a pop-up panel showing the 
number of times that the flash memory locations 
have been used. Pressing ENTER again allows you to 
view the automation memory area usage. Dismiss 
this pop-up by pressing ENTER once more. 

If any flash memory location has been written to too 
many times in the life of the unit, a popup message 
will automatically appear to alert you of this fact. 
You should then contact your TASCAM dealer for 
service.

Version Info. For service, etc. it is useful to know 
the software version numbers of the different compo-
nents. Moving the cursor to this on-screen button and 
pressing ENTER brings up a pop-up panel with the 
software version numbers of the different compo-
nents (including the internal effector units). Press 
ENTER to dismiss this panel.

Battery Check This is a “read-only” display. It 
shows the current voltage and the status of the 
DM-24’s internal battery.

If the battery voltage falls below a certain level, or is 
reported as being above a certain level, this display 
blinks, and the screen shows Can’t Save System Data, 
together with the out-of-range voltage.

Consult your TASCAM distributor if you see this 
message.

SOLO
The solo modes on the DM-24 can be set up in a 
number of different ways using this screen:

MODE SELECT Either Mix Solo or Exclusive Solo 
can be selected here. The Mix Solo mode allows a 
number of channels (that is, all whose MUTE keys 
are lit in solo mode) to have their outputs added 
together to the solo mix. The Exclusive Solo mode only 
allows one channel (the one whose MUTE key was 
pressed last) to be soloed at one time.

SOLO LINK This option allows the fader and mute 
groups to be used with the solo function. This is 
explained more fully in the solo part of the section 
describing monitoring (see “SOLO LINK” on 
page 77). Briefly, if one of the group options (MUTE 
GROUP or FADER GROUP) is enabled, selecting a group 
master module solos or unsolos the whole of the 
group. If a group slave module is selected, the solo 
status of only that slave module is affected.

Fader layer SEL keys Meter layer

CH 1–16 CH 1–16 CH 1–24

CH 17–32
CH 17–24 CH 1–24

CH 25–32 MASTER/CH 25–32

MASTER Buss 1–8/Aux1–6/Stereo MASTER/CH 25–32
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SOLO TYPE There are three options that may be 
selected here: PFL (pre-fader listen), AFL (after- or 
post-fader listen) and INPLACE SOLO. Again, these are 
explained in more detail in the solo section, but 
briefly; the PFL option provides a way of listening to 
the signal before it is sent through the panpot and 
fader. The stereo outputs are unaffected (soloing is 
only done through the CR and STUDIO monitor out-
puts) An AFL selection will output the post-fader 
signal from the selected channels through the moni-
toring system. By contrast, soloing a channel in 
Inplace Solo mode monitors the soloed signal(s) via 
the stereo outputs while all the other signals are cut 
from the stereo outputs.

INPLACE SOLO DEFEAT This option is a defeat 
option to prevent channels selected in this way from 
being muted when other channels are soloed. It can 
be used with a pair of effect returns, for instance, so 
that these effect returns will always be added in the 
inplace mix, together with those other channels 
selected for inplace soloing. Inplace soloing will out-
put the soloed channel(s) from the stereo outputs, and 
cut all other channels. Use the cursor keys (or chan-
nel SEL key) to highlight a channel, and the ENTER 
key to change the status of the INPLACE SOLO DEFEAT 
setting.
Alternatively, use the SEL keys of the modules for 
direct selection and de-selection of the channels (use 
ENTER to make the setting).

SYNC/TC
The following settings affect the timecode and syn-
chronization settings (as can be selected for display 
on the top right of the screen, used for automation 
purposes as well as for location, etc.):

The screen is split into two parts: the top part allows 
the selection of a timecode source for display. This 
displayed timecode may be the source used for auto-
mation synchronization (Sync Source) or another 
source of timecode (OTHERS). 

If Sync Source is selected, the source selected in the 
lower part of the screen to determine the automation 
synchronization source is displayed.

The following options are available for the display of 
incoming timecode:

DTRS Remote Timecode This is the timecode 
embedded in the REMOTE/SYNC output from a 
DTRS unit. The actual format and the relationship of 
this to the ABS time on the DTRS unit depends on 
the setup of the DTRS unit. If the ABS time is used 
as the timing source on the DTRS unit, ABS is shown 

at the top right of the DM-24 display (above the time-
code value). If timecode is selected as the timing 
source on the DTRS unit, TC is shown on the top right 
of the display.

NOTE

A DTRS unit connected to the DM-24 through a card 
inserted in slot 1 or 2 cannot be used as a timecode dis-
play source in this way.

RS-422 IN Timecode This refers to any timecode 
received through the RS-422. If this option is 
selected, TC is shown on the top right of the DM-24 
display.

TRA Target link This refers to the timecode from 
the currently selected transport target (as set up in the 
MIDI/MC settings

Either TC or DTRS is shown on the top right of the 
screen if the transport target is a DTRS unit (as 
explained above), ABS if an ADAT is selected, MTC if 
the transport target is a closed MMC loop, and INT if 
the internal generator is selected as the transport tar-
get.

If the transport target is a MMC closed loop device, 
this (MMC Closed) is highlighted on screen.

Automation synchronization source 
Choose from the following options to select the auto-
mation synchronization timecode source for use with 
the automation features, as described in “Automa-
tion” on page 149:

TC IN This refers to the analog linear timecode sig-
nal received at the TC IN jack. If this option is 
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selected, TC is shown on the top right of the DM-24 
display.

MIDI IN MTC This refers to any MIDI Timecode 
received at the MIDI IN jack. If this option is selected, 
MTC is shown on the top right of the DM-24 display.

INT. This refers to the DM-24’s own internal (MIDI 
Timecode) generator. 

NOTE

The internal timecode generator is not functional in this 
release of the DM-24 software. It will be implemented 
in a future release, and appropriate documentation 
concerning its use will be provided at that time.

If the internal generator is chosen, the frame type can 
be selected from the following list: 30DF (30 fps 
drop-frame), 30NDF (30 fps non-drop), 29.97DF (29.97 
fps drop-frame), 29.97NDF (29.97 fps non-drop), 25 
(25 fps) and 24 (24fps). If this option is selected, INT 
is shown on the top right of the DM-24 display.

If the internal frame type is changed, then an auto-
matic calculation is performed to convert the old 
frame type as accurately as possible to the new frame 

rate. For instance, if the frame type is 24 fps and the 
current frame position is set to 12 (that is, halfway 
through a second), if the frame type is changed to 30 
fps the frame position will be set to 15 (again, half-
way through a second).

NOTE

When external timecode sources are used, the frame 
type is automatically recognized.

INT. START TIME If the internal generator is 
selected as the timecode source, then the PODs are 
used to set the generator start time. Move the cursor 
so that the time is surrounded by an on-screen box, 
and then use the four PODs to set the hours, minutes, 
seconds and frames of the generator start time.

FLY WHEEL (frames) If an external timecode 
source is selected, then it is possible to compensate 
for loss of incoming signal, allowing the DM-24 to 
“flywheel” for a set number of frames before it 
reports the loss of incoming timecode. The values 
available here are 8, 16 and 32 frames (the length of a 
frame depends on the frame type being received).

DIGITAL screens

The DIGITAL screens contain a number of different 
parameters affecting the digital audio operation of 
the DM-24.

There are three screens: the CLOCK screen, where the 
digital clock source is selected, the FORMAT screen, 
which provides facilities for controlling the format of 
digital data transmitted from and received by the 

DM-24, and the SLOT screen, to control any optional 
cards fitted in the slots.

NOTE

There should be one, and only one, word clock source in 
a digital audio setup. Multiple word clocks in a setup 
may result in noise which can damage monitoring 
equipment (speakers and amplifiers).

CLOCK settings
This screen allows the viewing and selection of digi-
tal audio clocks from devices connected to the 
DM-24.

Use the cursor keys or dial to move around the 
screen, and the ENTER key to make selections.

Depending on the current assignments, the screen 
may change a little from that shown here. For exam-
ple, if ADAT has not been selected as a return source, 
then it will not be shown in the appropriate position. 
If slot cards are not fitted, they will not appear on this 
screen, but if they are fitted, the SLOT fields to the left 
of the screen are filled, and show the slot cards cur-
rently fitted.

The condition of a master clock status is shown using 
symbols.

If the right clock is not available, or if the clock is out 
of the permissible limits, an appropriate symbol 
(cross or question mark) is shown.
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A popup appears with an unlocked indication and an 
error message. If this happens, correct the clock 
source, and press the ENTER key to dismiss the 
popup.

When a clock source is selected, the clock indicators 
to the left of the console change to show the current 
clock frequency and the EXT CLOCK indicator lights 
if an external clock has been selected as the clock 
source.

High sampling frequency To select high sam-
pling frequency mode, select Hi-Sampling, and press 
ENTER.

When the DM-24 changes to high sampling fre-
quency, a popup message is shown on screen, telling 
you to turn off the DM-24 and turn it on again, to 
enter high sampling frequency mode.

NOTE

Remember to turn down the monitor value, etc. to 
avoid “thumps” which may damage equipment when 
turning the DM-24 on and off.

The clock source screen changes in the case of high 
sampling frequency being selected.

NOTE

Many other display screens will change if high sampling 
frequency is selected. These differences are described in 
a separate chapter (“High sampling frequency” on 
page 142).

Fs Status This shows the current sampling fre-
quency status (base frequency, deviation from the 
nominal value, and the locked/unlocked status).

Select the appropriate clock source. In the case of the 
internal clocks, the frequency may be chosen as 
either 44.1kHz or 48kHz. In most other cases, the 
frequency is pre-determined.

There are one or two other points to be borne in mind 
when making these settings.

D-IN MANUAL SETUP A manual selection may 
be made in the case of one of the digital inputs (D-IN) 
being selected as a clock source with sampling fre-
quency conversion. Select the appropriate destination 
frequency here.

Whether the RCA or XLR connector is used as the 
clock source is selected in the I/O screens (“Digital 
inputs” on page 41), not here.

WORD SYNC IN Since the frequency information 
of any signal received at the WORD SYNC IN con-
nector is not used by the DM-24, if this source is to 
be selected as the word sync source for the DM-24, 
the sampling frequency must be explicitly selected.

TDIF interfaces In the case of the TDIF-1 inter-
faces card), the device attached to the card source is 
shown as either a DA-88 (DA-88 DTRS recorder) or 
OTHER (another type of recorder connected through 
the TDIF-1 interface). If the indicator shows DA88, 
then I/O data is truncated to 16 bits, otherwise I/O is 
carried out at 24 bits.

ADAT In the case of an ADAT “lightpipe” interface 
card, the INT setting, allowing the ADAT to act as the 
clock master, is always selected.

AES3 In the case of an AES/EBU interface card, 
there are four different sources (the four AES/EBU 
inputs1) which may be selected as the word clock 
source for the DM-24.

CASCADE MASTER If the DM-24 has been set 
up as a cascade slave (using the DIGITAL SLOT 
screen), then this cascade master option is automati-
cally selected, and this setting cannot be changed (the 
master is free, of course, to accept its clock from any-
where).

Word phase The phase of the word sync signal 
can be inverted independently for input and output 
relative to normal. Use the phase correction facilities 
to match word clocks from different equipment.

Checking the clock sources
To give details of all possible sources, move the cur-
sor to the on-screen CHECK button, and press ENTER.

A popup message appears. Use the ENTER key to 
continue with the check (cancel using any of the cur-
sor keys).

The DM-24 mutes, and a panel appears with details 
of all possible clock sources. Press ENTER once 
again to dismiss this panel.

1. This changes to two inputs when high fre-
quency sampling is selected.
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Out of range clock signals
When setting the clock, the sampling frequency 
received can be ±6% of the stated nominal value. 
When in use, the frequency can be ±7% of the stated 
value. This allows a digital device which has a 
varispeed feature to be used as the word clock source 
for the DM-24.

If the selected clock source goes out of range, the 
DM-24 mutes, the currently-selected clock indicator 
flashes, and a message appears on the display.

The DM-24 reports the out-of-range clock frequency 
at a range of ±9.9% relative to the stated frequency, 
but mutes at 7.0% or over.

Press the ENTER key to dismiss the popup message, 
change to the CLOCK screen, and correct the error 
condition (by selecting another clock source, or by 
re-selecting the clock if it has come back into range).

The FORMAT screen
This screen allows you to see and work with the digi-
tal audio inputs and outputs connected to the DM-24.

The first part of this screen affects the digital inputs. 
Note that the I/O screen is used to determine whether 
the XLR connector or RCA pin jack is used for each 
of these inputs.

Type of DIGITAL IN connection Typically, 
these connectors will be used for base frequency dig-
ital audio (44.1 k or 48 k). This is shown as NORMAL 
on the display. However, if the DM-24 is in high 
sampling frequency mode, these inputs may be used 
for high sampling frequency inputs. There are two 
ways in which they can be used for high sampling 
frequency; DUAL-LINE (where one AES/EBU cable is 
used to transmit one channel of high sampling fre-
quency audio, hence two lines are needed for a stereo 
pair) and HIGH-SPEED where the audio is transmitted 
at twice the usual speed, where one AES/EBU cable 
is used to transmit a pair of high sampling frequency 
signals at high speed.

Use the cursor, dial and ENTER key to set this value. 
If the DM-24 is set to an incompatible sampling fre-
quency, a popup message appears.

Other digital input parameters At normal 
base sampling frequencies, the DM-24 is capable of 
performing sampling frequency conversion on the 
incoming data. This can be turned on or off individu-
ally using the on-screen Fs CONVERT buttons.

The MUTE DEFEAT checkbox allows the DM-24 to 
ignore a status bit in some implementations of digital 
audio, which are otherwise satisfactory. If this is 
unchecked, when this audio is received, the input 
may be muted and the following messages may be 
displayed on screen: Not Audio data Digital In1 (byte 0, 
bit 1=1 of the channel status) or Source Fs unlocked 
(byte 0, bit5=1).

Details of the digital audio data can be obtained from 
a popup produced by pressing the DETAIL button. 
Such information includes the format, type, emphasis 
status, etc.

Digital output The assignments for the two digi-
tal outputs are made using the I/O screen. The format 
can be changed between AES/EBU and SPDIF (the 
SPDIF option is meaningful at base sampling frequen-
cies only) and details of the data can be obtained 
from a popup produced by pressing the DETAIL but-
ton. Such information includes the format, contents, 
emphasis status, word length, etc.

Multi I/O settings These assignments are made 
in the I/O screen, and cannot be changed. However, 
the word length for each of the TDIF groups can be 
set (either 16bit, 20bit or 24bit) and the details can be 
viewed (DETAIL button). These details include TX/RX 
mode, sampling frequency, word length and empha-
sis status, etc.

Stereo out setup This allows the choice of the 
word length output from the stereo out as being 
either 24-bit data, 20-bit with noise shaping, or 16-bit 
with noise shaping.
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SLOT screen
On the slot screen, the different optional interface 
cards that can be fitted to the DM-24 are automati-
cally detected and the options can be set. These are 
described separately in “Options” on page 183.

If slot cards have been fitted, they are shown on this 
screen, as in the example below.
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4 – Parts of the DM-24

This section is divided into what we hope is a func-
tional and logical order to help locate and use the 
controls.

This section is not a complete guide to the functions 
of the DM-24—treat it more as a “road-map” than a 
guidebook.

Top surface

The top surface of the DM-24 may be conveniently 
divided into the following sections: 

Module control

Other analog I/OAnalog module inputs

Transport and automation control

Module faders and selection, etc.

MonitoringParameter control

Library section
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Analog module inputs
These inputs typically feed the first sixteen input 
channels, but may be assigned in other ways as 
explained in “Setting up the I/O” on page 38.

1 INSERT These TRS 1/4” connectors are used 
to provide a post-TRIM insert (send at –2dBu), and 
the return (–2dBu) occurring just pre-AD convertor.

2 LINE IN (BAL) These balanced 1/4” jacks 
accept analog inputs at a nominal +4dBu input level, 
adjustable with the TRIM controls.

3 MIC These XLR connectors accept analog 
inputs for balanced microphones. Phantom power is 
available (switchable in groups of 4 inputs).

The input level is adjustable with the TRIM controls.

NOTE

There is no switch to allow a choice between the MIC 
and the LINE inputs. Accordingly, connections should 
not be made to both inputs of a channel simulta-
neously.

WARNING

4 TRIM These controls allow the input levels 
from the MIC and LINE inputs to be adjusted over a 
range of 56dB.

Turning these controls clockwise increases the level 
of the signal fed to the channel AD convertors.

5 PHANTOM (+48V) These switches allow 
+48V phantom power to be provided to the MIC 
channel inputs. These switches are arranged so that 
one switch controls the phantom power for four input 
channels (1 through 4, 5 through 8, 9 through 12, and 
13 through 16).

Other analog I/O
These inputs and outputs provide analog feeds to 
monitoring systems, etc.a balanced pair of stereo 
master outputs and an insert loop for these outputs.

There are also four assignable sends and returns, as 
explained in “Setting up the I/O” on page 38.

6 MONITOR OUTPUTS [CR (BAL)] These 
1/4” balanced analog outputs are used to provide 
monitoring signals to the control room as selected 

using the monitor select switches (+4dBu nominal 
level).

7 STEREO OUTPUT This pair of balanced 
XLR connectors provides the analog stereo out signal 
at +4dBu. 

8 MONITOR OUTPUTS [STUDIO] These 
unbalanced RCA connectors provide unbalanced sig-
nals to the studio at a nominal output level of
–10dBV. 

9 2-TR IN These two RCA unbalanced inputs 
are typically used for monitoring the replay from an 
analog mastering device at a nominal input level of 
–10dBV. 

A STEREO OUTPUT [INSERT] These 1/4” 
TRS connectors provide insert facilities for the 
STEREO OUTPUTs. The send (level –2dBu) is post 
DA convertor and the return (level –2dBu) is imme-
diately before outputs.

12 3 4
5

Connection of microphone cables and microphones: 
to prevent hazard or damage, ensure that only 
microphone cables and microphones designed to the 
IEC 268-15A standard are connected.

Connexions des microphones et de leurs câbles: pour 
éviter tout endommagement, s’assurer de brancher 
uniquement des microphones et des câbles de micro-
phones conçus selon la norme IEC 268-15A.

06
8
7

9 w

qe
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B ASSIGNABLE SENDS These balanced 
1/4” jacks (–2dBu) are used either as insert sends for 
the input channels or as aux sends (see “Setting up 
the I/O” on page 38).

C ASSIGNABLE RETURNS (BAL) These 
quasi-balanced returns (–2dBu) are either used as 

aux returns or as insert returns for the input channels 
(see “Setting up the I/O” on page 38).

D PHONES These two stereo 1/4” jacks provide 
headphone outputs.

Module control section
This section is chiefly used for the control of the 
most commonly-used module parameters:

E FS indicators These indicators show the 
current sampling frequency used by the system.

F 2ND F. (MOVE) key This key is mainly 
used in conjunction with the automation (purple) 
keys to access the secondary functions of these keys.

G EQUALIZER keys As explained in “Rotary 
encoders (ring LEDs)” on page 17, four of these keys 
(HIGH, HI MID, LOW MID, LOW) are used to select 
the frequency band of the active module which will 
be affected by the rotary encoders. The ON key turns 
the EQ on and off for the selected module.

H CH ASSIGN keys These keys are used to 
assign the selected module to the pairs of output bus-

ses (BUSS 1-2, BUSS 3-4, BUSS 5-6 and BUSS 7-8) 
or to the stereo outputs (STEREO) or to direct output 
(DIRECT).

The legends in parentheses on the first three buss 
keys refer to surround assignments if a surround 
mode has been selected.

I EXT CLOCK indicator If this indicator is 
lit, the DM-24 is referenced to externals word sync. 
If unlit, the DM-24 is acting as the master word sync 
source for the system. If flashing, the clock source is 
not connected, or is not otherwise available for use 
by the DM-24.

J MODULE key Pressing this key brings up 
the module editing screen, allowing the different 
parameters of a module to be viewed and edited.

K Encoder function select key and 
indicators Successive presses of this key light, in 
order: no indicator, EQ GAIN, AUX (1 through 4) and 
AUX (5 and 6), as explained in “Rotary encoders 
(ring LEDs)” on page 17. The indicators show the 
current function of the encoders.

L TOUCH/MOVE [KEEP] key This key is 
used in conjunction with the automation software, as 
explained in the automation guide.

M Rotary encoders These are used to set 
parameters as explained in “Rotary encoders (ring 
LEDs)” on page 17.

Library section
These keys are used for the storage and recall of 
commonly-used parameters in snapshots, EQ set-
tings, effects and so on.

N LIBRARY + and – [BANK] keys These 
are used to change the selected active library entry 
(usually shown at the top of the screen).

O RECALL [UNDO/REDO] key The 
RECALL key is used to recall the settings of stored in 
the currently-select active library entry. It can also be 
used for comparison between the new and previous 
settings.

r t y u
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P STORE key This key stores the current set-
tings to the currently-selected library entry.

Parameter control section
This section is used to control the different parame-
ters and to navigate through the different options 
available on the DM-24

Q LCD display This backlit display shows the 
parameters and values that can be adjusted, as well as 
popup status and error messages.

R Soft keys These four keys are used to select 
options and sub-screens shown at the bottom of the 
display (“Soft keys” on page 17).

S PODs These encoders are used to set values 
highlighted on the screen with the cursor (“PODs” on 
page 15).

T Display contrast Use this control to set the 
most convenient viewing angle for the display.

U Cursor keys These keys are used to move 
the on-screen cursor to highlight the parameters to be 
edited with the PODs or the data dial.

V Number and predefined function 
keys These keys are used to access the setting 
screens where global parameters may be set up and 
for changing between sub-screens.

The SHIFT key is also used to provide a secondary 
function for most of these keys, bringing up screens 
which probably will not be used so frequently.

In some location modes, these keys are used to enter 
numeric values directly:

W SHIFT key and indicator This is a 
“smart” key. Press and release it briefly to light the 
indicator. Press and release it briefly again to turn off 
the indicator.

Press and hold the key for more than about half a sec-
ond to light the indicator for only as long as the key is 
held down (when the key is released, the indicator 
goes out). 

When the indicator is lit, the predefined function 
keys will then perform their secondary shifted func-
tion (as marked on the lower label above the key).

X LOCATE keys and indicators These 
keys are used to set the way in which location of the 
currently-selected machine transport is controlled.

If any of these indicators is lit, the predefined func-
tion keys act as number keys (as explained in “Loca-
tion memories” on page 115).

Y AUTOMATION UNDO key This key is 
used with the automation system to undo changes 
made to automated mixes.

Z JOG/DATA dial This dial is used for setting 
on-screen parameter values, etc. When the DM-24 is 
controlling the transport of a remote device, it may 
be used to perform a jog function.

Number Unshifted function Shifted function

CLR AUTOMATION (auto-
mation) control

—

0 External device control 
(EXT. CTRL)

MIDI and machine control 
parameters (MIDI/MC)

h j kl; z x
c

b

n

v

1 Aux 1 and 2 sends 
(AUX 1-2)

System options (OPTION)

2 Aux 3 and 4 sends 
(AUX 3-4)

Input and output assign-
ment (I/O)

3 Aux 5 and 6 sends 
(AUX 5-6)

System setup options 
(SETUP)

4 Pan and balance (surround 
settings if surround 
selected) (PAN/BAL 
SURROUND)

Digital trim and channel 
delay (TRIM/DLY)

5 Channel-to-buss assign-
ment (ASSIGN)

Stereo linking and fader/
mute grouping (LINK/
GRP)

6 On-screen meters and fader 
positioning (METER/
FADER)

Monitoring settings and 
options (MONITOR)

7 Library settings and selec-
tion (LIBRARY)

—

8 Effect settings and editing 
(EFFECT)

—

9 Dynamics processor set-
tings (GATE/DYN)

Various system utilities 
(UTILITY)

Number Unshifted function Shifted function
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a ENTER key Use this key to confirm entries 
and to answer “yes” to questions (the cursor keys are 
usually used to cancel or answer “no”).

Monitoring section
This section is used to control what is heard from the 
control room and the studio monitoring systems. 
Since many of the choices here are “soft” choices 
(that is, determined by the software), the full expla-
nation of these keys and indicators is provided in a 
separate section (“Monitoring” on page 75).

b Meters These meters show the level of the 
currently-monitored signal.

c SOLO control and indicator When the 
indicator is lit, soloing is enabled and a channel has 
been selected for soloing. The level of the soloed sig-
nal is controlled by this knob.

d PHONES control This control regulates the 
level of the signal sent to the phones outputs.

e Monitor selection keys These keys are 
used to select the signal sent to the control room 
monitor outputs (and the phones outputs). 

The STEREO key routes the stereo output signal to 
the monitor outputs. The SEL 1, SEL 2 and SEL 3 
keys route the signals selected in the monitor screen 
to the monitor outputs.

f Talkback microphone This integral 
microphone can be used for studio talkback or slate 
output.

g DIM key and indicator This “smart” key 
works in the same way as the STUDIO key above.

When on, the control room outputs are attenuated 
(the amount is set using the monitor screen).

h MONO This outputs the selected signal in 
mono to the control room monitors and phones.

i STUDIO key and indicator This “smart” 
key latches on when pushed and released within a 
second, and is switched off by pushing it again in the 
same way. If pushed and held down for more than a 
second it is non-latching, that is, it turns off when 
released.

When on, the control room outputs are attenuated, 
and the talkback microphone signal is routed to the 
studio outputs.

j CR volume control This control adjusts 
the level of the signal selected with the selection keys 
and sent to the control room outputs and PHONES 
outputs.

k TO SLATE key and indicator This 
“smart” key works in the same way as the STUDIO 
key above.

When on, the control room outputs are attenuated 
and the talkback microphone signal is routed to the 
eight output busses, the stereo buss and the six aux 
busses.

l T/B volume control This control adjusts 
the level of the signal from the talkback microphone, 
fed to the selected outputs (slate or studio).

m , ./! @
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Module faders and selection, etc.
The module faders are arranged in layers (see “Fader 
layers” on page 20). Accordingly, the 16 module fad-
ers are used to control all 32 inputs, the six aux sends 
and the output buss sends as shown on the pre-
printed labels above and below each channel strip.

Note that a wipe-off surface is provided (below the 
REC keys) for you to write in soft pencil the func-
tions of the channels (equipment connected to the 
DM-24, etc.).

m REC key These keys, with integral indicator, 
are used to set and show the recording status of tracks 
of devices controlled by the DM-24.

n SEL keys These keys, with integral indica-
tors, are used to select the modules for editing opera-
tions, as well as for stereo linking and other editing 

functions. The indicators light to show which module 
has been selected.

o MUTE keys These keys, with integral indica-
tors, show the muting status of the modules. When 
used with the solo modes, they give instant indication 
of what module(s) are selected for soloing.

p OL/STATUS indicators These indicators 
may be selected using software to show either over-
load to the input channels or the current status of the 
channel when automation operations are being car-
ried out. See “OL/STATUS LED TYPE” on page 22 
for details of these settings.

q Module faders These 100mm motorized 
faders are labeled from ∞ (full cut) to +10  (dB). The 
0 position may be set to be equivalent to the appro-
priate full-scale value using software.

r ALL SAFE key This key, with integral indi-
cator, is used to “safe” any tracks of recording 
devices controlled by the DM-24.

s SOLO key This key, with integral indicator, 
is used to enable the soloing function as selected in 
“SOLO” on page 24.

t STEREO fader This fader does not change 
function as the layers are changed, but controls the 
level of the stereo outputs.

It is labeled from ∞ (full cut) to 0 (full scale).

u LAYER STATUS keys These keys (with 
integral indicators), as explained in “Fader layers” on 
page 20, change the function of the modules to pro-
vide access to the different fader layers.

Transport and automation control

This controls in this section provide remote control 
facilities for recording devices, etc. attached to the 
DM-24.

v REPEAT key This key, with integral indica-
tor, is used to control repeat playback.

w ALL INPUT key Provides input monitoring 
for all tracks on the selected unit(s).

x AUTO MON key Provides automated 
switching between input and off-tape monitoring.

y AUTO PUNCH IN/OUT keys Typically 
used with the DTRS family of recorders.

z Transport keys and indicators The 
exact function of these keys (REW, F FWD, STOP, 
PLAY and RECORD) and indicators depends on the 
device currently selected for external control.

*
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S Automation control keys and 
indicators  These keys (REHEARSE, WRITE, 
TRIM and REVERT) are used to control the automa-
tion functions. These keys have other functions, as 
selected by the 2ND F key (F).

NOTE

Although some of these keys have similar names to 
other keys on the DM-24, note that their functions are 
restricted to automation operations.

Rear panel

The rear panel of the DM-24 houses the digital audio 
and control connections.

NOTE

Only use TASCAM-supplied and TASCAM-approved 
cables when making digital audio and control connec-
tions to the DM-24. Though the cables and connectors 
may resemble computer cables, they serve different 
purposes, and meet a different set of specifications. The 
use of cables other than TASCAM cables will at best 
cause the equipment to work erratically, and at worst 
cause damage to the equipment.

If the use of cables other than TASCAM cables causes or 
results in damage, the warranty is voided.

1 TO METER This 25-pin ‘D’-sub connector is 
used to connect the DM-24 and the optional MU-24/
DM meter unit.

2 ADAT [IN, OUT] Use these “lightpipe” con-
nectors to connect ADAT-compatible units to the 
DM-24 with a Toslink-type optical cable. Each of 
these connectors carries eight digital audio input or 
outputs channels.

The input may be used as a clock source, and routed 
to any of the three groups of eight input channels (1 
through 8, 9 through 16, 17 through 24).

3 WORD SYNC [OUT/THRU, IN] and 
switch These BNC connectors are used for word 
sync. The switch controls the behavior of the connec-
tors (75Ω input impedance and switching between 
OUT and THRU functions) as described here:

A THRU setting means that the connector echoes the 
word sync signal received at the IN. An OUT setting 
means that the DM-24 originates a word sync signal 
(and is therefore to be the word sync master for the 
system).

1 2 3 4

56 7 8 9

A B C D E

Position
75Ω IN 
termination?

OUT/THRU

Left No Thru

Center No Out

Right Yes Out
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4 TDIF [1, 2 3] These 25-pin ‘D’-sub connec-
tors are used for the connection of suitably-equipped 
digital audio devices. 

At the base rates of 44.1k and 48k, each connector 
carries eight channels of input and eight of output. 
These numbers are halved when dual-frequency sam-
pling frequencies (88.2k and 96k) are used.

These may be routed to any of the three groups of 
eight channels capable of accepting return signals (1 
through 8, 9 through 16, 17 through 24).

TDIF 1 only may be selected as the clock source for 
the system.

5 MIDI IN, OUT and THRU These three 5-
pin DIN connectors correspond to the MIDI standard 
(MIDI IN receives MIDI data, MIDI OUT outputs 
MIDI data originated by the DM-24, and MIDI THRU 
echoes data received at MIDI IN).

The MIDI is used for MIDI Timecode, Program 
Change and Control Change messages, as well as for 
MIDI System Exclusive bulk data dumps, etc. The 
details of these are all given in the section on MIDI 
(“MIDI” on page 125).

6 EXT SW This 1/4” jack is used to connect a 
footswitch (for example, the TASCAM RC-30P), 
which is selectable through software to provide a 
variety of functions.

7 TIME CODE This unbalanced RCA connec-
tor accepts SMPTE/EBU analog timecode.

8 DTRS REMOTE CONTROL This 15-pin 
‘D’-sub connector connects to the first unit in a chain 
of DTRS recorders, allowing the DM-24 to remotely 
control the recorders.

9 SLOT [1 and 2] These expansion slots allow 
the fitting of optional cards, such as a cascade card, 
AES/EBU interfaces, additional “lightpipe” inter-
faces, or additional AD-DA conversion interfaces.

Consult your TASCAM dealer for availability of 
such cards, and the documentation supplied with the 
cards for details of how to fit and use them.

A POWER SWITCH and IN Use this push-
on/push-off switch to switch the power to the DM-
24. Use only the provided power cord to connect the 
DM-24 to the AC supply, ensuring that the voltage of 
the supply matches the voltage requirements as given 
on the rear panel of the DM-24. If you are in any 
doubt, consult a qualified electrician.

NOTE

The equipment draws nominal non-operating power 
from the AC outlet with its POWER switch in the OFF 
position.

B DIGITAL OUTPUT 1 and 2  Each of these 
outputs has two connectors: an XLR-type and an 
RCA connector. The format of the output is deter-
mined by software.

The function of these connectors (master stereo out-
put, stereo aux send, etc.) is also determined by soft-
ware settings.

C DIGITAL INPUT 1 and 2 Each of these 
inputs has two connectors: an XLR-type and an RCA 
connector. Only one connector at a time can be used 
for the input (selected by software).

The routing of these connectors is also determined by 
software settings.

D GPI This 9-pin ‘D’-sub connector is a General 
Purpose Interface, used for remote control of devices 
attached to the DM-24.

E RS-422 This 9-pin ‘D’-sub connector is a 
remote control interface, to the RS-422 standard, 
allowing remote control of devices attached to the 
DM-24.
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5 – Setting up the I/O

Because the DM-24 is a “soft” digital mixing con-
sole, there are few of the hard-wired assignments that 
you find on an analog console. 

In addition, the DM-24 includes an internal patchbay, 
which allows routing and splitting of signals within 
the console, providing a high degree of flexibility, 
and easy re-configuration when the requirements 
within a project change.

These routing and configuration settings can be 
stored in snapshot settings, allowing easy switching 
between the commonly-used routing patterns (for 
example, tracking, overdubbing and mixdown).

The library facilities also allow the retention of I/O 
patches, etc. between snapshots, so that the I/O set-
tings are not always overwritten by the recalled snap-
shot. See “Protecting snapshot settings” on page 132 
for full details.

NOTE

This section deals only with the assignments in normal 
sampling frequency modes (either 44.1k or 48k). If the 
DM-24 is to be used in high sampling-frequency mode, 
the screens and the options are a little different. See 
“High sampling frequency” on page 142 for details.

Signal sources

The DM-24 defines channel signal sources as inputs 
and returns, as explained here.

In the I/O assignment screens, each channel from 1 
through 24 has two different sources—input and 
return—available (channels 25 to 32 have only one 
source—input—available):

In this illustration, the mic/line inputs are selected as 
the inputs (upper box) for channels 17 through 24. 

The ADAT connector audio is selected as the return 
source (lower box) for these channels.

Sixteen mic/line analog inputs  are avail-
able on the DM-24. These are referred to on-screen 
as M/L. 

They may be assigned to the console channels num-
bered 1 through 32. These are inputs.

Three TDIF connectors  (1 through 3) carry 
eight channels of I/O digital audio each (in base fre-
quency mode—in dual-frequency mode, this situa-
tion is different). 

These TDIF inputs may also be assigned to console 
channels numbered 1 through 24.

These are returns.

ADAT connector The single “lightpipe” ADAT 
input connector carries eight channels of digital 
audio input.

The eight audio channels received through this con-
nector may be assigned to any of the console chan-
nels numbered 1 through 24.

These are returns.

DIGITAL IN 1 & 2 Each of these logical inputs has 
two physical connectors: an XLR, typically used for 
AES/EBU connections, and an RCA jack, typically 
used for SPDIF connections. One of these can be 
selected for each logical input, and routed to any of 
the console channels numbered 1 through 32. These 
are inputs.

Card slots Optional cards may be installed in the 
two card slots for expansion of the digital and analog 
I/O. These are treated as returns, and may be routed 
to the channels 1 through 24.

Assignable returns These four balanced analog 
inputs may be assigned as channel inputs (for exam-
ple, when they are used with external effect proces-
sors). 

These are inputs and are assignable to channels 1 
through 32.

Internal effectors The DM-24 has two internal 
digital effectors, with stereo returns. 

These returns are inputs and are assignable to chan-
nels 1 through 32.

inputs
returns
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Output signals

The following are the signals output from the DM-24 
(excluding the monitoring signals):

Eight output busses These busses are typically 
routed to the built-in multi-track outputs (TDIF and 
ADAT) or to the optional slot cards.

Six aux busses These six aux busses may be 
routed to the assignable sends, as well as to the inter-
nal effect units.

Stereo master outputs These stereo outputs 
are typically used as the sum of the mixed output 
busses (except in surround mode).

Direct outputs The signals from the channels can 
be output directly, not passing through busses, etc. to 
the connectors (TDIF, ADAT, slot) below.

Physical outputs
This excludes the monitoring outputs (control room, 
studio, etc.).

TDIF-1 connectors These connectors are used as 
outputs as well as inputs, carrying eight channels 
each in normal-frequency mode. In dual-frequency 
mode situation this is different.

ADAT OUT connector This lightpipe connector 
can be used as outputs from busses or as direct out-
put. It carries eight channels in normal-frequency 
mode.

Slot cards These may act as outputs, depending on 
the cards installed.

Assignable sends These sends may be used as 
either analog insert sends or as aux sends.

Digital outputs (x 2) Can be assigned to output 
the stereo buss, adjacent pairs of busses, adjacent 
pairs aux busses or the control room source.

STEREO OUTPUTS (L, R) Used as the analog 
outputs for the stereo master buss.

Patching between input and return

The DM-24 allows you to switch between the 
assigned inputs and returns for channels 1 through 24 
without having to connect or disconnect cables. The 
sources for channels 25 through 32 are not selectable 
in this way.

These switches are accessed from the I/O screens.

1 With the SHIFT indicator lit, press the I/O 
key.

2 Press either the first or second soft key to 
bring up the channel assignment screens.

The on-screen channels have two columns, the 
sources, and the destinations, with a “patch cable” 
connecting them.

The source column has two alternative sources for 
each channel: the input (top) and the return (bottom) 
sources.

Move the cursor to the “patch cable” and turn the 
dial. 

3 Press ENTER to confirm the change.

NOTE

This switching can also be done in the fourth MODULE 
screen (“Channel source (CH SOURCE)” on page 60).

Mic/line input 1 is routed to 
input channel 1

The cursor is moved to high-
light the “patch cable”

The dial has been turned to 
“repatch” TDIF1 channel 1 to 
channel 1

The ENTER key has been 
pressed to confirm the re-
patching process.
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Assigning inputs to channels

The I/O screens control the input/output assignments, 
as explained here:

1 With the SHIFT indicator lit, press the I/O 
key. 

There are four tabs at the bottom of the 
screen. The two leftmost tabs, accessed 
through the first two soft keys, control the 
inputs to the first sixteen (CH1-16 IN) and sec-
ond sixteen (CH17-32 IN) channels, respec-
tively.

2 Press either of the two soft keys described 
above. These screens control the selection of 
the return block, the input source, and the 

choice between input and return for each 
channel, as well as the input source for the 
DIGITAL IN signals.

Each of the channels from 1 through 24 can be used 
either as an input or a return, as described above.

In the screen above, the mic/line inputs are assigned 
to the first sixteen channels, which would be an 
appropriate setting for the recording phase of a 
project. In the screen below, however, tape returns 
from TDIF groups 1 and 2 are assigned to these 
channels (for mixdown).

Channels 25 through 32 can be used for input only.

Input sources
Any mic/line input can be assigned to any channel (1 
through 32). The same mic/line input can be assigned 
to more than one channel, if required.

1 In either of the two channel I/O screens, move 
the cursor to the source column of the group 
of channels.

2 Use the § and ¶ keys to move up and down 
the column. 

NOTE

Note that the returns (as explained below) are pre-
mapped and cannot be changed here. The cursor never 
highlights them.

3 Use the dial to select from the available 
options as listed here (x represents a dis-
played number in this table):

NOTE

Since input sources can be shared (routed to more than 
one input at once), simultaneous recordings can be 
made of the same take. For example, you can try 
recording the same vocal take with different compres-
sion or EQ settings.

Screen display Meaning

M/L x Mic/line analog input x

D-INx-L (or R) Digital input x (1 or 2) – either the left 
or the right channel

ASN RTNx One of the four assignable returns

EFF x-L (or R) Internal effector 1 or 2, left or right 
channel
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Return modules
Return sources are available for channels 1 through 
24 (channels 25 through 32 are input only).

The return options for each group of eight channels 
are selected by moving the cursor to the RETURN field 
at the left of the list of channels, and using the dial to 
select from the available options.

Press ENTER to confirm the setting.

NOTE

If a slot card has not been fitted, an error message 
appears. Press ENTER to dismiss the message.

Each group of eight channels is assigned to use the 
same return source block (though it is possible to mix 
inputs and returns within the same block).

It is important to note the following:

• The returns from TDIF1-1 cannot be assigned and 
used at the same time as the returns from a card fit-
ted in slot 1.

• The returns from TDIF1-2 cannot be assigned and 
used at the same time as the returns from a card fit-
ted in slot 2.

• The returns from TDIF1-3 cannot be assigned and 
used at the same time as the returns from the inter-
nal ADAT connector.

The first 24 channels may have the following sources 

assigned to them as returns:

As can be seen, it is possible for the same return to be 
assigned to more than one channel at the same time 
(of course, it is not possible for one channel to accept 
the signal from more than one return at the same 
time).

Although the return module for each block can be 
selected, the channels of the module cannot be 
changed. For example, if an MTR return is assigned 
to channels 1–8, track 2 of an MTR cannot be 
assigned to channel 1. Track 3 can only be assigned 
to TDIF channel 3 (in the TDIF1, TDIF2, TDIF3 
return source blocks), or ADAT channel 3, etc.

Note, though that when slot cards are fitted, the num-
ber of the channel in the slot card may be offset by 8 
or 16, so that channel 9 (or 17) of slot card 2 may be 
assigned to channel 1, etc.

NOTE

See “Patching and setting up effects” on page 82 for 
further details of how effect sends and returns may be 
used with the patching system.

Digital inputs
Each digital input has two connectors; an XLR-type 
connector and an RCA pin jack. One of these is 
selected for input as described here.

These connectors can both be used for either AES/
EBU or SPDIF data, and the data format is automati-
cally detected by the DM-24—no settings are neces-
sary to choose the data format.

See “The FORMAT screen” on page 28 for details of 
how to set the parameters for sampling frequency 
conversion, etc. at these inputs.

However, although there are two physical connectors 
for these inputs, the audio data for an input can only 
be accepted from one of these connectors at any one 
time.

Channel Return signal

1,9,17 TDIF1-3 Trk1 / Slot1-2 Trk1 / Slot1-2 Trk9 / 
Slot1-2 Trk17 / ADAT Trk1

2,10,18 TDIF1-3 Trk2 / Slot1-2 Trk2 / Slot1-2 Trk10 / 
Slot1-2 Trk18 / ADAT Trk2

3,11,19 TDIF1-3 Trk3 / Slot1-2 Trk3 / Slot1-2 Trk11 / 
Slot1-2 Trk19 / ADAT Trk3

4,12,20 TDIF1-3 Trk4 / Slot1-2 Trk4 / Slot1-2 Trk12 / 
Slot1-2 Trk20 / ADAT Trk4

5,13,21 TDIF1-3 Trk5 / Slot1-2 Trk5 / Slot1-2 Trk13 / 
Slot1-2 Trk21 / ADAT Trk5

6,14,22 TDIF1-3 Trk6 / Slot1-2 Trk6 / Slot1-2 Trk14 / 
Slot1-2 Trk22 / ADAT Trk6

7,15,23 TDIF1-3 Trk7 / Slot1-2 Trk7 / Slot1-2 Trk15 / 
Slot1-2 Trk23 / ADAT Trk7

8,16,24 TDIF1-3 Trk8 / Slot1-2 Trk8 / Slot1-2 Trk16 / 
Slot1-2 Trk24 / ADAT Trk8
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The inputs are chosen in a similar way to the input/
return selection for channels 1 through 24. 

The cursor is moved to the “patch cord” linking the 
inputs to the digital input (either D IN1 or D IN2), and 

the dial and ENTER key are used to change the 
“patch” setting.

Channel-to-buss assignments (global)

These may be made either on a central “global” 
basis, or individually, channel by channel.

NOTE

Surround modes are treated in a similar, but different, 
manner. See “Surround operations” on page 137 for 
full details of how to make assignments in surround 
mode.

To use the global screen:

1 With the SHIFT indicator off, press the 
ASSIGN key.

2 Continue to press the ASSIGN key, or press 
soft key 3 to display the BUSS screen.

3 Use the Ó and Á keys or dial to move the 
cursor along the row. The § and ¶ keys 
move between the blocks, and the SEL indi-
cator of the currently-highlighted channel 
lights (if the fader layer containing the chan-
nel is selected).

Alternatively, use the SEL keys of the chan-
nels to move the cursor and highlight the 
channels on the screen. Channel 1 is high-
lighted here. 

4 Use POD 4 to move the cursor at the right of 
the screen to select the buss groups (1-2, 3-4, 
5-6 and 7-8), the stereo output (ST), direct out 
(DIR) or AUX 1-2 (see below).

5 Press ENTER to assign/de-assign the high-
lighted channel to and from the selected 
group. The appropriate CH ASSIGN key indi-
cators light and go out as the selections are 
made in this way.

Alternatively, if the SEL key of the selected 
channel is lit (that is, the fader layer of the 
selected channel is active), use the dedicated 
ASSIGN keys to change the assignments.

NOTE

Direct output is only possible from channels 1 through 
16.

Master settings The on-screen buttons ALL CH 
ON (soft key 1) and ALL CH OFF (soft key 2) are used to 
assign or de-assign all channels from the assignment 
highlighted using POD 4.

AUX 1-2 The AUX 1-2 setting at the bottom of the 
POD 4 list does not have a corresponding hardware 
key or indicator. It is used to switch a link between 
the stereo output and aux 1-2, or aux 1-2 may be 
assigned to the stereo outputs. Obviously, only one of 
these assignments may be made at one time.

The first of these assignments (stereo to aux 1-2) is 
only possible when the AUX 1-2 POD 4 button is high-
lighted, and when the cursor is on the ST module 
(bottom right of screen).

The second such assignment (aux 1-2 to stereo) is 
possible only when the AUX 1-2 POD button is not 
highlighted, and the cursor highlights the AUX mod-
ule (to the left of the ST module—lower right).

In either case, press the ENTER key. If the other 
assignment has been made, a popup message appears 

RCA XLR
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(STEREO to AUX1-2 is assigned. or AUX1-2 to STEREO is 
assigned.). Press ENTER again to dismiss the mes-
sage, then unlink the existing assignment, and retry 
the link of the new assignment.

When the link is successfully made, the appropriate 
on-screen indicator is reversed.

Channel-to-buss assignments by channel
This method allows the setting of channel-to-buss 
assignments per channel. 

1 Select a channel using the FADER LAYER 
keys and the SEL key of the channel (either 
SEL key if the channel is part of a stereo link 
pair).

2 Use the CH ASSIGN keys to the left of the dis-
play to assign and de-assign channels to and 
from busses. 

If the assignment is not possible (for instance, 
no direct out is possible for channels 17 
through 32), the appropriate key is disabled.

If either the MODULE or the ASSIGN screen is dis-
played, changes made to the assignments using these 
keys will be reflected in the display.

Other module parameters
Phase, gate on/off, compressor on/off, pre- or post-
EQ compressor location, and EQ on/off can all be set 
in the PARAMETERS sub-screen of the ASSIGN display. 
Press soft key 4, or the ASSIGN key until this sub-
screen is displayed.

Use POD 4 to select the type of parameter to be 
changed, and the cursor keys to move between the 
modules, as before.

The parameters selected by POD 4 are:

Note that channels 17 through 32 cannot have a gate 
assigned to them.

If a compressor has been assigned to any of the mas-
ter modules (aux or buss or stereo as described in 
“Master compressors” on page 45), this will appear 
at the bottom of the screen, otherwise, a gray box 
will be shown.

Φ Phase on and off (inverse signifies phase reversal)

GAT Gate switch on/off (inverse signifies on)

CMP Compressor switch on/off Inverse signifies on)

INS  Compressor insert point (changes between PRE (pre-
EQ) and PST (post-EQ)

EQ Turns EQ on and off (inverse signifies on)
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Output assignments

The buss settings and the aux sends 1 through 4 may 
be routed to the three internal TDIF slots, as well as 
to the ADAT output and any slot cards fitted.

The output grouping destinations are grouped in out-
put blocks of eight signals. Block sources (busses, 
direct outputs or aux sends) are mapped to these 
blocks. The blocks are grouped together, and the 
block sources are sent in parallel to all blocks in the 
group

The eight output busses are assigned on a one-to-one 
basis to the outputs within a block (that is, buss 1 will 
feed channel 1 of the output block, etc.is

NOTE

The more recent models of TASCAM DTRS recorder have 
an internal patchbay which allows you to reassign 
inputs to tracks.

If a direct out has been selected in the assignments 
(“Channel-to-buss assignments (global)” on 
page 42), this will take priority over the buss outputs 
(the appropriate buss output will not be selected for 
the block/channel combination used by the direct 
outs).

The composition of the output blocks, and the 
choices for the block sources are:

In the I/O OUTPUT sub-screen, use the dial and 
ENTER key to select the source for each output 
block.

Digital outputs
The two DIGITAL OUTPUTs may output: the stereo 
outputs (STEREO), a pair of busses (BUSS1–2, BUSS3–
4, BUSS5–6, or BUSS7–8), a pair of aux sends (AUX1-2, 
AUX3-4, AUX5-6) or the control room signal (C.ROOM).

The XLR and RCA connectors for each output are 
fed in parallel with the selected signal, and the format 

is determined in the DIGITAL FORMAT screen (“Digital 
output” on page 28).

Move the cursor to the appropriate field (DIGITAL 
OUT1 or DIGITAL OUT2) on the left of the screen, Use 
the dial and ENTER key to select the desired output 
signal.

Block
Output block 

groups
Block Source options

1 TDIF 1 (1–8)
Slot 1 (1–8)
Slot 2 (1–8)

Buss 1–8 / Direct out 1–8 
Aux 1–4 Parallel (paralleled 
1->1&5, 2->2&6, etc.)

2 TDIF 2 (9–16)
Slot 1 (9–16)
Slot 2 (9–16)

Buss 1–8 / Direct out 9–16
Aux 1–4 Parallel (paralleled 
1->1&5, 2->2&6, etc.)

3 TDIF 3 (17–24)
ADAT (17-24)
Slot 1 (17–24)
Slot 2 (17–24)

Buss 1–8 / Direct out 1–8 
Buss 1–8 / Direct out 9–16 
Aux 1–4 Parallel (paralleled 
1->1&5, 2->2&6, etc.)
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Assignable sends and returns

The four sets of analog I/O connectors may be used 
as either analog insert points for selected channels or 
as the send part of effect loops (I/O display, ASSIGN 
SECT. sub-screen, accessed with soft key 4).

Move the cursor to the INSERT or SEND RETURN radio 
button and press ENTER to make the setting for the 
appropriate assignable connectors.

If the insert mode is selected, move the cursor to the 
channel (CH) column, and use the dial and ENTER 
key to select and confirm the channel (any channel 
from 1 through 32 can be entered here). There is also 
an “off” setting (all fields are filled with ---).

The location of the insert can be selected (pre/post 
fader) in the POINT field and the insert loop turned on 
or off (ON/OFF button) in the ON/OFF column.

If the send loop is selected (the SEND/RETURN radio 
button is selected), the send signal source (AUX 1 to 
AUX 6) can be selected. To select the send signal 
source, move the cursor to the SEND SIGNAL field, 
then use the dial and ENTER key to select and con-
firm the source.

NOTE

The assignable returns can be assigned to the inputs in 
the first and second I/O screens (“Assigning inputs to 
channels” on page 40).

Master compressors

To assign up to six compressors (in three stereo pairs) 
to the STEREO L-R, the aux sends or the output busses, 
move the cursor to one of the pairs of MASTER fields 
(1-2, 3-4 or 5-6) at the right of the screen.

Press ENTER, and use the dial to select an adjacent 
pair of aux sends or output busses. Confirm the selec-
tion with the ENTER key.

Set the compressor for each of the master pairs on or 
off using the ENTER key when the cursor is on the 
appropriate on-screen button (or using the ASSIGN 
PARAMETERS screen—“Other module parameters” on 
page 43).
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6 – Hookup

This section explains how to connect the DM-24 to 
other equipment, dividing the connections into ana-
log, digital and sync/control type connections.

These are not sample setups, but pointers to the capa-
bilities of the DM-24 when used with other equip-
ment in your setup.

NOTE

Always turn off the power to the DM-24 and other 
equipment when making and breaking connections. 

Reapply power in the direction of source to destination 
(for example, turn on any external effect units and elec-
tronic instruments or other audio source first, followed 
by the DM-24 and any recording devices, and finish 
with the monitoring system.

Refer to “Parts of the DM-24” on page 30 for details 
of the specific terminals and connectors named in 
this section, and to “Setting up the I/O” on page 38 
for details of how the internal assignments and patch-
ing are performed inside the DM-24.

Analog connections

MIC/LINE connections
The main analog inputs are the mic/line source con-
nections made to the MIC/LINE connectors at the top 
of the unit.

Both sets of connectors are balanced (though when 
unbalanced plugs are inserted into the LINE 1/4” 
jacks, these are used as unbalanced inputs).

NOTE

Only one connector of each channel (XLR or 1/4”) 
should be in use at any one time. Do not make connec-
tions to both the 1/4” jack and the XLR connector of a 

single channel). There is no way to switch between 
them.

The MIC XLR connectors can be supplied with phan-
tom power (+48V). This is switched in blocks of 
four, with one switch controlling the phantom power 
supply to inputs 1–4, 5–8, 9–12, and 13–16.

NOTE

Always take care when switching the phantom power, 
to ensure that devices which may be damaged if phan-
tom power is supplied are not connected to XLR con-
nectors where phantom power is supplied.

MIC LINE IN INSERT ASSIGNABLE SENDS

ASSIGNABLE 
RETURNS

STEREO OUTPUT

2TR IN

STUDIOCR PHONES

STEREO OUTPUT 
INSERT

Studio monitoring 
system

Control room 
monitoring system

Dynamics processor Effector / Dynamics 
processor

Dynamics processor

Analog mastering 
recorder

IN OUT IN OUT

IN

OUT

IN 
(REC)

OUT 
(PLAY)

DM-24
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The way in which these inputs are used by the chan-
nel modules is described in “Setting up the I/O” on 
page 38.

Use the TRIM controls to adjust the gain of the MIC 
and LINE inputs.

As explained in “OL/STATUS LED TYPE” on 
page 22, the LEDs by the faders can be used as signal 
level or overload indicators. Set the level at which 
they light to match your working conditions.

External dynamics processors and effectors
Use the MIC/LINE channel INSERT connectors for 
the connection of external dynamics processors for 
channels 1 through 16.

There is no software control to turn these on or off.

Note that the position of these inserts is fixed as post-
trim, and immediately before the AD convertor.

The assignable sends and returns can be set up as 
insert loops or as send/return effect loops “Assign-
able sends and returns” on page 45).

When used as inserts, these are available for channels 
1 through 32.

When used as send/return loops, aux sends 1 through 
6 may be assigned to the sends, and the returns are 
made through any channel.

Analog monitoring and mastering
The main stereo buss signal is output from the 
STEREO OUT terminals, which should therefore be 
connected to the analog mastering machine.

Return the analog mastering machine into the 2TR IN 
terminals. These are assigned by default to the SEL 3 

monitoring selection key for easy monitoring of the 
two-track master in the control room.

Connect the two independent monitoring output 
sources (CR and STUDIO) to the appropriate moni-
toring systems.
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Digital connections

The digital audio connections mentioned here refer 
to the standard (non-expanded) model and are all 
made on the rear panel of the unit.

If expansion slot cards have been fitted, consult the 
appropriate documentation for these cards for full 
details of operations, etc.

DTRS recorder connections
WARNING

Only use TASCAM-supplied and TASCAM-approved 
cables when making digital audio and control connec-
tions to the DM-24. Though the cables and connectors 
may resemble computer cables, they serve different 
purposes, and meet a different set of specifications. The 
use of cables other than TASCAM cables will at best 
cause the equipment to work erratically, and at worst 
cause damage to the equipment. If the use of cables 
other than TASCAM cables causes or results in damage, 
the warranty is voided.

Connect the appropriate TDIF interface of the DM-
24 to the TDIF interface of the DTRS unit using a 
TASCAM cable. The interface carries both input and 
output signals.

Use an appropriate TASCAM remote cable to con-
nect the DTRS REMOTE CONTROL connector of the 

DM-24 to the REMOTE/SYNC IN of the first 
DTRS unit in a chain. Connect the SYNC OUT of 
this unit to the REMOTE/SYNC IN of the next unit 
in the chain, and so on. Remember to terminate the 
last unit in the chain.

Control the remote DTRS units as described in 
“External control” on page 117.

The TDIF signal can carry timing signals, but for 
reliability, it is suggested that a separate word con-
nection is made wherever possible, whether the DM-
24 will be acting as a word clock master or as a slave. 
This connection need only be made to the first DTRS 
unit in the chain (with the lowest ID). Other units in 
the chain receive their clock through the REMOTE/
SYNC connections.

TDIF-1 TDIF-2 TDIF-3

DIGITAL OUTPUT 1

DIGITAL INPUT 1

DIGITAL OUTPUT 2

DIGITAL INPUT 2

ADAT INADAT OUT

DTRS 1

ADAT unit

DTRS 2 DTRS 3

Digital mastering 
recorder

Digital effector

SYNCREMOTE/SYNC IN SYNC

TDIF TDIF TDIF

DTRS REMOTE 
CONTROL

OUTIN

IN 
(REC)

IN 

OUT

OUT 
(PLAY)

DM-24
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ADAT connections
Use two TOSLINK-type fiber cables to connect the 
ADAT device (ADAT IN to OUT on the remote 
device) and ADAT OUT to IN on the remote device).

If the ADAT is to be controlled from the DM-24, a 
third-party device to convert MMC to ADAT sync 

commands will be necessary. Examples of such 
devices are the JL Cooper dataSYNC2, or the MOTU 
MTP AV. These convert the ABS code from the 
ADAT to MTC, allowing synchronization for auto-
mation purposes.

Digital inputs and outputs
The two sets of digital inputs and two sets of digital 
outputs each comprise an XLR-type connector and 
an RCA pin jack. Typically, the XLR-type connector 
will be used for AES/EBU digital audio, while the 
RCA is used for SPDIF.

These inputs can be assigned to any of the channel 
modules (1 through 32). They can therefore be used 
as returns from digital effects units, etc. as well as 
source inputs from CD players, DAT decks, etc.

The DM-24 incorporates a sampling frequency con-
verter, allowing input from sources with a sampling 
frequency different from that of the DM-24.

The DM-24 can output audio data from both the 
XLR and the RCA connectors of each digital output 
at the same time.

Each of these output pairs can be used as the stereo 
mastering outputs, as paired buss outputs, as paired 
aux sends, or as the feed to the control room monitor-
ing system. 

The sampling frequency of the digital audio from 
these outputs is always the system sampling fre-
quency of the DM-24.

Synchronization and control connections

RS-422

TO METER

MIDI
THRU/
MTC OUT    OUT     INTIME CODE IN

External timecode 
source

MIDI equipment MIDI equipment

P2-compatible 
equipment (e.g. VTR)

MU-24

To clock slave From clock master

OUT/THRU     IN
WORD SYNC

DM-24
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Word sync clock connections
NOTE

In every digital audio setup, there must be one, and 
only one, word sync source. If there is more than one 
source in a system, there is a risk of causing damage to 
the monitoring system (and your hearing).

The DM-24 can act as either a word sync clock mas-
ter or as a slave.

In the case of the DM-24 acting as a master for the 
system, make sure that the switch by the BNC word 
sync connectors is in the center position (75-ohm IN 
termination is OFF, and the DM-24 generates the 
word sync signal from the OUT terminal).

In the case of the DM-24 being a word sync clock 
slave, it is possible for the DM-24 to either retransmit 

the word sync to other units, or to act as the last unit 
in the word sync chain.

When retransmitting the sync, set the switch to the 
left position (75-ohm IN termination is OFF and the 
OFF/THRU setting is set to THRU). 

If the DM-24 is the last unit in the word sync chain, 
the switch should be in the right position (75-ohm IN 
termination is ON).

All input and output is at TTL level.

Select the word sync source using the CLOCK screen 
in the DIGITAL section (“CLOCK settings” on 
page 26).

NOTE

It is not recommended that any ADAT unit is set up to 
be a word clock slave.

MIDI connections
Make these connections following the usual MIDI 
standards

See “MIDI” on page 125 for details of how the DM-
24 uses MIDI.

Also see “SYNC/TC” on page 25 for further details 
of MTC operation.

SMPTE/EBU timecode connections
SMPTE/EBU analog timecode is received at the 
TIME CODE IN connector on the rear panel

The timecode is needed when using the automated 
mix functions.

Note that the DM-24 does not output analog time-
code, but can output MTC for use by other units.

See “SYNC/TC” on page 25 and “Setup” on 
page 151 for details of setting up the DM-24 to use 
the timecode.

Meter unit
The optional MU-24/DM meter unit may be con-
nected to the TO METER connector.

Consult the documentation with the meter unit for 
full details of installation and using the meters with 
the DM-24.

P2 connections
Devices which implement the P2 protocol can be 
controlled by the DM-24. 

See “Machine Control/Location” on page 110 for full 
details of control of other devices using the DM-24.
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7 – Module operations

The DM-24’s modules are controlled by a series of 
screens which allow the viewing and control of the 
parameters which can be set for each module.

For the most part, modules have the same parameters 
available to them. If there are difference between 
module options, these are explained in the appropri-
ate section.

There are four module screens, accessed using the 
“soft keys” by the PODs. These screens control the 
channel dynamics processing, EQ, the aux sends, and 
general setup parameters.

There is also a “common area”, which is always visi-
ble, regardless of the module screen currently visible.

The different parameters visible on each screen are 
given here:

On-screen controls are operated as explained in 
“User interface” on page 14 (the dial and cursor keys 
are used to navigate so that a control is highlighted, 
and the value changed with the PODs and the 
ENTER key).

Selecting modules

To select a module for editing using these module 
screens, press the MODULE key J to place the unit 
in module editing mode, followed by the SEL key n 
of the module to be edited. 

If two modules have been linked as a stereo pair, 
pressing the SEL key of either module of the pair will 
bring up the screen allowing control of both modules 
(see the section on “Linked modules” on page 62 for 
further details).

It is possible to reverse this order; that is, press the 
SEL key and then the MODULE key.

In addition, even if the MODULE key has not been 
pressed (the DM-24 is not in module editing mode), 
it is possible to configure the DM-24 so that pressing 
and holding the SEL key of a module for more than 
two seconds will automatically select that module’s 
editing screen (“Select MODULE Return” on 
page 23).

It is also possible to select the module for editing 
(when the MODULE screen (or the DYNAMICS screen) 
is displayed) by touching the module’s fader, rather 
than pressing the SEL key (“Fader Auto MODULE 
Select” on page 23).

Screen Parameters

Common area Dynamics switch, compressor insert, 
phase switch, assignable insert switch, 
buss assignment, EQ switch, EQ grapha, 
dynamics grapha, mute switch, fader, 
mute/fader groupinga, input sourceb, 
metera, metering point, digital trim, pan

DYNAMICS Dynamics processor parameters

EQ EQ parameters

AUX Aux send levels, source select

SETUP Channel source, gate switch, aux 1–2 
source, compressor insert, compressor 
switch, assignable insert, assignable insert 
switch, phase, channel delay

a. Visible, but not editable
b. Editable on channels 1 through 24 only

Screen Parameters
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Common area indicators and controls

In addition to the parameters visible above, the com-
mon area also provides a way of viewing the current 
I/O assignment, together with a graphical view of the 
current EQ settings, as well as the current dynamics 
processor (with meter) and meter facilities.

NOTE

Some of these parameters can be viewed and set glo-
bally for the whole console. See “Setting up the I/O” on 
page 38.

The on-screen controls available in the common area 
are:

Dynamics controls
The exact controls and display vary, depending on 
what channel has been selected (see “Dynamics pro-
cessors” on page 65 for full details of the availability 
of dynamics processors for the different modules of 
the DM-24):

Gate/Expander An on-screen button allows the 
gate/expander to be switched, with a gain reduction 
meter displayed.

Compressor An on-screen button allows the com-
pressor to be turned on and off (ENTER key), with a 
dynamics graph. The gain reduction meter also 
applies to the compressor.

The appearance of this button changes, depending on 
what link option has been selected (see “LINK L-
>R” on page 66):

Compressor insert point The compressor can 
be inserted either pre- or post-EQ (channels). The 
master insert is pre-fader.

Simply press the ENTER key when PRE EQ or POST 
EQ is highlighted, to toggle between the two positions 
(the dial key acts as a cursor here).

Dynamics meter This meter shows the post-com-
pressor effect of the dynamics processor assigned to 
the module.

A graphical display of the settings is also provided 
(with attack, knee point, compression ratio, hystere-
sis, etc. displayed).

Gate switch

Compressor switch

Compressor insert point

Pan controls

Digital trim

Grouping indicators 

Dynamics meter

Stereo meter

Metering point

EQ and buss status

Phase control

Assignable insert control

Fader and level

Input selector

EQ graph

Link setting Shown as

Link off

Left channel acts as trigger

Right channel acts as trigger

Both channels act as triggers

Link setting Shown as
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Other common controls and displays

Digital trim and pan There are also two other 
controls visible at the bottom of the screen—the digi-
tal trim and pan—above the soft key labels. These are 
dealt with below (“Digital trim control” on page 53 
and “Pan control” on page 53.

Phase switch This on-screen switch reverses the 
phase of the input signal (use the ENTER key to tog-
gle on and off).

In the case of linked pairs, each channel’s phase is 
independently reversible.

Assignable inserts If one of the assignable sends 
and returns has been assigned to this channel (two 
send/return pairs in the case of a linked pair), the 
insert can be turned on or off.

The status of the insert (pre- or post) is shown by the 
small “cutout” on the left of the on-screen button.

Input/return assignments The current assign-
ments for this module, depending on whether it is 
being used as an input or return module, are shown. 
They cannot be changed from this screen. Use the 
fourth module (SETUP) screen (“Setup screen” on 
page 59) or the dedicated I/O setup to change these 
settings (“Setting up the I/O” on page 38).

Meter The on-screen meter gives a reading taken 
from the defined metering point, which is switchable 
here between the input, pre-fader and post-fader.

EQ and buss assignments These buss assign-
ments, together with the status of the EQ (on or off) 
are shown at the right of the screen.

In addition, the EQ response curve is shown at the 
top of the screen. If the EQ is disabled, this is 
“grayed out”, and is solid if the EQ is enabled.

NOTE

It is not possible to change the buss assignments or the 
EQ switching from here. Use the dedicated keys (to the 
left of the display screen) for this. Full details are in 
“Channel-to-buss assignments by channel” on page 43.

Fader section The current fader position (which 
will almost always correspond to the physical fader 
position, except when automation motor control is 
turned off) as well as the mute status, is provided on-
screen, as is the mute status of the module.

The exact numerical value of the level is also dis-
played here. This allows the fader to be “normalized” 
easily, as when the fader is at the zero position, the 
on-screen fader knob is reversed.

Mute and fader groups Any assignments to 
mute and fader groups are shown to the right of the 
screen.

These cannot be changed here (see “Grouping” on 
page 71 for full details).

Digital trim control
The digital trim control (POD 1 of the bottom row) 
allows the adjustment of the module level between
–50dB and +10dB in 61 0.5dB steps.

See also “Global digital trim” on page 61.

Pan control
The pan control is on the bottom row of the PODs 
(that is, move the cursor to the bottom row and use 
the PODs).

The pan control is controlled by POD 4. Hard left is 
represented by L, and hard right by R. The center 
position is represented by C, and there are 201 possi-
ble pan positions available.

To center the pan position easily, move the cursor to 
the CENTER on-screen button, and press ENTER.

If the channel is odd-numbered and is not part of a 
stereo linked pair, it can be ganged to the module to 
the right (even-numbered channels can be linked to 
odd-numbered channels to the left). If this GANG con-
trol is enabled (move the cursor to it and press 

Pre-fader Post-fader

On Off On Off
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ENTER), the CENTER button described above will be 
disabled (grayed out).

Balance controls for stereo linked pair
See “Linked modules” on page 62 for details of 
linked modules.

The balance controls in for linked modules are all on 
the bottom row of the MODULE screen. Move the cur-
sor to the bottom row and use the PODs to change 
these parameters.

In the case of a stereo linked pair of modules, the PAN 
is replaced by a BAL control. Ganging is not possible, 
but a CENTER button is available, which centers the 
stereo signal.

POD 2 is used to select the source. Either the left 
(odd-numbered) channel—L MONO or right (even-
numbered) channel—R MONO or both together—
STEREO can be selected. This allows the previewing 
of either channel individually, without having to 
unlink the channels

POD 3 is used as an image width (IMAGE) control. 
This controls the width of the stereo spread of the 
two channels. The center position is labeled as L+R 
MONO and provides a pinpoint mixture of the two 
channels. Turning the control fully counterclockwise 
provides a full stereo (STEREO) image. Turning the 
control clockwise from the center reverses the left 
and right channels in the stereo image. Turning the 
control fully clockwise shows REVERSE on the screen.

NOTE

In the Options screen (“Balance Level CENTER: 0dB” on 
page 23), the way in which the balance control level is 
modified at the center position can be changed 
between 0dB and a 3dB cut. Make this setting to reflect 
your preferred way of working.

Global pan
As well as individual pan settings, it is also possible 
to view and make the pan settings on a global basis.

1 With the SHIFT indicator unlit, press the 
PAN/BAL SURROUND key.

2 Continue to press the PAN/BAL SURROUND 
key until the following screen appears (or use 
soft key 2):

Use the cursor keys (and channel SEL keys) to navi-
gate around the screen and set the pan or balance 
positions.

Ganging Note that ganged channels are displayed 
as ganged, but this setting cannot be changed at this 
position.

Move to the lower right of the screen and use POD 1 
to select a pair of channels to be ganged (linked chan-
nels cannot be selected here).

Use ENTER to make the gang setting (or break it if it 
has already been made).

Setup It is possible to apply the same pan/balance 
setting to groups of channels.

Move the cursor to the lower left of the screen, and 
use POD 1 to set the master pan/balance setting.

The scope of the setting is determined using POD 2: 
choose between ALL, EVEN (even-numbered chan-
nels), ODD (odd-numbered channels), 1-8, 9-16, 17-24 
or 25-32.

Press ENTER to apply the POD 1 setting and press 
ENTER again to confirm this when the popup 
appears (cancel with the cursor keys).
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Dynamics screen

In this screen, the dynamics processor functions of 
the modules can be controlled. There are three differ-
ent types of dynamics processor that can be assigned: 
noise gates, expanders and compressors.

NOTE

Gate and expander settings may not be made for input 
modules 17 through 32, as shown here. 

Particular settings for these processors are stored in 
the DM-24 libraries and are recalled as necessary.

See “Library functions” on page 129 for full details 
of how settings are stored.

To recall one of these settings stored in the library:

1 Move the cursor to either of the LIB -> buttons 
on the display (either GATE (gate/expander) or 
COMP (compressor)).

2 Press the ENTER key.

3 This jumps to the library where the appro-
priate dynamics processor (either compres-
sor or gate/expander) is stored.

4 Use POD 4 or the dial to scroll through the 
list of stored settings.

5 Use the fourth soft key (RECALL) to recall the 
highlighted setting. 

Only gates or expanders can be recalled to 
the GATE section, and compressors to the 
COMP section. The type of dynamics proces-
sor cannot be changed.

NOTE

The same procedure can be used to store the current 
settings to a library entry, using the STORE soft key 
rather than the RECALL key.

These procedures are explained in more detail in 
“Library functions” on page 129.

Noise gate (GATE)
The purpose of a noise gate is to keep the input 
closed while the signal is below a threshold level, and 
open it when the signal rises above that level. In this 

way, the bad effects of hum, hiss, background noise 
etc. can be reduced effectively in quiet passages.

Full details of the parameters are given in “Gate” on 
page 68.

Compressor
The compressors prevent loud transients from putting 
too much signal through the system.

Full details of the parameters are given in “Compres-
sors” on page 69.

Expander
The expander expands the dynamic range of the input 
signal.

Full details of the parameters are given in 
“Expander” on page 68.
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EQ

The principles of the EQ interface using the encoders 
are also explained in the section on “User interface” 
on page 14.

Briefly, when the module is selected, and the EQ 
screen is visible, the rotary encoders and PODs can 
be used to set up to four parameters of the selected 
EQ bands (gain, frequency, Q and type).

The EQ band to be edited in this way is selected 
using the EQUALIZER keys G. The LEDs surround-
ing the encoders show the current status of the 
parameters, as explained in “Rotary encoders (ring 
LEDs)” on page 17.

See “Cursor follows EQ Band Key” on page 24 for 
details of setting up the DM-24 so that the on-screen 
cursor automatically follows the band selected using 
the EQUALIZER keys.

Alternatively, if the encoder function key K is 
pressed so that the EQ GAIN setting is selected (the 
indicator is lit), the gain of the four EQ bands of the 
selected modules can be changed using the encoders. 
Again, the relative gain is shown using the LEDs sur-
rounding the encoders.

The PODs may also be used to make EQ settings, in 
conjunction with the cursor keys.

When a row is highlighted on screen, the PODs con-
trol the parameters in that row (in the screen above, 
the HI band is highlighted).

In addition, the cursor keys and data dial can also be 
used to make changes.

The response graph at the top of the screen changes 
as changes are made to the parameters. If the EQ is 
turned off for the module, this graph is grayed out 
(and of course, any changes made to the EQ cannot 
be heard!).

The EQ parameters are as following:

On/off (all bands) Each band can be turned on 
or off individually using the on-screen button beside 
the gain control (ENTER key).

If a band is turned off in this way, the gain of the 
band is automatically set to zero.

If the band is turned off, turning the gain encoder or 
gain POD for the band will automatically turn the 
band on again.

Gain (all bands) The maximum cut and boost 
(gain) on all bands is ±18dB.

Gain control is not possible when an EQ band type is 
set to notch filter, or high- or low-pass filter. In this 
instance, all LEDs of the appropriate encoder are 
turned off.

Frequency range (all bands) The frequency 
range for all bands is between 31Hz and 19kHz. The 
adjustment is made in semitone steps, giving a total 
of 112 different frequency positions across the range.

Q (all bands) When a band is set as a peak-type 
band, there are 24 Q settings available1: 8.65, 4.32, 
2.87, 2.14, 1.71, 1.41, 1.20, 1.04, 0.92, 0.82, 0.74, 
0.67, 0.61, 0.56, 0.51, 0.47, 0.44, 0.40, 0.38, 0.35, 
0.33, 0.30, 0.28, 0.27.

When a band is set to non-notch filter or shelf mode, 
the Q cannot be set (the on-screen Q control is 
grayed-out) and all LEDs of the appropriate encoder 
are turned off.

EQ band type The EQ band type is always set 
using the fourth POD. The setting for the band is dis-
played on screen using the following symbols:

High band The high band can be set as either a 
shelving (high shelf), peaking, or LPF type.

High-mid band The high-mid band can be set as 
either a peaking or a notch filter.

1. Q is defined as the width affected by a filter. 
The higher the Q value, the narrower the band 
affected by the filter.

Peak
Shelf 
(low)

Shelf 
(high)

HPF LPF Notch

PEAK L.SHELF H.SHELF HPF LPF NOTCH
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Low-mid band The low-mid band can be set as 
either a peaking or a notch filter.

Low band The low band can be set as either a 
shelving (low shelf), peaking, or HPF type.

EQ library
Commonly-used EQ settings can be stored into and 
recalled from the library. Full details of the library 
operation are given in “Library functions” on 
page 129, but briefly, moving the cursor to the on-
screen EQ LIB button above the high band and press-
ing ENTER will jump to the EQ library.

1 Move the cursor to highlight the EQ LIB shown 
on the display.

2 Press the ENTER key.

3 This jumps to the library where the EQ set-
tings are stored.

4 Use POD 4 (or the dial) to scroll through the 
list of stored settings.

5 Use the fourth soft key (RECALL) to recall the 
highlighted setting.

NOTE

The same procedure can be used to store the current 
settings to a library entry, using the STORE soft key 
rather than the RECALL key.

Aux sends

The aux sends are set using the screen accessed 
through the third soft key.

The PODs can be used to adjust the gain of the aux 
sends (first and third rows), as well as the pre-post 
settings of the sends (second and fourth rows).

In addition, if two aux sends have been linked 
together, the odd-numbered POD on the first and 
third rows of the screen is used to control the pan 
position of the signal sent to the stereo aux send.

In addition, as explained in the section on the user 
interface (“Encoders used as aux send controls” on 
page 19), the rotary encoders can also be used to set 
the send levels for the first four aux sends, and the 
last two aux sends for the selected channel. They can 
also be used to make the pan and balance settings 
when two aux sends are linked.

Aux sends may be linked as a pair (1&2, 3&4, 5&6). 
See “Linked modules” on page 62 for details of how 
they are linked.

The level of the aux sends is settable between –∞dB 
and +10dB (relative to nominal) in 127 steps.

Pan settings for stereo linked aux sends can be made 
from hard left (L) through center (C) to hard right 
(R)—127 steps.

Pre-post settings are made by turning the POD coun-
terclockwise (PRE), and clockwise (POST). 

Note that for aux sends 1 and 2, as well as pre-fader 
and post-fader selections, a RETURN setting is also 
available. This allows aux 1 and 2 to be used as the 
tape return path if channels 1 though 16 are being 
used as direct outputs.

Aux sends (global)
In addition to the module screen, it is also possible to 
display a global aux screen to allow the viewing and 
setting of aux levels for many channels together.

1 With the SHIFT indicator off, press either 
AUX 1-2, AUX 3-4 or AUX 5-6, for control of 
the appropriate aux sends.

The screen that appears depends on whether the 
selected aux sends have been linked together or not.
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If they are not linked, a screen similar to the follow-
ing appears:

Using the cursor keys to move a cursor consisting of 
a box highlighting four on-screen controls around the 
screen. Alternatively, press the SEL key for a given 
channel to jump the cursor to the appropriate position 
on the screen. 

The four controls correspond to the four PODs. If 
two channels are linked (as with channels 9&10 and 
11&12 on this screen), only PODs 1 and 3 are active.

NOTE

The rotary encoders, if selected to control aux send lev-
els, are also valid controls for the selected channel or 
pair of channels.

Fader control At the top of the screen is a button 
which allows the faders to be used for setting the aux 
levels (as described in “Using the faders to change 
values” on page 16).

Setup A master level can be applied to selected 
channels by moving the cursor to the bottom left 
position setting the desired value with POD 1 and 
pressing ENTER.

The scope of the setting is determined using POD 2: 
either ALL, EVEN (even-numbered channels), ODD 
(odd-numbered channels), 1-8, 9-16, 17-24 or 25-32.

When ENTER is pressed, a popup message appears 
(Ch parameters setup?). Press ENTER again to con-
firm, or a cursor key to cancel.

Copy It is possible to copy the fader settings to the 
aux levels, or the other way round (aux levels to 
fader). This can be used as a starting point for mixes, 
setting up an initial monitor mix to mirror the stereo 
output, for example, which can then be adjusted as 
necessary.

Move the cursor to the bottom right of the screen, 
and use POD 1 to select the CH FADER LVL->AUXx LVL 
or the other way round (AUXx LVL->CH FADER LVL).

Press ENTER when the source/destination selection 
has been made, and press ENTER again to confirm 
the copy (cursor keys cancel).

NOTE

See also “UTILITY copying” on page 64.

Source (pre/post and SOURCE) settings 
As the tabs at the bottom of the display show, there 
are four screens available through the soft keys (or 
repeated presses of the appropriate AUX key. The two 
LEVEL screens are identical. The SOURCE screens (aux 
1 and 2) and AUXx PRE/PST (other aux sends) appear 
like this:

Use the cursor to navigate around the screen and the 
PODs to select either PRE or POST (pre-fader or post-
fader aux sends). For aux sends 1 and 2, the RETURN 
source is also available for channels 1 through 16.

Setup A master pre-post setting can be applied to 
selected channels by moving the cursor to the bottom 
left position setting the desired value with POD 1 and 
pressing ENTER.

The scope of the setting is determined using POD 2: 
either ALL, EVEN (even-numbered channels), ODD 
(odd-numbered channels), 1-8, 9-16, 17-24 or 25-32.

Linked aux sends Two aux sends are linked in 
the same way as for channels—with the MASTER 
fader layer active press and hold the SEL key of one 
aux channel and press the SEL key of an adjacent 
send. Aux sends 1&2, 3&4, and 5&6 can be linked in 
this way. No other linking is possible.

When they are linked in this way, naturally they share 
the same level (the faders are linked) and any input to 
the linked aux send is panned. 
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NOTE

The appropriate preference must be set for the SEL 
keys to be used in this way (“ST Link by SEL key” on 
page 23).

Instead of four screens shared between the two sepa-
rate aux sends, as described above, there are now 
three screens for the pair, as follows:

The linked level control screen is the same as for the 
mono (separate aux screens). Setup and copy facili-
ties are available in this screen for global setups.

Note the AUX 1-2 (LINK) title at the top of the screen, 
though.

The linked aux pan screen allows the positioning of 
the pan position (or balance in the case of linked 
input channels) to the pair of aux sends.

There is a master setup at the bottom left, allowing 
all pan and balance settings (or a selected set) to be 
made identical, as well as a bidirectional copy facil-
ity, allowing channel-to-aux, as well as aux-to-chan-
nel, pan setting copying, as described earlier.

The faders can also be used to make the aux level set-
tings, as described in “Using the faders to change 
values” on page 16.

The pre-post settings (SOURCE for 1-2, as this includes 
RETURN, and PRE/POST for 3-4, 5-6) are made in the 
same way as for unlinked aux sends.

Setup screen

The setup screen acts almost as a channel “patch-
bay”, allowing the configuration and readjustment of 
the components that make up a module.

At the top of the screen, a block diagram of the mod-
ule’s current configuration is shown. As changes are 

made, the block diagram is updated to reflect these 
changes 

The above screen is the SETUP screen for channels 1 
through 16. Channels 17 through 24, and 25 through 
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32 have slightly different screens, reflecting the dif-
ferent configuration:

Channels 17 through 32 have no gate available.

The aux 1-2 sends are more limited in the choice of 
their source points (no return available)

Channels 25 through 32 have no channel digital 
delay available.

The controls available on these screens (through the 
PODs or through the cursor keys and data dial) are:

Channel source (CH SOURCE) This is a 2-way 
switch. Turning POD 1 (top row) counterclockwise 
selects the input (INPUT) source, and turning it clock-
wise selects the return (RETURN) source (channels 1 
through 24 only). Both of the actual sources (input 
and return) are defined in the I/O screen, not here.

The display at the top left of the screen is updated, as 
is the block diagram.

Gate switch (GATE SW) This (POD 2) turns the 
gate (if available) on (clockwise) or off (counter-
clockwise). Channels 1 through 16 only.

Aux 1 and 2 source (AUX 1-2 SOURCE) 
This (POD 4) selects the source for the Aux 1 and 2 
sends to be either pre-fader (PRE), post-fader (POST) 
or the return associated with the module (RETURN). 
This selection is available in this screen because 
these aux sends may be used effectively as studio 
monitor sends, and flexibility is therefore a useful 
feature here. 

For channels 17 through 32, only the pre and post 
options are available here.

NOTE

Note that even if aux sends1 and 2 are unlinked, the 
settings of both are modified together using this con-
trol.

Compression insert (COMP INSERT) This 
selects the position for the compressor insert (if 
assigned) to be either pre-EQ (PRE EQ, counterclock-
wise) or post-EQ (POST EQ, clockwise).

Compressor switch (COMP SW) This switch 
(POD 2) turns the compressor (if assigned) either off 
(OFF, counterclockwise) or on (ON, clockwise).

Assignable insert position (ASSIGN 
INSERT) This (POD 3) allows the positioning of 

the assignable insert in the module chain. There are 
two positions, pre-fader (PRE FADER) and post-fader 
(POST FADER).

Assignable insert switch (ASSIGN INS 
SW) This switch (POD 4) allows the switching of 

the assignable insert loop (at the position determined 
by the previous switch) as either on (ON, clockwise) 
or off (OFF, counterclockwise). These controls are 
disabled if no assignable loop has been assigned to 
the channel.

Phase switch (Φ) This (POD 1) reverses the 
phase of the input when turned clockwise (REVERSE), 
otherwise, the phase of the signal is normal 
(NORMAL).

For stereo linked channels, PODs 1 and 2 are used 
for controlling the phase of the left (odd) and right 
(even) channels respectively.

Digital delay time (DELAY) The channel can 
be delayed by up to 16,383 samples (the maximum in 
high sampling frequency is 32,767 samples). This is 
equivalent to 341.2 milliseconds at 48k or 96k sam-
pling frequencies, or 371.5 milliseconds at 44.1k or 
88.2k sampling frequencies.
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Channel delay is only possible on modules 1 through 
24. See also “Global digital delay” on page 61.

Digital delay units (UNIT) Choose either sam-
ples (SAMPLE) or milliseconds (ms) as the unit in 
which channel digital delay is measured.

See also “Global digital delay” on page 61.

Digital trim and delay (global)

Two dedicated screens allow the viewing and setting 
of the digital trim and delay parameters.

Global digital trim

1 With the SHIFT indicator lit, press the DIGI. 
TRIM/DELAY key until the following screen 
appears:

Use the cursor keys and the SEL keys to navigate the 
cursor round the screen.

Use the PODs to set the amount of digital trim from -
50.0dB to +10.0dB in 0.5dB steps.

Linked channels share the same digital trim setting.

Fader control At the top of the screen is a button 
which allows the faders to be used for setting the trim 
levels (as described in “Using the faders to change 
values” on page 16).

Setup A master trim can be applied to selected 
channels by moving the cursor to the bottom left 
position setting the desired value with POD 1 and 
pressing ENTER.

The scope of the setting is determined using POD 2: 
either ALL, EVEN (even-numbered channels), ODD 
(odd-numbered channels), 1-8, 9-16, 17-24 or 25-32.

When ENTER is pressed, a popup message appears 
(Ch parameters setup?). Press ENTER again to con-
firm, or a cursor key to cancel.

Global digital delay

1 With the SHIFT indicator lit, press the DIGI. 
TRIM/DELAY key until the following screen 
appears:

Use the cursor keys and the SEL keys to navigate the 
cursor round the screen.

Use the PODs to set the amount of digital delay up to 
16,383 samples (the maximum in high sampling fre-
quency is 32,767 samples). This is equivalent to 
341.2 milliseconds at 48k or 96k sampling frequen-
cies, or 371.5 milliseconds at 44.1k or 88.2k sam-
pling frequencies.

This delay can be used to compensate for signal pro-
cessing, etc. and can be applied either before or after 
the fader. It is available for channels 1 through 24 
only.

NOTE

This is not a delay or echo effect as provided by the 
internal effectors (“TASCAM effects” on page 105).

Linked channels share the same digital delay setting.
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Unit Change the delay units between samples (SP) 
and milliseconds (ms) using POD 3 at the bottom left 
of the screen.

Fader control At the top of the screen is a button 
which allows the faders to be used for setting the 
delay (as described in “Using the faders to change 
values” on page 16).

Setup A master delay setting can be applied to 
selected channels by moving the cursor to the bottom 
left position setting the desired value with POD 1 and 
pressing ENTER.

The scope of the setting is determined using POD 2: 
either ALL, EVEN (even-numbered channels), ODD 
(odd-numbered channels), 1-8, 9-16 or 17-24.

When ENTER is pressed, a popup message appears 
(Ch parameters setup?). Press ENTER again to con-
firm, or a cursor key to cancel.

PRE/POST The delay can be applied pre-or post-
fader. This setting is made globally, for all 24 chan-
nels and cannot be made individually.

Move the cursor to the bottom right of the screen, 
and turn POD 4 to select between PRE and POST fader 
operation.

Linked modules

Modules which may be linked in stereo pairs must be 
adjacent to each other, with the odd-numbered mod-
ule of the pair being the lower-numbered. That is, 
modules 3 and 4 may be linked, but modules 4 and 5 
may not.

When modules have been linked, pressing the SEL 
key of one module of the pair selects the pair.

The parameters and settings which are shared by the 
pair are:

Channels Digital Trim, Gate (only Ch1-16), Com-
pressor, EQ, Aux1-6 (Pre/Post, Level), Mute, Fader 
Level, Assign, Delay, Solo (On/Off, Defeat setup), 
Input select, Aux1-2 select, Compressor insert point, 
Assignable send/return, Grouping.

Master modules Compressor, Mute (except Ste-
reo), Fader Level, Assign.

Linking and unlinking modules
Modules may be linked either by means of the link-
ing screen (see the section on groups for details) or 
by means of the SEL keys if the option has been set 
(“ST Link by SEL key” on page 23).

1 Press and hold down the SEL key of one of 
the pair of modules to be linked.

2 Press the SEL key of the other module in the 
pair to be linked.

To unlink modules, repeat the process (press and 
hold down one SEL key of the pair, and press the 
other SEL key).

NOTE

When two faders are linked, you may find that moving 
both faders together produces a feeling of stiffness in 
the controls, as each fader is constantly attempting to 
keep up with the other. We suggest that in the case of 
two linked faders, you only move one fader. Even if the 
movement of a fader may seem a little rough or jerky 
when you are moving the other fader of the pair, it is 
only the physical control that exhibits this symptom. 
The change in the actual signal level of the second 
channel will be as smooth as the fader movement that 
you are making.
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Stereo linking (global)
There is a global screen which allows the viewing 
and setting of stereo links:

To use this screen:

1 With the SHIFT indicator lit, press the LINK/
GRP key.

2 Press the LINK/GRP key until the ST LINK 
screen appears (or soft key 3).

3 Use the cursor keys or the channels’ SEL 
keys to navigate round the screen (the cursor 
is an upward-pointing arrow – in this screen 
it is highlighting channel 3).

Linked channels and unlinked channels are 
shown in the following way:

4 Press ENTER to make a stereo link from 
unlinked channels, or to break the link of 
linked channels.

Note that busses as well as aux sends can be stereo 
linked using this screen. When they are linked, the 
compressor settings, assignments, muting and fader 
levels are linked.

NOTE

The grouping patterns (“Grouping” on page 71) may 
change when channels are linked or unlinked. Recheck 
the grouping patterns after making or breaking these 
stereo links.

Screens for linked modules
The screens controlling stereo linked modules differ 
from unlinked modules in the following ways:

Phase Phase can be set individually for both mod-
ules of the pair

Pan Changes to balance, and an image width control 
is added.

The balance control can be centered, but naturally 
there is no gang option.

POD 3 is used as an image width (IMAGE) control. 
This controls the width of the stereo spread of the 

two channels. The center position is labeled as L+R 
MONO and provides a pinpoint mixture of the two 
channels. Turning the control fully counterclockwise 
provides a full stereo (STEREO) image. Turning the 
control clockwise from the center reverses the left 
and right channels in the stereo image. Turning the 
control fully clockwise shows REVERSE on the screen.

Mono switch (MONO SW) The mono switch 
is situated in the bottom row (POD 2). It allows the 
selection of either channel of the stereo pair (L MONO 
or R MONO), as well as the normal (STEREO) position.

Linked Unlinked
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UTILITY copying

This screen allows the aux send levels and pan set-
tings for a group of channels to be set up to mirror 
the settings made on the channel faders, and the other 
way around. This may be useful when setting up a 
studio monitor mix, for example, and the levels and 
pans of the aux sends used for the monitor mix 
should initially be set to the same as the channels.

The screen above allows these copies to be made 
from one screen.

1 With the SHIFT indicator lit, press the 
UTILITY key.

There is only one screen, as shown here.

2 Check either of the two checkboxes (PAN/BAL 
and/or LEVEL) to select the settings to be 
copied.

3 In either of the two boxes, select either the 
AUX -> CH or the CH -> AUX setting radio but-
ton.

Naturally, it is not possible to select both in 
the same box, though it is possible to select 
CH -> AUX in one box and AUX -> CH in the 
other.

4 Select the source and the destination parame-
ters as explained here.

For pan/balance settings, aux sends must be linked to 
be used as either sources or destinations. It is not pos-
sible to select individual aux sends here.

The aux sends are selectable individually or as linked 
pairs as sources or destinations for level copying. 

Channels are divided into blocks of eight: 1-8, 9-16, 
17-24, 25-32 and ALL. Individual channels cannot be 
selected.

5 Move the cursor to the on-screen COPY button 
and press ENTER. A confirmation popup 
message appears.

6 Press ENTER again to confirm the copy, or a 
cursor key to cancel.

If neither of the checkboxes is checked when you 
press the COPY button, an error message is displayed.
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8 – Dynamics processors

The DM-24 includes dynamics processors, which 
may be assigned as required throughout the mixing 
chain.

These high-quality processors are all digital and 
include compressors, gates and expanders.

The processor list comprises:

• Sixteen gate or expander units available for the first 
16 input channels

• Thirty-two compressor units for channels 1 through 
32

• Six assignable output compressors for the aux 
sends, the buss masters and the stereo outputs

In addition, the placement of the compressors may be 
controlled so that they affect the signal at different 
points in the processing chain.

Turning the processors on and off
When there is more than one processor available for 
a module (that is, for channels 1 through 16), the 
module screen is used to select whether the gate or 
the expander is on or off.

In all module screens, the compressor can be turned 
on and off (channels 1 through 16 also allow the 
independent turning on and off of the gate/expander).

In the DYNAMICS screen (channels 1 through 16), the 
gate or expander can be turned on and off, and the 
compressor can also be turned on and off indepen-
dently.

DYNAMICS (input channels 1–16)

The screen accessed by the DYNAMICS key shows 
the settings for the currently selected input channel 
(as shown by the SEL indicator).

If the selected channel is linked as part of a stereo 
pair, the settings affect both channels.

Pressing the SEL key of another channel (or chan-
nels) will bring up the dynamics settings for that 
channel.

Selecting a gate or an expander
The processors are selected using the library func-
tion. If a template, preset or user library entry which 
corresponds to a noise gate is selected from the gate/
expander library, the gate parameters appear on 
screen.

If, on the other hand, an expander library entry is 
selected, the expander parameters will appear on 
screen.

When the DYNAMICS screen is shown, to change from 
a gate to an expander, or vice versa, use the G/E... LIB 
soft key to bring up the library screen, and recall a 
library entry of the appropriate type.
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“Master” settings
The “master” settings for channels 1 through 16, 
affecting the dynamics processors, and accessed (by 
means of on-screen “on-off switches”) by moving the 
cursor to the appropriate on-screen control and press-
ing ENTER, are:

GATE/EXPAND This allows the gate or expander 
to be turned on or off for the selected channel.

LINK L->R This allows triggering of two gates or 
expanders by a common trigger signal.

NOTE

The linking of the gates or expanders cannot be turned 
off when two channels have been linked. The above 
screen display shows L=R when the channels are linked.

Trigger source (TRIGGER) is only valid when two 
gates or expanders are linked. This option (selected 
using ENTER key, the dial and ENTER key again) 
allows the triggering for both processors to be initi-
ated by L-ch (left channel), R-ch (right channel) or 
BOTH (both channels act as triggers—in other words, 
the first channel to be triggered will automatically 
activate the second channel’s processor).

Compressor This allows the compressor to be 
turned on or off for the selected channel.

Insert point (INSERT) allows the compressor to be 
inserted either pre-EQ or post-EQ. Move the cursor 
to this field and use the ENTER key to change this 
setting.

LINK L->R This allows triggering of two compres-
sors by a common trigger signal.

NOTE

The linking of the compressors cannot be turned off 
when two channels have been linked. The above screen 
display shows L=R when the channels are linked.

Trigger source (TRIGGER) is only valid when two 
compressors are linked. This option (selected using 
ENTER key, the dial and ENTER key again) allows 
the triggering for both processors to be initiated by L-
ch (left channel), R-ch (right channel) or BOTH (both 
channels act as triggers—in other words, the first 
channel to be triggered will automatically activate 
the second channel’s processor).

Soft keys (library)
There are two soft keys at the bottom of this screen. 
The first jumps to the gate/expander library, and the 
second jumps to the compressor library. In this way, 
it is easy to store the current settings to a library entry 
for future use, or to use the library to recall a previ-

ously-stored set of settings for the current session, or 
in the case of channels 1 through 16, to change 
between gate and expander settings.

See “Library functions” on page 129 for full details.

DYNAMICS (channels 17–32)

The DYNAMICS screen shown when a channel 
between 17 and 32 is selected differs from the screen 
when a channel between 1 and 16 is selected:

No expander or gate is available for these master 
screens. Any on-screen controls associated with 
these processors are therefore unavailable. This 
includes the soft keys—only the compressor library 
is available from these screens.

???
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DYNAMICS (master channels)

The screen accessed by the DYNAMICS key when a 
master channel (an aux send, a buss or the stereo 
master) is selected is slightly different from the 
screen displayed when a channel 1–16 is selected:

The screen above shows two linked aux sends (1 and 
2), but the same principle applies to buss masters as 
well as the stereo master.

Note that the following features are different from 
the channel 1–16 dynamics screens:

No expander or gate  available for these mas-
ter screens. Any on-screen controls associated with 
these processors are therefore unavailable. This 
includes the soft keys—only the compressor library 
is available from these screens.

Insert point The insert point is fixed to pre-fader.

Linking The way in which the links are labeled is 
different for master modules. Instead of the channels 
being referred to as left and right, they are referred to 
as 1and 2 (“left” and “right” do not have any real 
meaning in these cases).

Assigning processors to master channels
The assignment of stereo compressors to up to three 
master channels is done using the I/O display ASSIGN 
SECT. sub-screen

Use the fourth soft key to bring up the master assign-
ment section.

Move the cursor to the second column (MASTER 
COMP INSERT MATRIX), and use the dial to assign the 
possible master channels (confirm with ENTER).

NOTE

The stereo master counts as two channels, as shown in 
the sample screen here.
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Dynamics diagram

The following display provides a graphical represen-
tation of the compressor settings, as shown below. As 

the signal is fed through the compressor, bargraph 
meters are shown on the appropriate scale:

Gates/expanders

The following parameters affect the gate and 
expander, if these have been assigned to the selected 
channel.

Gate

Threshold (THRESH), controlled by the POD 1 
knob, allows the setting of the threshold at which the 
gate will open. Variable from -80dB to 0dB in 1dB 
steps.

Range (RANGE), controlled by the POD 2 knob, sets 
the gate range, from 60dB to 0dB in 1dB steps.

Hysteresis (HYST), controlled by the POD 3 knob, 
from 0dB to 24dB in 1dB steps.

Gate attack time (ATTACK), controlled by the 
POD 1 knob on the last row. Variable from 0ms to 
125ms in 1ms steps.

Gate hold time (HOLD), controlled by the POD 2 
knob on the last row. Variable from 0ms to 990ms in 
100 steps.

Gate decay time (DECAY), controlled by the POD 
3 knob on the last row. Variable from 50ms to 5.0s.

From 5ms to 200ms, the steps are 5ms apart; from 
200ms to 300ms, the steps are 10ms apart; from 
300ms to 500ms, the steps are 20ms apart; from 
500ms to 1.00s, the steps are 50ms apart; from 1.00s 
to 3.00s, the steps are 0.1s apart; and from 3.00s to 
5.00s the steps are 0.2s apart.

Expander

Threshold The threshold of the expander function, 
from –48dB to 0dB, in 1dB steps.

Ratio The ratio of the original signal relative to the 
expanded signal. Values are 1:1, 1:2, 1:4, 1:8, 1:16, 
1:32, 1:64.

Attack The attack time of the expansion effect. 
From 0ms to 125ms in 1ms steps.

Release The release time of the expansion effect. 
From 5ms to 5.00 seconds.

From 5ms to 200ms, the steps are 5ms apart; from 
200ms to 300ms, the steps are 10ms apart; from 
300ms to 500ms, the steps are 20ms apart; from 
500ms to 1.00s, the steps are 50ms apart; from 1.00s 
to 3.00s, the steps are 0.1s apart; and from 3.00s to 
5.00s the steps are 0.2s apart.

Output 
levels

Gain 
reduction

Compressor 
“knee”

Input levels
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Compressors

The 32 channel compressors and the six assignable 
output compressors all have the following parameters 
which may be set. The controls here refer to the con-
trols on the DYNAMICS screen:

Threshold (THRESH), controlled by the POD 1 
knob, and variable from -48dB to 0dB in 1dB steps.

Compression ratio (RATIO), controlled by the 
POD 2 knob, and variable from 1:1 to ∞:1 (infinite 
compression).

The steps are as follows: 1.00:1, 1.05:1, 1.11:1, 1.18:1, 
1.25:1, 1.33:1, 1.43:1, 1.54:1, 1.67:1, 1.82:1, 2.00:1, 
2.22:1, 2.50:1, 2.86:1, 3.33:1, 4.00:1, 5.00:1, 6.67:1, 
10.0:1, 20.0:1, ∞:1.

Attack time (ATTACK), controlled by the POD 3 
knob, and variable from 0ms to 125ms in 1ms steps.

Release time (RELEASE), controlled by the POD 4 
knob, and variable from 5ms to 5.0s in 100 steps.

From 5ms to 200ms, the steps are 5ms apart; from 
200ms to 300ms, the steps are 10ms apart; from 
300ms to 500ms, the steps are 20ms apart; from 
500ms to 1.00s, the steps are 50ms apart; from 1.00s 
to 3.00s, the steps are 0.1s apart; and from 3.00s to 
5.00s the steps are 0.2s apart.

Auto make-up (AUTOmk-up), controlled by POD 
3 used as a switch. This is used if the compression 
settings have resulted in gain reduction.

Output gain (OUTGAIN), controlled by the POD 4 
knob on the last row (grayed out if the auto make-up 
above is on). Variable from -20dB to +20dB in 1 dB 
steps.

Preset library entries

The following preset entries are provided either to be 
used “as-is”, or to be used as templates or starting 
points for experimentation. 

These library entries are read-only (marked with an 
inverse R on the display), and may not be overwrit-
ten. However, it is possible to load the entries, edit 

the parameters, and then store them to a different 
library entry.

As always, there are no hard and fast rules as to what 
“works”. Feel free to use the settings in a variety of 
contexts and change them as seems appropriate to 
you.

Compressors
Program 
Number

Name Comment

000 Sample Snare For use with snare drums 
001 Slap bass For use with slap-type bass inputs
002 Wood bass For use with upright bass (double-bass or contra-bass)
003 Synth.Bass 1 For use with synthesized bass lines
004 Synth.Bass 2 For use with synthesized bass lines
005 Acoustic Guitar To be used with acoustic guitars (nylon or steel-strung)
006 Ele.Guitar 1 For use with electric guitars
007 Ele.Guitar 2 For use with electric guitars
008 Ele.Guitar 3 For use with electric guitars
009 Brass Effective with brass (horn) sections, etc.
010 Vocal 1 Use with vocal lines
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Gates/Expanders

011 Vocal 2 Use with vocal lines
012 Total Comp 1 Overall compressor setting
013 Total Comp 2 Overall compressor setting
014 Total Comp 3 Overall compressor setting
015 Post Pro.1 Useful in post-production environments
016 Post Pro.2 Useful in post-production environments
017 Narration For the spoken word

Program 
Number

Name Comment

000 Noise Gate 1 General noise gate setting
001 Noise Gate 2 General noise gate setting
002 Light Expander An expander setting which is not too strong
003 Slow Expander A slower expander setting

Program 
Number

Name Comment
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9 – Grouping

The DM-24 provides the ability to group channels in 
either fader or mute groups or both.

Note the following points with regard to the use of 
these groups:

Up to eight groups of each type may be used.

The pattern of the mute groups can be copied to the 
fader groups, so that the two group sets are identical.

A channel cannot be a member of more than one 
group of each type. In other words, it can be a mem-
ber of only one fader group (or of no fader groups) 
and/or only one mute group (or of no mute groups).

In a group (whether fader or mute) there is always 
one channel which is referred to as the “master” 
channel. This channel sets the status for all the other 
“slave” channels in the group. For a mute group, this 

means that the slave channels echo the mute status of 
the master channel. For a fader group, this means that 
moving the fader of the master channel will move the 
faders and alter the levels of the other channels in the 
group.

A “slave” channel in a group can be operated inde-
pendently of the other channels in the group. 

In addition to channels being members of the groups, 
groups can also be members of groups, allowing 
hierarchical “group layers” to be created. Fader 
groups can only be members of other fader groups, 
and mute groups can only be members of other mute 
groups.

The grouping screen includes a linking sub-screen, 
and this is covered in “Linked modules” on page 62.

Mute groups

The two grouping screens (for fader grouping and 
mute grouping) are similar. This is the mute group 
screen.

As the name suggests, mute groups allow the chan-
nels to be grouped together in such a way that press-
ing the MUTE key of the master channel of a mute 
group affects the mute status of all the other (slave) 
channels in the group.

Slave mute may be turn on or off independently of 
the other mutes in the group.Groups are shown as 
horizontal rows in the matrix in the upper part of the 
screen. The 32 channels are shown as columns.

If a row (group) has no check marks or large “bullet” 
dots in it, no channels have been assigned to that 
group.

To assign a channel to a group, use the § and ¶cur-
sor keys or dial to move the cursor to the appropriate 
row.

If any channels have previously been assigned to the 
group, the SEL key of the master channel flashes 
when the group is selected, and the SEL keys of any 
slave channels light.

NOTE

It may not always be possible to see the flashing SEL 
key indicating a group master when you select a group 
on screen, as the master channel may be in an inactive 
fader layer.

Press the unlit SEL key of any channel to assign the 
channel to the group.

If the channel is the first one to be assigned to the 
group, the symbol changes to a large bullet point, 
showing that it is the master channel of the group and 
the SEL indicator flashes.

If the channel is assigned to a group and it is not the 
first channel in the group, it is shown with a check 
mark to show that it is a slave channel, and the SEL 
indicator lights.

If a channel has already been assigned to a group as a 
slave and that group is currently selected, pressing 
the SEL key unassigns it from the group.

If a channel has already been assigned to a group as a 
master and another group is currently selected, press-
ing the SEL key to turn the channel into a slave chan-
nel brings up a warning message (Re-assign mute 
grouping?), and pressing ENTER reassigns the group. 
Any of the cursor keys may be used as “no” or 
“escape” keys here.
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If a channel has already been assigned to a group as a 
master, pressing the SEL key clears the whole group. 
A popup message appears (Clear this mute grouping?), 

and pressing ENTER clears the group. Any of the 
cursor keys may be used as “no” or “escape” keys 
here.

Turning groups on and off
When a group is highlighted on screen (the cursor 
box surrounds it), either use the fourth soft key or the 

ENTER key to turn the group functionality on or off. 
This does not clear the group settings.

Copying mute settings to the faders
At the right of the display, about halfway down the 
screen, there is an on-screen LINK button. 

When this button is off, it is labeled MUTE>FADER.

Moving the cursor to this button and pressing 
ENTER brings up a popup asking whether a link 
should be made: Grouping link(Mute -> Fader) (ENTER 
for yes, cursor keys for no).

This transfers the mute groupings to the fader group-
ings (that is, the fader group settings become identi-
cal to the mute group settings). This is a “live link”—
when changes are made to the mute groups, they are 
echoed in the fader groups and the other way round.

The button is now labeled MUTE=FADER and is shown 
in inverse, showing that the link is active.

Pressing the LINK button in either the mute or the 
fader group screens deactivates the link.

Fader groups

As the name suggests, fader groups allow the chan-
nels to be grouped together in such a way that mov-
ing the master fader of a group affects the fader level 
of all the other (slave) faders in the group.

Slave faders may be moved independently of the 
other faders in the group.

Groups are shown as horizontal rows in the matrix in 
the upper part of the screen. The 32 channels are 
shown as columns.

If a row (group) has no check marks or large “bullet” 
dots in it, no channels have been assigned to that 
group.

To assign a channel to a group, use the § and ¶cur-
sor keys (or the dial) to move the cursor to the appro-
priate row.

If any channels have previously been assigned to the 
group. the SEL key of the master channel flashes 
when the group is selected, and the SEL keys of any 
slave channels light.

NOTE

It may not always be possible to see the flashing SEL 
key indicating a group master when you select a group 
on screen, as the master channel may be in an inactive 
fader layer.

Press the unlit SEL key of any channel to assign the 
channel to the group.

If the channel is the first one to be assigned to the 
group, the symbol changes to a large bullet point, 
showing that it is the master channel of the group and 
the SEL indicator flashes.

If the channel is assigned to a group and it is not the 
first channel in the group, it is shown with a check 
mark to show that it is a slave channel, and the SEL 
indicator lights.

If a channel has already been assigned to a group as a 
slave and that group is currently selected, pressing 
the SEL key unassigns it from the group.

If a channel has already been assigned to a group as a 
master and another group is currently selected, press-
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ing the SEL key to turn the channel into a slave chan-
nel brings up a warning message (Re-assign fader 
grouping?), and pressing ENTER reassigns the group. 
Any of the cursor keys may be used as “no” or 
“escape” keys here.

If a channel has already been assigned to a group as a 
master, pressing the SEL key clears the whole group. 
A popup message appears (Clear this fader grouping?), 
and pressing ENTER clears the group. Any of the 
cursor keys may be used as “no” or “escape” keys 
here.

Fader groups to mute groups
At the right of the display, about halfway down the 
screen, there is an on-screen LINK button. 

When this button is off, it is labeled FADER>MUTE.

Moving the cursor to this button and pressing 
ENTER brings up a popup asking whether a link 
should be made: Grouping link(Fader -> Mute) (ENTER 
for yes, cursor keys for no).

This transfers the fader groupings to the mute group-
ings (that is, the mute group settings become identi-
cal to the fader group settings). This is a “live link”—
when changes are made to the fader groups, they are 
echoed in the fader groups and the other way round.

The button is now labeled FADER=MUTE and is shown 
in inverse, showing that the link is active.

Pressing the LINK button in either the fader or the 
mute group screens deactivates the link.

Turning groups on and off
When a fader group is highlighted on screen (the cur-
sor box surrounds it), either use the fourth soft key or 

the ENTER key to turn the group functionality on or 
off. This does not clear the group settings.

Grouping layers

It is often useful to make groups of groups in order to 
simplify mixing. This applies to both fader groups 
and to mute groups.

For example, when using mute groups, you might 
find it useful to group the vocal microphones of a 
session into one mute group, the drum microphones 
into another, and other percussion microphones into 
yet another.

In order to cut out any microphone spillage, these 
three microphone groups could be layered into a 
“supergroup” which controls all the microphone 
inputs.

It is also possible to layer the layers, 

The right part of this detail showing a three-level lay-
ering setup is a tree diagram, showing that group 6 is 
the “supermaster” group. In other words, pressing the 
master SEL key of this group controls the status of 

groups 7 and 8 (for mute groups) or moving the mas-
ter fader of the group.

These “submaster” groups in turn control groups 1 
and 2 (controlled by group 8) and 4 and 5 (controlled 
by group 7).

To use these grouping layers:

1 Use the § and ¶ cursor keys or dial to navi-
gate the cursor to the master groups shown 
as horizontal rows in the matrix at the lower 
part of the screen.

Empty groups (with no master or slave) are 
shown with an x by the group number)

2 Use the SEL keys of modules 1 through 8 as 
group selectors to assign slave groups. 

NOTE

Note that here the SEL keys do not refer to channels—
they refer to the groups that have been set up in the 
top part of the screen. They can be used in this way in 
the two channel layers (1-16 and 17-32) but not in the 
MASTER layer.

Pressing the SEL key corresponding to any group 
except the highlighted master group adds (check 
mark) or removes (dot) the group to or from the layer 
controlled by the master group. The master group has 
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a bullet mark added by its number when a subgroup 
is added (groups 6, 7 and 8 in the example screen).

The tree diagram is updated.

Pressing the SEL key corresponding to the master 
group brings up a popup message asking if the cur-
rent group should be cleared (ENTER for yes, cursor 
keys for no).

Attempting to make a “circular group layer”, for 
example making group 5 into a submaster of group 2, 
and then attempting to make group 2 a submaster of 

group 5, brings up an appropriate error message 
(Cannot assign fader grouping layer).

Moving the cursor to the CLEAR button allows all 
grouping layers to be cleared together. A popup mes-
sage appears (Clear all mute grouping layers? (or fader in 
the case of fader grouping layers)). Pressing ENTER 
clears all group layers, but does not clear the groups 
themselves). Any of the cursor keys may be used as 
“no” or “escape” keys here.
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10 – Monitoring

The DM-24 contains a sophisticated monitoring sys-
tem which allows different mixes to be set up in the 
control room and the studio, as well as an integral 
talkback microphone, lineup oscillator, etc.

Control room monitoring

The control room (CR) monitoring section, which 
also includes two stereo headphone jacks, is located 
to the right of the stereo meters.

Control room outputs
As might be expected, the control-room output sig-
nals are always output from the balanced 1/4” analog 
CR (BAL) connectors (+4dBu) 6.

However, if the digital outputs are not being used for 
any other purpose, the I/O OUTPUT screen may be 
used to assign the control room outputs to either the 
DIGITAL 1 or DIGITAL 2 sets of outputs.

From the I/O screen, use the third soft key to bring up 
the output selection screen.

Move the cursor to either of the selection boxes 
opposite the DIGITAL OUT1 or DIGITAL OUT2 selector.

Turn the dial until C.ROOM is shown, and press 
ENTER.

The control room signal will now be output from the 
selected digital outputs.

NOTE

The signal is sent from both the XLR-type jack and the 
RCA jack simultaneously. The output format (AES/EBU 
or SPDIF) is set using the DIGITAL display FORMAT sub-
screen.

The level of the signal sent from the analog outputs is 
adjusted by the CR control.

The level of the signal sent from the headphone jacks 
(both headphone jacks together) is adjusted using the 
PHONES control.

Control room signal selection
There are four signal selection keys for the control 
room signal.

These are: STEREO, SEL 1 (AUX 1-2), SEL 2 (D IN 
1), SEL 3 (2 TR IN).

The first of these, STEREO, is hard-wired. That is, 
when this option is selected, the control room outputs 
as selected above will always output the stereo buss 
signal.

The other three keys are “soft”, and may be patched 
internally to output signals other than those given as 
the defaults (in parentheses on the panel). 

The default settings may be useful when used in the 
following way, however:

When recording, aux sends 1 and 2 may be used as 
the studio cue mix, leaving aux sends 3 through 6 for 
effect use, etc. By using the SEL 1 key set to the 
default AUX 1-2 setting, it is therefore possible for 
the control room monitor to echo the signal sent to 
the studio.

When mixing, the mastering devices (connected to 
the stereo buss) may be digital or analog. The SEL 2 
key is by default set to the first digital input (whether 
this is the XLR-type connector or the RCA jack is 
determined in the channel IN screens of the I/O setup) 
and can therefore be used for monitoring the replay 
from the digital 2-track mastering device. 

The SEL 3 key is by default assigned to the analog 2-
track inputs 9. These are typically used to monitor 
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the playback from an analog mastering recorder con-
nected to the DM-24.

The setting of these keys may be changed using the 
MONITOR screen. 

With the SHIFT indicator lit, press the METER/
FADER [MONITOR] key to bring up this screen:

Use the cursor keys to move the cursor to the three 
selection key icons (SEL 1, SEL 2 and SEL 3).

Turn the dial to select from the available options: AUX 
1, AUX 2, AUX 3, AUX 4, AUX 5, AUX 6, AUX1-2, AUX3-4, 
AUX5-6, buss 1, BUSS 2, BUSS 3, BUSS 4, BUSS 5, BUSS 
6, BUSS 7, BUSS 8, BUSS 1-2, BUSS 3-4, BUSS 5-6, 
BUSS 7-8, DIGITAL IN 1, DIGITAL IN 2, 2-TR (ANALOG).

Press ENTER to confirm the choice.

NOTE

It is possible to assign the same option to more than 
one of the monitor selection keys.

The Follow LINK Setting also affects what is output 
from the control room outputs. If a mono source 
which has been stereo linked (that is, an individual 
aux or buss) is selected, and the checkbox here is 
checked, the source will be stereo linked to its “part-
ner” in the monitoring.

In this case, the odd-numbered aux or buss will be 
output from the left channel, and the even-numbered 
aux or buss from the right channel.

2-track input
Because of the analog nature of the 2TR IN inputs, 
the following should be noted when monitoring from 
this source:

• Dimming when monitoring this signal is fixed at a 
level of –30dB relative to normal and cannot be 
changed.

• If the control room output is set to one of the 
DIGITAL OUTPUTS (1 or 2) as explained earlier 

(“Control room outputs” on page 75), it is not pos-
sible to monitor the 2-track source

• In addition, even though the studio output is an 
analog output, if the control room monitoring sys-
tem is set up to use a digital output, it is not possi-
ble to monitor the 2-track inputs through the studio 
system when echoing the control room outputs to 
the studio (see below, “Studio monitoring” on 
page 76).

Studio monitoring

The studio monitoring can be selected to follow the 
control room monitoring selection or to be indepen-
dent of the control room monitoring using the same 
screen as the control room setup (above).

To make the studio outputs follow the control room 
sources:

On the main monitoring page (soft key 2) move the 
cursor to the From CONTROL ROOM “radio button” and 
press ENTER. When this is selected, whatever is 
selected for the control room output will also be out-
put from the studio monitoring outputs.

To set a different source for the studio, move the cur-
sor to the output select “radio button” and press 
ENTER to select the monitoring source displayed to 
the right of the radio button.

After this, move the cursor to the right and use the 
dial to select from the list: Stereo, Buss 1-2, Buss 3-4, 
Buss 5-6, Buss 7-8, Aux 1-2, Aux 3-4, Aux 5-6, Digital In 1, 
Digital In 2, 2TR(Analog). Press ENTER to confirm the 
selection.

A pair of aux sends makes a good choice for the stu-
dio source, as these can be individually adjusted pre-
fader, and a completely separate studio mix can be 
built up in this way.
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Studio monitoring volume
The volume of the studio monitoring outputs is set on 
the same screen as the output selection, using POD 4. 

The level is adjustable from –∞dB (silence), to 
+10dB.

Soloing

The solo facilities have been described briefly in the 
module section (“SOLO” on page 24), but are 
repeated here for convenience.

Note that soloing is provided only for the 32 input 
channels. It is not possible to solo aux sends or bus-
ses (use the control room selection “Control room 
signal selection” on page 75 for this).

The DM-24 provides two modes of soloing, as 
explained here. Soloing occurs when both the SOLO 
key (above the stereo fader) and the MUTE key of at 
least one channel are active. What happens when this 

happens is dependent on the settings made in the 
SOLO screen (from the OPTION display).

MODE SELECT
Either Mix Solo or Exclusive Solo can be selected here. 
The Mix Solo mode allows a number of channels (that 
is, all whose MUTE keys are flashing or lit in solo 
mode) to have their outputs added together to the 

solo mix. The Exclusive Solo mode only allows one 
channel (the one whose MUTE key was pressed last) 
to be soloed at one time.

SOLO LINK
This option allows the fader and mute groups (see 
“Grouping” on page 71) to be used with the solo 
function. 

If one of the group options (MUTE GROUP or FADER 
GROUP) is enabled, selecting a group master channel 
solos or unsolos the whole of the group. This is 
regardless of the Mix Solo/Exclusive Solo setting 
described above.

If a group slave channel is selected, the solo status of 
only that slave channel is affected. The effect on 
other previously-soloed channels (whether or not 
they are part of the group) depends on the Mix Solo/
Exclusive Solo setting described above.

See also “Turning soloing on and off” on page 78.

SOLO TYPE
There are three options that may be selected here: 
PFL (pre-fader listen), AFL (after- or post-fader lis-
ten). Again, these are explained in more detail in the 
solo section, but briefly:

PFL provides a way of listening to the signal before 
it is sent through the panpot and fader. The stereo 

outputs are unaffected (soloing is only done through 
the monitor outputs—CR and STUDIO).

AFL outputs the post-fader (pre-pan) signal from the 
selected channels through the monitoring system.

INPLACE SOLO monitors the soloed signal(s) via 
the stereo outputs while all the other signals are cut 
from the stereo outputs.
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Depending on the solo type selected, the SOLO key 
(above the STEREO fader) and the MUTE key of any 
soloed channel(s) will flash or light:

Inplace solo defeat
The solo defeat option prevents channels selected in 
this way from being muted when other channels are 
soloed. It can be used with a pair of effect returns, for 
instance, so that these effect returns will always be 
added in the inplace mix, together with those other 
channels selected for inplace soloing.

Inplace soloing will output the soloed channel(s) 
from the stereo outputs, and cut all other channels.

Use the cursor keys (or the channel SEL key) to high-
light a channel (“box” cursor), and the ENTER key to 
change the status of the INPLACE SOLO DEFEAT.

SOLO level
The level of the PFL and AFL signals is determined 
by the SOLO control above the monitor selection 
keys. The indicator by this control lights or flashes 

(depending on the selected solo mode) when any 
soloing is taking place.

Turning soloing on and off
The SOLO key with integral red indicator above the 
STEREO fader is used to turn the solo mode (as 
selected in the option screen) on and off.

When soloing is active;, this indicator lights or 
flashes (as does the indicator above the SOLO level 
control). All previously-lit MUTE indicators go out.

The MUTE keys are used to control which channels 
are soloed. Pressing the MUTE key of a channel will 
un-mute it, therefore soloing it. The MUTE indicator 
of a soloed channel lights or flashes.

If Mix Solo is selected as the solo mode (see “MODE 
SELECT” on page 77, pressing another MUTE key 
will add that channel to the solo mix. If solo linking 
is switched on, and the channel is a group master, all 

channels which belong to that group will be soloed. 
More than one group may be soloed at a time in Mix 
Solo mode.

If Exclusive Solo is selected as the solo mode, the 
channel whose MUTE key was pressed last will be 
soloed. If solo linking is turned on, and the channel is 
a group master, all channels which belong to that 
group are soloed. If another channel’s MUTE key is 
pressed (whether or not the channel is part of the 
group or not), only that channel will be soloed. Only 
one group at a time may be soloed in Exclusive Solo 
mode.

The type of soloing (pre-fader, etc.) is determined by 
the settings described in “SOLO TYPE” on page 77.

Dimming and talkback

On the same screen as the control room selection, it 
is possible to change the amount by which the control 
room outputs are “dimmed” (attenuated) when the 
dim is active or the studio-routed talkback is active.

Use POD 2 to set the level to the level that the 
dimmed output will be, relative to the normal control 
room level. This can be set from –40dB to 0dB in 1dB 
steps.

When dimming the studio output, the DIMMER key 
acts as a “smart” key. That is, if pressed and released 
quickly, the dimming status latches on or off. Press-
ing and releasing the key quickly again changes the 
status back again.

If the key is pressed and held for more than half a 
scone, the switch becomes non-latching, that is, the 
dimming status is on as long as the key is held down.

Whenever the dimming is active, the indicator is lit.

The level of the talkback microphone (which is 
located below the PHONES control) can be adjusted 
using the T/B control.

The talkback signal can be routed to the studio out-
puts (use the STUDIO key) or to a “slate” (use the 
SLATE key), that is, to a selected group of aux and 
buss outputs, as explained below.

Both the STUDIO and SLATE keys are smart keys 
working in the same way as the DIMMER key. If 

PFL fast flashing
AFL slow flashing
Inplace lit
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pressed and released quickly, they are latching, but if 
pressed and held, they are non-latching. Indicators 
show the active status of these keys.

Slate settings

The DM-24 allows you to define the “slate”—the 
destination of the talkback microphone.

From the MONITOR screen, press the third soft key 
(OSC/COM) to bring up the oscillator and slate setting 
screens.

Use the SLATE panel in this screen to choose which 
aux sends, output busses and stereo channels will be 
included in the slate.

Use the cursor keys to move along the row, and the 
ENTER key to include and uninclude the busses,

Lineup oscillator
The DM-24 includes a lineup oscillator, which can be 
assigned in the same way as the slate output.

In addition to being able to choose the outputs to 
which the oscillator is sent, POD 1 allows the oscilla-
tor frequency to be selected (100Hz, 440Hz, 1kHz or 
10kHz).

The level of the oscillator is also variable (POD 2) 
from –36.0dBFS to 0.0dBFS in 0.5dB steps.

Use soft key 1 to turn the oscillator on (button is in 
inverse video) and off.

Meters and faders

As well as the stereo meters, the DM-24 provides on-
screen metering for all modules in the console.

With the SHIFT indicator unlit, press the METER/
FADER key.

The following screen shows the metering for the 
input channels:

The METERING POINT for channels 1 through 32 
(CHANNEL) can be set as INPUT (before the digital trim 
and after the input selection), PRE (pre-fader and 
before any assignable send/return insert), or POST 
(post-fader, and post any assignable send/return 
insert).

The MASTER (aux sends, busses, stereo) metering 
point can also be set: INPUT (buss level, before any 
compressor insertion), PRE (pre-fader and post any 
compressor insertion), and POST (post fader).

Since only 24 channels can be shown on screen at 
once, there is a choice of what will be metered on 
screen at any one time: either the 24 track returns, the 
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24 channels or a screen with channels 25 through 32, 
aux sends 1 through 6 and busses 1 through 8:

The SEL Key Follows Fader Layer allows the setup of the 
automatic linking of the selected channel to the 
selected meter layer.

When this option is selected, if a channel is selected, 
the fader layer is changed, and then the fader layer is 
changed back again, the originally-selected channel 
is automatically selected. 

For example, if this option is active, and SEL 2 key is 
lit with fader layer 1-16 active, fader layer 17-32 is 

then selected, SEL key 3 (channel 19) is selected, and 
then fader layer 1-16 is then re-selected, SEL key 2 
will be active.

If the option is not active, any SEL key which is lit 
remains lit when the fader layer is changed. For 
example, if this option is not selected, and SEL key 2 
is lit with fader layer 1-16 active, and fader layer 17-
24 is then selected, SEL key 2 will still be lit (that is, 
channel 18).

When the Meter Follows SEL key option is checked, the 
meter layer automatically changes when an appropri-
ate SEL key is pressed. The modes are as follows:

NOTE

If the FADER->METER Follow option is checked, and the 
SEL Key Follows Fader Layer is not checked, the meter 
follow option will not be enabled. 

These settings can also be made in the OPTION 
PREFERENCES sub-screen (“PREFERENCES” on page 23).

Master meters
As well as the option described immediately above, 
pressing soft key 3 in the METER/FADER display pro-
vides a view of the master meters and faders as 
shown here:

The METERING POINT can be set (ENTER key, dial and 
ENTER key) in the same ways as described earlier 
(here the options are described as PRE (pre-fader), 
POST (post-fader) and INPUT (input)). Changes made 
here are reflected in the METER screen and vice versa.

Use the SEL or cursor keys to move the box cursor 
around the screen in groups of 4 modules, and the 
PODs to set the fader values.

Fader layer SEL keys Meter layer

CH 1–16 CH 1–16 CH 1–24

CH 17–32
CH 17–24 CH 1–24

CH 25–32 MASTER/CH 25–32

MASTER Buss 1–8/Aux1–6/Stereo MASTER/CH 25–32
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Channel faders
It is sometimes useful (for instance, in automation) to 
have a view of the fader levels while another fader 
layer is selected.

The FADER screen shown here (accessed with soft key 
2), as well as the MASTER M/F screen immediately 
above, provides such a view.

In addition, the pan settings and fader levels of the 
channels (fader level only in the case of the aux sends 
and busses) can be changed.

The mute settings for all modules can be viewed.

Use the cursor and PODs to change the pan settings 
or the fader levels on screen. Channels are selected 
using the cursor and SEL keys in blocks of 4, corre-
sponding to the 4 PODs.

NOTE

If the DM-24 is in a surround mode, these pan controls 
affect the position of the channel in the front L-R out-
puts.

If the fader layer being edited is selected, the appro-
priate fader(s) will move as the on-screen faders are 
moved.

Normalled faders change appearance, as in “Fader 
section” on page 53.

The SEL keys can also be used to navigate around 
the groups.

Meter and fader setup
Use this screen to set meter characteristics, and to 
transfer a specific value to a fader or group of faders.

Fader level Use POD 1 to change the fader level 
(LEVEL) between –∞ and –36dB in 128 steps. 

Use POD 2 to select the scope of the setting: groups 
of eight channels (CH1–8, CH9–16, CH17–24, CH25–

32), the eight busses (BUSS1–8), the six aux sends 
(AUX1–6), the stereo master (STEREO), the individual 
channels (CHx), the individual busses (BUSSx), the 
individual aux sends (AUXx) or all channels (ALL CH).

Press ENTER to copy the level. A popup message 
appears. Press ENTER again to confirm the copy, or a 
cursor key to cancel the operation.

Meter ballistics (METER SETUP) The 
RELEASE (fall time) of the meters can be set to either 
Slow, Normal or Fast using POD 3.

Use POD 4 to set the peak hold time (PEAK HOLD) to 
Off, 1, 2, 4, 8 or ∞ (seconds). In the case of an infinite 
hold (∞) the peak levels can be reset by selecting 
another value or changing the meter layer.

These settings refer to both the on-screen meters and 
to the optional meter bridge meters. Note that when 
the meter layer is changed using the optional meter 
bridge, the STEREO master meter peak hold is not 
cleared.
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11 –  Effects

Introduction
The DM-24 contains a number of high-quality effects 
that you can use within your project, either while 
recording, or on mixdown.

The effects available include:

• Microphone modelling (single-channel)
• Speaker modelling (two channels)
• Chorus (two channels)
• Delay (two channels)
• Distortion (single-channel)
• Guitar compression (single-channel)
• Soft compression (two channel)
• Phaser (two channels)

• Pitch shifter (two channels)
• Flanger (two channels)
• De-esser (two channels)
• Exciter (two channels)
• Reverb (two channels)

Out of these, the two effects are available at any one 
time in 44.1k or 48k sampling frequency mode. In 
high sampling frequency modes (88.2k or 96k), only 
one effect is available. 

NOTE

The following combinations cannot be used: reverb + 
reverb, reverb + speaker modeler.

In high sampling frequency mode, the reverb, micro-
phone modeler and speaker modeler are unavailable.

Patching and setting up effects

All effect settings are managed using the EFFECT 
key. This allows the assignment of sends and returns, 
as well as the selection and parameter setting for the 
effects.

There are two primary options, to use the effects 
independently in loop or insert mode, or to use the 
two effects in series, with the output of effect 1 feed-
ing the input of effect 2 (similar to some multi-effect 
units).

The first of these modes is known as the Loop/Insert 
mode, and the second as the EFFECT1 EFFECT2 Series 
mode.

Press the EFFECT key followed by soft key 1 
(PATCH) to bring up the patch screen as shown here.

NOTE

When using the DM-24 in high sampling frequency 
mode, only one effect is available, and only one effect 
(EFFECT 1) is shown on this screen.

Use the cursor keys to select the mode (either Loop/
Insert or EFFECT1 EFFECT2 Series), and the ENTER key 
to confirm the choice.

The lower part of the screen contains a representation 
of the two internal effect inputs and outputs. An 
effect may have two inputs (L and R) and two outputs 
(L and R). See “Mono and stereo inputs” on page 83 
for more information.

However, this does not mean that there are two sepa-
rate effect processors in each effect. It is possible to 
use the two inputs of the effect processor “creatively” 
(that is, have two completely separate feeds for the 
left and the right inputs of the effect), but this is not 
recommended. 

We strongly suggest that only pairs of inputs (e.g. 
stereo inserts, odd-even pair buss and aux inserts and 
odd/even pairs of aux sends) are selected as stereo 
inputs for the effects.

Use this screen to select the input sources for the 
internal effects.

The choices available are:

Use the cursor keys, dial and ENTER key to set the 
value for each input.

Effect source Display shows

Aux sends 1 through 6 AUXx
Buss 1 through 8 insert BUSS1 INS SEND
Aux 1 through 6 insert AUXx INS SEND
Stereo L, R insert ST-L PRESEND, 

STR-R PRE SEND
Assignable insert 1 through 4 ASGN INSx SEND
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WARNING

Although it is theoretically possible to select both an 
aux send and an aux insert as input sources for an 
effect, a few seconds’ thought will show that this will 
result in a feedback loop, resulting in possible damage 
to equipment (and ears!). You should therefore avoid 
making this type of setting.

A popup message appears to show that the assign-
ment has been made.

NOTE

The same source cannot be selected twice to feed two 
different effect inputs (except for the aux sends). A 
popup message appears to warn of attempted dupli-
cate assignments.

Any send/return assignments made to the effects will 
override any assignments made to external send/return 
insert loops.

The effect output destination cannot be selected here—
the destination of the effect outputs is determined by 
the choice of the input source, and in the case of the 
aux sends by the settings made in the I/O screens.

Mono and stereo inputs
The DM-24 internal effects are either single-channel 
or two-channel, as listed at the start of this section.

At the top of the input/output patch section for each 
effect, there is a field called INTYPE (input type).

In the case of single-channel effects, the only option 
available is Mono.

In the case of dual-channel effects, there is a pair of 
radio buttons: Stereo and Mono. Select one of these as 
appropriate, depending on whether one mono source, 
or a stereo pair of sources (e.g. a pair of aux sends) 
will be used to feed the effect.

Once again, we recommend that only pairs of inputs 
(e.g. stereo inserts, odd-even pair buss and aux 
inserts and odd/even pairs of aux sends) are selected 
as stereo inputs for the effects.

The number of outputs available for an effect 
depends on a number of factors: the type of effect 
currently selected, the mono/stereo input type cur-
rently selected, and the destination of the effect (for 
instance, if effect 1 is patched in series with a sin-
gle-channel effect used in effect 2, only one channel 
is output from effect 1).

Example 1 (Loop/insert setting with 
1=mono input and 2=stereo input In this 
example, the delay line is fed by a mono signal 
source (for example a microphone) and the output is 
spread between the left and right outputs.

The stereo inputs to the plate reverb maintain the 
image of the stereo source (for example, if a pair of 
overhead mics has been set up to record a drum kit).
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Example 2 (Loop/insert setting with 1 & 2 
both = stereo input) In this example, both 
effects are used in insert mode. Busses 1 and 2 use a 
effect 1 as a stereo phaser (this can be turned on or 
off as needed for a creative effect).

The stereo compressor assigned to effect 2 is inserted 
in the stereo output buss in order to limit the dynamic 
range of the stereo outputs.

Example 3: (Loop/insert setting with 1 & 
2 both = mono input) Here again, both effect 1 
and effect 2 are used as inserts, but they both have 
mono inputs.

Effect 1 (a distortion setting) is being used with a dis-
tortion effect, in order to achieve a distorted vocal 
sound.

Effect 2 (a chorus) is inserted into an input channel 
(for example, a fretless bass) in order to thicken the 
sound. In this example, because these effects are 
being used by only one channel each, there is no need 
to tie up the aux sends and returns, which can then be 
used for other purposes.

Example 4: 1/2 series (1=mono input, 
2=stereo input) In this example, the two effects 
are put in series, with effect 1 (echo) taking a mono 
mic signal and echoing it to the left and right chan-
nels.

These echoes are then passed to the reverb, where 
they are processed “in-place” to provide an interest-
ing stereo effect (note that reversing these two effects 
would produce echoed reverb—probably less desir-
able).

Effect send sources

Whether the effect (or in series mode, both effects 
together) is used as a loop or an insert depends on the 
source selected for the effect inputs.

Aux 1 through 6 When these are selected as 
effect input sources, the effect is placed in a loop. 

The effect output with this setting is assigned to a 
channel using the I/O screens (see “Signal sources” 
on page 38).

If a channel has already been assigned to take its 
input from an internal effect, this channel is shown 
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on the OUT section of the screen when the loop 
assignment is made and is shown as Chxx (xx = 1 
through 32). If no channel has been assigned, the dis-
play shows ---. If more than one channel has been 
assigned as a return, the display shows ****.

Aux 1 through Aux 6 insert When these are 
selected as effect input sources (AUXx INS SEND), the 
effect becomes an insert-type effect. 

This insert is made post aux send fader.

The outputs of the effect are automatically assigned 
to the appropriate aux insert returns and shown as 
AUX INS RETURN.

Buss 1 through buss 8 insert When these are 
selected as effect input sources (BUSSx INS SEND), the 
effect becomes an insert-type effect. 

This insert is made post buss level fader.

The outputs of the effect are automatically assigned 
to the appropriate buss insert returns and shown as 
BUSS INS RETURN.

Stereo L, R insert When these are selected as 
effect input sources (ST-L PRE SEND and ST-R PRE 
SEND), the effect becomes an insert-type effect.

This insert is made pre stereo master fader.

The outputs are automatically assigned to the stereo 
insert returns are shown as ST-L PRE RETURN and ST-R 
PRE RETURN.

Assignable inserts 1 through 4 When these 
are selected as effect input sources (ASGN INSx SEND), 
the effect becomes an insert-type effect.

For these to be effective, the assignable send/returns 
must be set to be inserts, not send/return loops (see 
“Assignable sends and returns” on page 45). If they 
have been set to send/return loops, a popup message 
appears informing you of the fact.

Note that when an assignment is made to these 
inserts, the corresponding physical 1/4” jacks are no 
longer available (these settings override the physical 
jack insert assignments).

The outputs from the effects are sent to the assign-
able insert return. This is shown in the output assign-
ment section of the effect as ASGN INSx RTN CH y if a 
channel assignment has been made, or ASGN INSx RTN 
--- if no assignment has been made.

Effect 1-2 series
When the two effects units are selected to act in 
series, with effect 1 feeding effect 2, although both 
effect 1 and effect 2 are shown on the screen, only the 
inputs to effect 1 may be set.

The output(s) from effect 1 are automatically routed 
to the input(s) of effect 2.

If the source of effect 1 is an aux send, the effect 2 
output is assigned to a channel (set using the I/O 
screen). 

If the source of effect 1 is an insert, the output of 
effect 2 defaults to the insert return as shown in the 
output assignment section of effect 2. 

The outputs from effect 1 are shown as EFFECT2 IN L 
and EFFECT2 IN R, and the inputs to effect 2 are shown 
as EFFECT1 OUT L and EFFECT1 OUT R (if effect 2 is a 
dual-channel effect). 

If channel 2 is set to output only a single channel, the 
single output from effect 1 is labeled as EFFECT2 IN L 
and if there is a single input to effect 2, this is labeled 
EFFECT1 OUT L.
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Setting up the effects units

To use one of the internal effect units, press the 
EFFECT key and then soft key 2 or soft key 3 (EFFECT 
1 or EFFECT 2).

Next, use the EFF... LIB-> key (soft key 4) to enter the 
effects library.

Use the cursor keys and ENTER key to select either 
one of the two effect preset banks or the user effect 
bank.

There are two preset library banks: 

• The first bank holds the TC Works reverb preset 
settings, as well as blank templates for the Antares 
microphone and speaker modelers (“Preset reverb 
settings” on page 101). 

• The second holds preset TASCAM effect settings 
(“Preset effect settings” on page 106).

Use the library screen to scroll through the list of dif-
ferent library entries in the selected bank.

See “Library functions” on page 129 for full details 
regarding library functions.

NOTE

Although the preset library banks are named 1 and 2, 
an effect from library bank 1 may be recalled for use 
with effect 2, etc., as well as the other way round. 
Remember, though, that when using effects in series, 
effect 1 always feeds effect 2. If the effect settings are 
recalled to the wrong effect, the sound may not be 
quite what you expect (echoed reverb is rather differ-
ent from reverbed echo, for example).

When you recall a library entry from the library, a 
popup message appears confirming the selection.

When the EFFECT key is pressed, the effect screen 
showing the values and parameters appropriate for 
that particular type of effect is displayed.

Once an entry has been recalled, there is no way of 
changing its type through the on-screen parameters. 
You must reload an entry of another type from the 
library in order to change the effect type.

NOTE

The points at which the effects are returned are set in 
the I/O screens and are selectable in the same way as for 
mic/line inputs, etc.

Changing parameters

The parameters of the entry are changed using the 
cursor keys and PODs, dial and ENTER key, in the 
same way as other parameters on the DM-24.

These parameter settings take place immediately 
(that is, the effect of the change can be heard imme-
diately after the parameter has been changed).

See the appropriate sections of this manual for details 
of how the parameters change depending on the 
effect type selected.

Essentially, there are two different types of effect: the 
in-line type of processor, typically used in an insert 
mode, and the send/return type, typically used in a 
loop mode (aux send to channel return).

There are no hard and fast rules as to how these 
should be used, though. If you wish to use the guitar 
amplifier simulator to add an unusual sound to a 
string quartet, you are of course free to do so!

Note how all effect screens have a pair of input 
meters and a pair of output meters at the top left of 
the screen so that the level can be properly adjusted.

The microphone modeler has (in the top row of 
PODs) an input and an output level control.

The speaker modeler has (in the top row of PODs) an 
input control.

The reverb and the other (TASCAM) effects all have 
(in the top row of PODs) an input and output level 
control, as well as a mix (wet/dry) control.
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NOTE

On account of unavoidable processing delays, it is rec-
ommended that the mix control be always set to 100% 
(fully wet), as the original and processed sound may be 
a few samples out of phase with each other, resulting in 
audio artifacts if the two signals are mixed.

Storing your settings
When you have set up the parameters of an effect, 
you can store it for further use in the user effects 
library.

This saves you having to make the same settings 
every time for a commonly-used microphone model, 
for example.

While in the effect parameters screen, press soft key 
4 (the EFF...LIB key) to bring up the library screen. 
This allows you to scroll through the list of settings 
and either save to an unused library entry in the user 

effect bank, or to overwrite an existing setting stored 
in the library.

Again, consult the main manual for details of how to 
name and manage library entries.
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Notes on using effects

Because of the nature of the DM-24’s routing, a little 
thought may be needed when assignments are made 
on the effect patch page, as the DM-24 allows the 
same signal to be routed to more than one channel 
simultaneously.

Although this kind of versatility is often desirable, it 
is important to make sure that this kind of assignment 

does not happen accidentally, causing unexpected 
and unwanted results.

This section provides some tips and pointers on how 
to best set up the DM-24 in order to avoid any such 
possible problems.

Default snapshot settings

The default mix snapshot returns the outputs from 
effect 1 and effect 2 to channels 25/26 and 27/28 
respectively.

In the same snapshot, assignable returns are assigned 
to channels 29 through 32.

These settings are designed for the use of the internal 
sends with the aux sends and returns, and external 
effects with the hardware insert loops (assignable 
sends and returns). If you are making changes to use 
the internal effects or assignable sends and returns as 
inserts or assignable inserts, a little work must be 
done, using the assignment screens.

Using the internal effects as inserts (i)

In this example, effect 1 will be used as an insert on 
buss 2.

To do this, the effects returns must first be removed 
(de-assigned) from channels 25 and 26.

With the SHIFT indicator lit, press the I/O key until 
the screen allowing assignment of channels 17 
through 32 appears (or use soft key 2 to access the 
screen).

You should set these inputs to some “harmless” set-
ting which will not conflict with any other setting 
that is already in use. A useful source here might be 
one of the digital inputs (if you are not already using 
them).

NOTE

It is possible to assign the same source to more than one 
channel. There are obvious dangers associated with 
such an action, so we do not recommend that you do 
this.

Next, return to the effect patch page (press the 
EFFECT key until the patch screen appears):

Select BUSS2 INS SEND as the input source for effect 
1. When you do this, the output for effect 1 will auto-
matically change (BUSS INS RETURN).

If you had not removed the effect returns from chan-
nels 25 and 26 before assigning the buss insert send, the 
effect return would have been routed to these channels 
as well as to the buss insert return (as in the screen shot 
above).
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Using the internal effects as inserts (ii)

In this section, we look at how you change the 
default settings to use effect 2 as a stereo input pro-
cessor using assignable send/return inserts 1 and 2. 
The insert will be assigned with channels 1 and 2.

Again, use the I/O key (the SHIFT indicator must be 
lit) to access the 17 through 32 screen (soft key 2), 
allowing the de-assignment of the assignable returns 
1 and 2 from channels 29 and 30.

Again, pick a “safe” or harmless option of an input 
that you are not using.

Next, the assignable sends and returns have to be 
changed from their send/return loop setting to an 
insert setting.

Press soft key 4 to access the assignable output 
screen:

Assignable send/returns 1 and 2 should be set to the 
insert mode.

The insert channels (that is, the channels on which 
the inserts will work) should be set to channels 1 and 
2 (of course, you are free to change this if you want 
to use other channels with this effect.

In the EFFECT patch page, select Stereo as the input 
type for effect 2.

Change the input source to ASGN INS 1 SEND (CH 1) 
for the left input and ASGN INS 2 SEND (CH 2) for the 
right input.

NOTE

It is important that these operations are carried out in 
the order here.

If you try to route these assignable inserts to effect 2 
(on the effect patch screen) without changing the 
assignable send/return mode first, a popup message 
appears telling you that the assignable insert is in the 
send/return mode. 

If you then try to correct this by changing the send/
return mode to the insert mode, another message 
appears, informing you that return 1 is currently 
assigned to channel 29.
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Antares microphone modeling

NOTE

All names of microphone manufacturers and micro-
phone model designations appearing in this manual 
and on the DM-24 are used solely to identify the micro-
phones analyzed in the development of the digital 
models and do not in any way imply any association 
with or endorsement by any of the named 
manufacturers.

This effect allows you to model the characteristics of 
a particular model of microphone and apply it to the 
microphone you are actually using. 

In addition to reproducing the sonic characteristics of 
the modeled microphones, this effect also allows for 
the reproduction of certain options on the modeled 
microphone (for example, low cut filters, etc.).

Typically, you will want to “re-record” already 
recorded tracks with another microphone model at 
the mixdown stage, as this allows you to experiment 
with settings.

When you use the modeler at the mixdown stage, 
though, it is important that you have clear and 

detailed notes of the microphone conditions which 
were used to make the original recording.

Among other useful information which should be 
noted when the recording is made:

• Type of microphone
• Distance of source from microphone
• Any filter settings made on the microphone
• The response pattern used when recording

Of course, it is also possible to record directly using 
one physical microphone and modelling another, but 
in this case, it is more difficult to experiment, and to 
make changes afterwards.

Note that when we talk about the microphone mod-
eler, we use the term source microphone to describe 
the actual physical device and the description of it in 
the modeler, and model to describe the target, virtual 
microphone.

The diagram below gives an approximate idea of how 
the parameters available interact with each other (sig-
nal flow may be taken as being from left to right).

Limitations

Be aware, though, that while the microphone model-
ling will produce excellent effects, it is not capable of 
producing something from nothing. In other words, a 
poor recording made with a cheaper source micro-
phone will not be magically transformed into a good 
recording, if an expensive microphone model is 
selected—it will still sound like a poor recording, but 
made with an expensive model.

Nor can the microphone modeler magically restore 
missing parts of the signal which are missing because 
of the limitations of the source microphone. If a 
cheap microphone with limited bass response is used 
to record, using an expensive model with the micro-
phone modeler will not put the missing bass back 
into the recording.

Input level Source mic type

Preserve source 
(bass and treble)

Model mic type Tube saturation Output level

Source mic 
proximity

Model mic 
proximity

Source mic 
low-cut

Model mic 
low-cut

Source mic 
response pattern

Model mic 
response pattern
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Excessive frequency boosting can occur if processes 
intervening between the microphone and the modeler 
produce noise. This noise will be excessively 
boosted, especially if the filtering on the microphone 
and the recording process has accentuated this.

Polar response patterns can be simulated, but cannot 
automatically change the pattern of the source micro-
phone. For example, if a recording has been made 
using a microphone with a cardioid response pattern, 
setting the model’s pattern to omnidirectional will 
not automatically turn the source microphone into an 
omnidirectional microphone (and add the room 

ambience that would be present if the microphone 
actually was an omnidirectional one).

Likewise, if a source microphone has a particular 
off-axis response, this individuality will be retained 
even if a different model is selected.

NOTE

The microphone modeler can only be used with the L 
input and output of either effect 1 or effect 2. It is not 
possible to use the microphone modeler to process two 
channels at the same time using one effect.

The microphone modeler is not available in high sam-
pling frequency mode.

Selecting the microphone modeler
Recall the preset library entry 1-100 in order to load 
the microphone modeler. 

See “Setting up the effects units” on page 86 for fur-
ther details.

Overall settings

These settings apply to the overall effect (not to the 
source or model microphones individually).

Input gain This (INPUT) allows you to set the rela-
tive gain for the input source (top row, POD 2).

Start at 0dB, but you may want to increase the level 
slightly to increase the amount of saturation available 
to the processor. The signal may be cut by a value up 
to –30 dB and boosted by up to 12 dB.

NOTE

Increasing this input level to obtain the highest possible 
non-clipping meter level does not result in the improve-

ment in dynamic range that would result if this opera-
tion was to take place on an all-analog system.

Output level This (OUTPUT) allows the overall 
output gain from the modeler to be adjusted from 
0 dB to –12 dB.

Bypass This allows the whole of the microphone 
modeler to be bypassed for A-B comparisons. It is 
not the same as selecting the bypass microphone 
model (“The bypass microphone model” on 
page 92), which is a “neutral” microphone model for 
either source or output (but it is the same as selecting 
it for source and output).

Selecting the source microphone

Move the cursor to the Source Microphone, selecting 
the model using POD 1.

The manufacturer name is given at the top left of the 
box, and the model at the bottom right.

There may be two listings for a particular source 
microphone model, one of them ending with a -w. 
This means that this is the model of microphone with 
a supplied windscreen (thereby affecting the acoustic 
characteristics of the microphone).

There may also be a (m1) or (m2) following the 
microphone name. These refer to different examples 
of the same kind of microphone. Pick the one which 
is most appropriate for your particular microphone.

If you do not have a microphone listed in the list of 
source microphones provided:
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• Use a different microphone which is listed, if you 
have one.

• Select a similar model of microphone from the 
same manufacturer; that is, one with similar char-
acteristics to the one in use.

• Select another microphone of the same type (for 
example, another large condenser microphone, 
etc.).

• Select Bypass (that is, no microphone) as the 
source.

Note that if you do select a microphone of a different 
type to the actual microphone, though you will prob-
ably obtain acceptable results, the resulting sound 
will not be 100% accurate.

The bypass microphone model
The bypass microphone model is equivalent to no 
microphone being used. This may be useful in the 
case of electric instruments which have been 
direct-injected (that is, with no microphone involved) 

and where the model microphone is to be used to 
provide a distinctive sound for these instruments.

Although this may not produce an absolutely realistic 
model of the model microphone, it will almost cer-
tainly produce an interesting sound.

Source microphone settings
In addition to the type of microphone used as the 
source microphone, the modeler needs to know a few 
more things before it can achieve the best results:

Proximity This is the average distance of the sound 
source from the microphone when the recording is 
made. The distance is measured in inches (1 inch = 
2.54cm). If this is not set, then the “proximity effect” 
(an artificial boost in bass frequencies at close range) 
may not be properly compensated, and the sound will 
be unnatural. Note that microphones with an omnidi-
rectional response do not exhibit this proximity 
effect, and any settings made here with an omni 
source microphone will have no effect.

Use pod 2 on row 3 for this setting.

NOTE

As the source moves away from the microphone, an 
amount of ambient room tone is added to the record-
ing. The microphone modeler cannot add the room 
tone, but a little reverb added to the signal may help 
here.

Pattern The pattern of the source mic, if selectable, 
should be echoed in this setting. If the source mic is 
fixed-pattern, no selection is possible here, and the 
display shows None here. Use POD 3 on row 3.

Low-cut filter Many microphones have a bass cut 
filter. If this filter has been set on the real physical 
source microphone, this setting should be made on 
the source microphone of the modeler as well.

This is done using POD 4 on row 3.

The actual name of this filter varies according to the 
actual name on the physical microphone, and will not 
exist at all if the mic does not actually have such a fil-
ter fitted (the display shows None).

NOTE

The modeler assumes that the source was recorded 
on-axis. Since there is no way to tell the modeler about 
the actual position of the source relative to the micro-
phone, the modeler cannot compensate for frequency 
differences, etc. caused by off-axis placement of the 
source.

Selecting a model for output

In the same way as you selected a microphone as the 
source mic, move the cursor to the Model Micro-
phone field (POD 1, bottom row), and select the 
model of the microphone to be modeled.

As with the source microphone, a -w indicates that a 
windscreen has been added to the model. There may 
also be variants of the base model, as described for 
the source microphone.

If the Bypass “microphone” is selected here, and a 
source microphone is selected, the effect will be that 
of the source microphone’s characteristics. If Bypass 
is selected both for the source and the model, the 
final result of the modeler will be the input source, 
with the addition of any tube saturation added by the 
modeler (see below).
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Model microphone parameters
As with the source microphone, there are a number 
of different additional parameters available which 
can be set.

Proximity As with the source microphone, the 
model can also have a proximity value set (in inches 
again). Use POD 2, bottom row.

When used with the model, it will affect the final 
character of the sound, as if the source was the speci-
fied distance from the model microphone when the 
recording was made.

Note that this setting cannot add “room tone” to a 
recording, even though the further away a real micro-
phone is from a sound source, the more room tone is 
added to the final recording.

NOTE

Since omnidirectional microphones do not exhibit the 
proximity effect, if the model microphone is omnidirec-
tional or has its pattern set to omnidirectional, this set-
ting will have no effect.

Low-cut filter If the modeled microphone is fitted 
with a low-cut filter, this is also available on the 

model (if there is no filter available on the actual 
microphone being modeled, the model does not have 
a filter available, and shows None).

Note that this filter is not a straight low-cut filter—it 
is a representation of the actual filter incorporated on 
the physical microphone being modeled.

NOTE

Although it is not a hard and fast rule, it is a good idea 
to include the low-cut filter on the model if the filter 
has been used on the source microphone.

Response pattern As with the source micro-
phone, the model can also take different response 
patterns (if the actual physical microphone being 
modeled is capable of this kind of flexibility—other-
wise None is displayed for this option). Pod 3, bottom 
row is used here.

Remember that the modeler cannot spontaneously 
recreate missing data, so if a recording has been 
made with the source off-axis, this setting cannot be 
used to add the frequencies that were lost by the 
off-axis recording.

Preserve source settings
These settings allow you to make a hybrid micro-
phone, dividing the microphones (both source and 
model) into their treble and bass components.

In this way, the two halves of the microphones can be 
“sandwiched” together to produce unusual creative 
effects.

Usually, however, you will want to keep the desirable 
characteristics of the source microphone (for exam-
ple, a bass response) and eliminate the undesirable 
side (say, a poor treble response).

First, make all the appropriate source microphone 
settings. Bypassing the system is not a good idea 
here, as it will not have any useful effects.

Use the Preserve Source controls (PODs 1 and 2, sec-
ond row) to select the portion of the source micro-
phone that you want to keep (either the treble portion 
on the bass portion).

Keeping the original shows PRESERVE, and sending 
the signal through the processor shows PROCESS.

When a portion of the source microphone is pre-
served in this way, it overrides the corresponding 
portion of the model microphone.

Obviously preserving the source for both the bass 
and treble portions of the source is not terribly useful 
(though the proximity settings for both the source 
and the model remain effective).

Tube saturation
One of the more attractive aspects of older studio 
equipment is tube (valve) saturation. The microphone 
modeler provides you with a way to simulate this on 
the output side of the modeler.

Pick a value of the GAIN which suits your ears. The 
maximum value which may be set here is +10dB 
(0.1 dB steps). The signal to be recorded must there-

fore be at a level which is at least greater than –10dB 
for this to have any effect.

Use POD 4, second row to set the amount of gain.

However, you should take care that the input level is 
not increased to the point where digital distortion 
occurs.
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You may need to “juggle” the values of the input 
level and the drive gain to achieve the most satisfac-
tory results for this parameter.

Microphone models

The microphone models listed here are available for 
the DM-24 microphone modeler.

In the display, typically parameters and names are 
shown as given here, but the spacing of words on 
screen may sometimes differ from those given in the 
table.

The microphone response patterns are shown in 
uppercase, as follows: CARDIOID (cardioid), OMNI 
(omni-directional), HYPERCARDIOID (hyper-car-
dioid), FIGURE 8 (figure-of-8), WIDE CARDIOID (wide 
cardioid), w A98SPM (w A98SPM) and MS (MONO 
SIM) (MS (mono sim)).

Number Microphone Maker Microphone name Low cut Pattern

0 bypass mic  - none none
1 

AKG 

C 1000S none none
2 C 12A none / -7 dB/oct / -12dB/oct cardioid / omni
3 C 3000 off / on cardioid / hypercardioid
4 C 4000 B 0 Hz / 100Hz cardioid / hypercardioid / omni
5 C414 0 Hz / 75Hz / 150Hz cardioid
6 C 414B-ULS (mod1) 0 Hz / 75Hz / 150Hz cardioid / hypercardioid /figure 8 / omni
7 C 414B-UHS (mod2) 0Hz / 75Hz / 150Hz cardioid / omni
8 C 414B-UHS Gold 0Hz / 75Hz / 150Hz cardioid / hypercardioid /figure 8 / omni
9 C 414B-ULS Gold (w) 0Hz / 75Hz / 150Hz cardioid / hypercardioid /figure 8 / omni
10 C 460 B, CK 61-ULS 0Hz / 50Hz / 70Hz / 150Hz none
11 D 122 (1) none none
12 D 122 (2) none none
13 D 790 none none
14 Alesis AM61 off / on none
15 

Audio Technica 

3525 off / on none
16 4033 off / on none
17 4047 sv off / on none
18 4050 off / on cardioid / fugire8 / omni
19 4055 none none
20 4060 none none
21 853Rx none none
22 ATM11 none none
23 ATM31 none none
24 

Audix 

D4 none none
25 OM2 none none
26 OM3-xb none none
27 OM5 none none
28 

Beyer 
CK-703 off / on none

29 M-500 LE Classic none none
30 MC-834 LIN / 80Hz / 160Hz none
31 

Brauner 
VM1 none cardioid / hypercardioid / wide cardioid / figure 8 / 

omni
32 B & K 4007 none none
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33 

CAD 

95Ni none none
34 C400S none none
35 Equitek E100 off / on none
36 Equitek E200 off / on cardioid / figiue8 / omni
37 Equitek E350 off / on cardioid / figure8 / omni
38 VSM1 (mod 1) off / on none
39 Coles 4038 none none
40 

Earthworks
TC-30K none none

41 Z30X none none
42 

ElectroVoice 
N D 357 none none

43 PL20 off / on none
44 

Gefell 
UMT 800 off / on cardioid / hypercardioid / wide cardioid / figure 8 / 

omni
45 Groove Tubes MD-1 none none
46 Lawson L47 none none
47 Manley Reference Gold none cardioid / figure 8 /omni
48 

Neumann

KM 184 none none
49 KM 184(w) none none
50 M 149 20Hz / 40Hz / 80Hz / 160Hz cardioid / hypercardioid/wide cardioid / figure 8 / 

omni
51 TLM 103 none none
52 TLM 193 none none
53 U 47 none cardioid / omni
54 U 87 GOLD off / on cardioid / figure 8 /omni
55 U 87 off / on cardioid / omni
56 

Oktava
MC 012 none cardioid / hypercardioid / omni

57 MK-319 off / on none
58 

RCA
BK-5A M (music) / V1 (voice) / V2 

(voice)
none

59 

Rode

NT1 none none
60 NT2 off / on cardioid / omni
61 NT2(w) off / on cardioid / omni
62 NTV none none
63 Royer R-121 none none
64 

Sennheiser 

E 609 none none
65 E 835S none none
66 MD 421 M (music) / 3 / 2 / 1 / S 

(speech)
none

67 MD 441 M (music) / 3 / 2 / 1 / S 
(speech)

none

Number Microphone Maker Microphone name Low cut Pattern
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Updating microphone models
The modeler provides up to 100 models of micro-
phone. More may be made available in the future 
through the TASCAM Web site.

Consult your dealer for availability.

68 

Shure 

Beta 52 none none
69 Beta 57A none none
70 Beta 87A none none
71 Beta 98D-S none none
72 KSM32 LC 0 / LC 1 / LC 2 none
73 SM57 none none
74 SM58 none none
75 SM7A LC off Mid off / LC off Mid on / 

LC on Mid off / LC on Mid on
none

76 SM81 LC 0 / LC 1 / LC 2 none
77 SM98A off / on w A98SPM
78 VP88 (mono sim) off / on MS (mono sim)
79 

Sony 

C37P M / M1 / V1 / V2 none
80 C48 M (music) / V (voice) cardioid / figure 8 / omni
81 C800G none cardioid / omni
82 C800G(w) none cardioid / omni
83 Telefunken TELE U47 none cardioid / omni

Number Microphone Maker Microphone name Low cut Pattern
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Antares speaker modeling

In the same way that microphones can be modeled, 
the DM-24 allows for the modeling of speakers.

Once again, it is important to remember that it is not 
possible to instantly transform a pair of low-end 
near-field monitors into a pair of expensive, 
top-of-the-line monster monitors (even modern tech-
nology has its limits), but it can be useful for simulat-
ing some of the speaker types on which your final 
project will be played, and for which you may not 
have space in your control room (or where it may be 
inconvenient to reproduce the sound—for example, 
not many people will wish to purchase a SUV merely 
for the acoustical properties of the interior!).

The technique for using this is similar to the micro-
phone modeler, but not so complex.

Basically, you define a set of source speakers (the 
real speakers that you are listening to) and a set of 
target speakers (the ones that you wish to model).

This speaker modeler can be inserted anywhere in the 
signal chain, but obviously it is more useful if it is 
selected as an insert in the main stereo outputs.

NOTE

Due to technical limitations, if the speaker modeler is 
selected as one effect, the reverb cannot be selected as 
the second effect.

It is also not available in high sampling frequency 
mode.

Selecting the speaker modeler
Recall the preset library entry 1-101 in order to load 
the speaker modeler. 

See “Setting up the effects units” on page 86 for fur-
ther details.

General parameters
There are three general settings which are all set 
using the top row of PODs.

INTYPE stands for input type. There are four 
options here: Stereo, L mono, R mono and LR mono. 
The first three explain themselves, but the last refers 

to a mono signal comprised of the L and R output 
signals added together.

INPUT the input level can be adjusted (in 1 dB 
steps) from –30 dB to +6 dB.

BYPASS the whole of the speaker modeler effect 
can be turned on and off with this parameter.

Source speaker types

The source speakers which may be selected are 
generic types of speaker, not individual models.

The different selections available (pod 2, bottom 
row) are:

• Bypass speaker (as if there was no output speaker 
connected to the DM-24)

• Cheap Near Field (for “cheap”, read “low-cost, but 
acceptable performance”, but that is too long to fit 
on the display!)

• Large Studio (dedicated studio monitors)

• Mid Field Studio
• Near Field (better quality than the “cheap” model)
• Pro Near Field (more expensive than the other mod-

els here)

Choose the setting which you feel comes closest to 
your set of speakers. 

You can test the source model by selecting the Bypass 
type for the target speaker and changing between the 
different models, making A-B comparisons with the 
whole effect bypassed in order to achieve the closest 
match.
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Target speaker types

The speakers modeled here are generic, rather than 
reproducing a particular make or model of speaker. 

They represent a wide range of speaker types on 
which your material may eventually be played.

• Bypass speaker (no model for the output speaker)
• Boombox 1 (one type of “boombox”)
• Boombox 2 (another variation on the boombox 

theme)
• Car Sedan (an average car sound system)
• Car SUV (the kind of sound you might expect from 

an SUV sound system)
• Compact Stereo (domestic stereo system, but small 

speakers)

• Computer Speaker (useful for multimedia sound 
mixes)

• Large Home Studio (good quality domestic/semi-pro 
speakers)

• Mid Sound Reinforcement (not necessarily 
top-of-the-range, but good-quality sound reinforce-
ment)

• Small Home Studio (smaller speakers intended for 
the musician/home recordist)

• TV (typical TV speaker sound)

Use POD 4 on the bottom row to select the speaker 
type.

A few limitations
Once again, it is necessary to emphasize that you 
cannot turn a poor-quality set of speakers into an 
expensive pair of monitors.

However, what you can do is to reproduce the tonal 
characteristics of a certain type of speaker and envi-
ronment, allowing you to “field-test” your project for 
a particular purpose without even changing your 
speaker system.
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TC Works Reverb

The TC Works reverberation built into the DM-24 is 
a sophisticated reverb system, allowing you to simu-
late many different kinds of acoustic environment.

Most common (and a few less common) parameters 
can be edited, allowing fine control of the whole 
sound.

NOTE

Due to technical limitations, if reverb is selected as one 
effect, the reverb or speaker modeler cannot be 
selected as the second effect.

It is also not available in high sampling frequency 
mode.

General parameters

There are three general settings which are all set 
using the top row of PODs.

INTYPE stands for input type. There are four 
options here: Stereo, L mono, R mono and LR mono. 
The first three explain themselves, but the last refers 
to a mono signal comprised of the L and R output 
signals added together.

INPUT the input level can be adjusted from Off, and 
then (in 5 dB steps) from –140 dB to –60 dB, (in 
1 dB steps) from –60 dB to –20 dB and (in 0.1 dB 
steps) from –20 dB to 0 dB.

OUTPUT The output level can be adjusted from Off, 
and then (in 5 dB steps) from –140 dB to –60 dB, (in 
1 dB steps) from –60 dB to –20 dB and (in 0.1 dB 
steps) from –20 dB to 0 dB.

MIX Adjust the wet/dry mix from 0% (dry) to 100% 
only reverb) in 101 1% steps.

Balance controls

There are two balance controls on the second POD 
row (BALANCE).

I/R This stands for “Initial Reflections” (sometimes 
called Early Reflections”). POD 1 controls the left/

right balance of these reflections from 50 through 0 to 
50.

TAIL This stands for “reverb tail”—the final decay 
of the reverb sound. POD 2 controls the left/right bal-
ance of these sounds from 50 through 0 to 50.

Maximum decay time

HIGH MID LOW

Tail 

Early
reflections

Initial
level
INLEV)

Pre-delay
(PREDLY)

Reverb
feed

Reverb level
(REVLEV)

(REVFEED)
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High-cut filter

This filter can be used to cut off the upper frequen-
cies of the reverb signal.

Use PODs 3 and 4 on row 2 of the screen.

HICUT Sets the frequency at which the filter oper-
ates. Use POD 3 to select a value. The lower limit is 
20 Hz, and the higher limit is 16 kHz.

ATT Short for “attenuation”—the amount by which 
the high-cut filter cuts the upper frequencies. Use 
POD 4 to set this value from –40.0 dB to 0 dB in 
0.1 dB steps.

Space editor

These four parameters allow you to set the basic 
reverb type (row 3, labeled SPACE EDITOR).

SHAPE allows you to set the basic shape of the sim-
ulated room in which the sound is being reflected to 
produce the reverberation effect.

Turn POD 1 to select from the following list (a small 
representation of the room shape appears on the left 
of the screen as you make these changes):

• HALL—a hall-shaped room (basically a cube)
• H.SHOE—(horseshoe) a room where one wall is flat, 

and the other walls curve round.
• PRISM—a prism-shaped space with two parallel 

walls focusing down to a wedge (similar to many 
auditoria).

• FAN—even more wedge-shaped than the prism set-
ting.

• CLUB—a T-shaped space, with a recessed stage 
area.

• SMALL—a smaller, more intimate version of the 
cube.

SIZE The size of the space. Units are arbitrary, and 
may be set from 0.04 to 4.0 in the following steps: 
0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.08, 0.10, 0.13, 0.16, 0.20, 0.25, 
0.32, 0.40, 0.50, 0.63, 0.80, 1.0, 1.3, 1.6, 2.0, 2.5, 3.2, 
4.0.

W-DIFF Wall diffusion—the “liveness” of the room 
space, and the amount that the sound is scattered. Set 
a value from –50% to +50% I 1% steps.

WIDTH Not, strictly speaking, the width of the sim-
ulated room, but the stereo width of the reverb signal 
(which is affected by the width of the room). Set 
from 0% (mono point source) to 100% (full width) in 
1% steps.

Decay characteristics

The decay can be set for three bands independently, 
allowing, for example, the treble portion of the sound 
can continue to reverberate after the bass and mid 
sounds have decayed, giving a bright quality to the 
reverb.

The crossover points for the three bands can be set 
independently.

Use the four pods in row 4 and the two pods in row 5 
(labeled DECAY) to set the band times, as well as a 
“scale” which allows fine-tuning of the times without 
having to turn the PODs an excessive number of 
times.

LOW, MID, HIGH Each of the three bands can be 
set independently, in a range from 0.25 s to 9.99 s 
and from 10.0 s to 64 s (1024 steps in total).

RANGE The overall range for these three bands 
(and therefore the number of times the PODs must be 
turned to set a value) an be set to one of three values: 
4 s, 16 s and 64 s.

X-over The two crossover frequencies to divide the 
sound spectrum into three bands can be set. Each of 
these frequencies can be set between values of 20 Hz 
and 16 kHz. Use PODs 1 and 3 on row 5 to set these 
values.
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Pre-delay settings

The bottom row of the screen allows different delay 
settings to be made.

See the diagram above for details of exactly what 
these settings change.

INLEV This is the initial level of the early reflec-
tions. 

Use POD 1 to set this value from Off, through 
–140 dB to 0 dB.

REVLEV This is the level at which the decay “tail” 
portion of the reverb starts. 

Use POD 2 to set this value from Off, through –140 dB 
to 0 dB.

PREDLY This is the pre-delay portion of the reverb. 
It describes the time from the initial sound to the first 
of the initial reflections.

Use POD 3 to set this value from 0 ms to 160 ms in 
1 ms steps.

REVFEED This is the time separating the feed from 
the initial reflections to the “tail” part of the reverb.

Use POD 4 to set this value from 0 ms to 100 ms in 
1 ms steps.

Conclusion
Although the array of parameters and options for this 
reverb may seem a little baffling at first, compared 
with some other units, a little experimentation will 
soon make it clear what the different parameters 
actually control in terms of the sound produced.

The preset library entries provide useful starting 
points for your own experiments, allowing you to 
either simulate real reverb situations, or to invent 
imaginary spaces with their own, distinctive, rever-
beration characteristics.

Preset reverb settings

These settings are all stored in the first preset effects 
library.

The English names give an idea of the kind of sound 
that can be obtained from these settings.

Ambience  settings basically give a feeling of life, 
without a definite reverb.

Box settings are smaller or and typically have a 
rather “live” sound.

Chamber  settings provide a sound a little like a 
room type of reverb.

FX settings provide a special effect, which may not 
sound totally natural, but may have a useful place in 
your project.

Tunnel settings provide the image of a long narrow 
live space.

Hall settings give the sound of larger enclosed 
spaces. There is a range of hall settings provided, 
with different acoustical characteristics, including 
“church” and “cathedral” settings.

Drum settings are specifically tailored for use with 
drum instruments. Of course, they can be used with 
other instruments and sources, but they may not be so 
effective as when they are used with drum sources.

Perc settings are suitable (but not exclusively) for 
use with percussion instruments and percussive 
sounds.

Plate Settings reproduce the sound of a vintage 
plate reverb unit.

Room settings provide the effect of a smaller, 
tighter space than a hall.

Number Name LCD indication

000 Ambience - Bright 1 Ambi-Bright 1

001 Ambience - Bright 2 Ambi-Bright 2

002 Ambience - Bright 3 Ambi-Bright 3

003 Ambience - Dark Ambi-Dark
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004 Ambience - Midnight Ambi-Midnight

005 Ambience - Mornin' Vocal Ambi-MorninVocal

006 Ambience - Soft 1 Ambi-Soft 1

007 Ambience - Soft 2 Ambi-Soft 2

008 Ambience - Space Ambi-Space

009 Box - Bright Box-Bright

010 Box - Dark Box-Dark

011 Chamber - Large, Dark Chmb-Large,Dark

012 Chamber - Small Chmb-Small

013 Chamber - Small, Dark Chmb-Small,Dark

014 Chamber - Very Small Chmb-Very Small

015 FX - Big Barrel Space FX-BigBarrelSpce

016 FX - Big Pre Delay Slap FX-BigPreDlySlap

017 FX - Bright Cymbals FX-BrightCymbals

018 FX - Drum Boom Slap FX-DrumBoom Slap

019 FX - Dry After Taste FX-DryAfterTaste

020 FX - Icy Shower FX-Icy Shower

021 FX - Lost in Space FX-Lost in Space

022 FX - Neighbor (Hallway) FX-NeighborHallw

023 FX - Neighbor 2 (Floor) FX-NeighborFloor

024 FX - Not so Dry After Taste FX-NotsoDryAfter

025 FX - Short Non-Lin Like FX-Short Non-Lin

026 FX - Slap Back FX-Slap Back

027 FX - Steel Works FX-Steel Works

028 FX - Steel Works 2 FX-Steel Works 2

029 FX - Subtle Slapback FX-SubtleSlapbac

030 FX - Take Off FX-Take Off

031 FX - Tight Bounce Around FX-Tight Bounce

032 FX - Ultra Bright FX-Ultra Bright

033 FX - Under The Surface FX-Under Surface

034 FX - Wet After Taste FX-WetAfterTaste

035 FX - Wet After Taste w/Rain FX-W.A.T w/Rain

036 FX - Wood Floor FX-Wood Floor

037 Tunnel - Bright Tunn-Bright

038 Tunnel - Dark Tunn-Dark

039 Tunnel - Tube Tunn-Tube

040 Hall - Big Bright Hall-Big Bright

041 Hall - Big Clear Hall-Big Clear

042 Hall - Big Predelayed Hall-BigPredelay

043 Hall - Big Warm Hall-Big Warm

Number Name LCD indication
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044 Hall - Cathedral 12s Hall-Cathdral12s

045 Hall - Cathedral 7s Hall-Cathedral7s

046 Hall - Church Hall-Church

047 Hall - Dome Hall-Dome

048 Hall - Huge Clear Hall-Huge Clear

049 Hall - Huge Warm Hall-Huge Warm

050 Hall - Last Row Stadium Con Hall-LastRowStdm

051 Hall - Lush Ballad Hall-Lush Ballad

052 Hall - Medium Bright Hall-Med.Bright

053 Hall - Medium Clear Hall-MediumClear

054 Hall - Medium Warm Hall-Medium Warm

055 Hall - Outside the Stadium Hall-OutsideStdm

056 Hall - Small Bright Hall-SmallBright

057 Hall - Small Clear Hall-Small Clear

058 Hall - Small Warm Hall-Small Warm

059 Hall - Stage Hall-Stage

060 Hall - Warm Vocal Hall Hall-Warm Vocal

061 Drum - Boom Room Drum-Boom Room

062 Drum - Drum Booth Drum-Drum Booth

063 Drum - Huge Low Tubular Drum-HugeLowTubu

064 Drum - Low Tubular Drum-Low Tubular

065 Drum - Snare Hall Drum-Snare Hall

066 Drum - Snare Room Drum-Snare Room

067 Drum - Subtle Kick Boom Drum-SubtleKick

068 Perc - Big Bright Perc-Big Bright

069 Perc - Big Clear Perc-Big Clear

070 Perc - Big Warm Perc-Big Warm

071 Perc - Medium Bright Perc-Med.Bright

072 Perc - Medium Clear Perc-MediumClear

073 Perc - Medium Warm Perc-Medium Warm

074 Perc - Small Bright Perc-SmallBright

075 Perc - Small Clear Perc-Small Clear

076 Perc - Small Room Perc-Small Room

077 Perc - Small Warm Perc-Small Warm

078 Plate - Big Bright Plat-Big Bright

079 Plate - Big Clear Plat-Big Clear

080 Plate - Big Warm Plat-Big Warm

081 Plate - Tight Plat-Tight

082 Room - Bathroom Room-Bathroom

083 Room - CD Master Room-CD Master

Number Name LCD indication
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084 Room - Dark & Mellow 5 sec Room-Dark&Mellow

085 Room - Dry House Room-Dry House

086 Room - Empty Garage Room-EmptyGarage

087 Room - Empty Room Room-EmptyRoom

088 Room - Empty Room, Small Room-EmptyRoom S

089 Room - Large Garage Room-LargeGarage

090 Room - Percussion Room Room-Perc Room

091 Room - Small Room-Small

092 Room - Small Damped Room Room-S Dmp Room

093 Room - Small Yet Big Room-SmallYetBig

094 Room - Small Yet Big w/Pre Room-S.Y.B w/Pre

095 Room - Stage Room-Stage

096 Room - Vocal Booth Room-Vocal Booth

097 Room - Vocal Dry Room-Vocal Dry

098 Room - Vocal Room Room-Vocal Room

099 Room - Vocal Room 2 Room-Vocal Room2

These are not reverb settings, but this is the way in which the microphone and speaker modelers are selected

100 Antares AMM-1 Antares AMM-1

101 Antares SP modeler Antares SP Model

Number Name LCD indication
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TASCAM effects

The general effects provided within the DM-24 as 
described here may be used either as in-line inserted 
effects, or as part of an effect loop, using aux send 
and returns.

There are no hard and fast rules as to how these 
effects can be used, but on the whole, any effect 
where there is a wet/dry level is suitable for use 
within effect loops, and the others are suitable for use 
as insert processors.

Common parameters

There are three parameters on the top row of the 
screen for all of these effects, using PODs 2, 3 and 4.

INPUT stands for input level. The input level of the 
signal fed to the effect is adjusted using this control.

MIX is the wet/dry balance of the output. When set 
to 0%, the output signal is composed totally of the 
original signal, and at 100%, it is completely the 
effect signal.

NOTE

There is a slight unavoidable processing delay on some 
effects. If you are using the effect as an insert, you 
should probably keep this setting at 100%.

OUTPUT The output level from the effect can be 
adjusted from Off, and then (in 5 dB steps): from 
–140 dB to –60 dB, (in 1 dB steps) from –60 dB to 
–20 dB and (in 0.1 dB steps) from –20 dB to 0 dB.

Effect parameters

The different parameters for use within these effects 
are as follows:

Chorus

Rate Depth Pre- delay Feedback Wet Mix Level Dry level

0.1 Hz to 10 Hz
(91 steps)

0% to 100%
(101 steps)

0.05 ms to 
500 ms
(101 steps)

0% to 90%
(91 steps)

–40 dB to –0 B
(41 steps)

–40 dB to +20 dB
(61 steps)

De-esser
Threshold level Knee shape Center Frequency Output level Bypass

–40 dB to –1 dB
(40 steps)

0.50 to 1.00
(11 steps)

1.0 kHz to 10 kHz
(91 steps)

–40 dB to _20 dB 
(61 steps)

On/off

Delay

Delay Time Feedback Time Feedback Level Feedback Type Wet Mix Level Output level

0.05 ms to 
650 ms
(651 steps)

0.05 ms to 
650 ms
(651 steps)

0% to 90%
(91 steps)

Stereo/
Ping-pong/
Multi-tap

–40 dB to –0 B
(41 steps)

–40 dB to +20 dB
(61 steps)

Distortion

Drive Ratio Drive Boost EQ Pattern Output level

0 to 42
(43 steps)

x 1 to x32
(32 steps)

Overdrive 1/2, 
Distortion 1/2, 
Amp 1/2

–40 dB to +20 dB
(61 steps)

Exciter
Sense Frequency Output level Bypass

0 to 42
(43 steps)

1.0 kHz to 10 kHz 
(91 steps)

–40 dB to +20 dB
(61 steps)

On/off

Flanger

Rate Depth Resonance Delay Wet Mix Level Dry level

0.1 Hz to 10 Hz
(91 steps)

0% to 100%
(101 steps)

0.00 to 1.00
(91 steps)

0.05 ms to 
500 ms
(101 steps)

–40 dB to –0 B
(41 steps)

–40 dB to +20 dB
(61 steps)

Guitar Compressor
Ratio Attack Output level Bypass

0 to 42
(43 steps)

0.1 ms to 5.0 ms 
(50 steps)

–40 dB to +20 dB
(61 steps)

On/off

Phaser
Steps LFO Rate LFO Depth Resonance Output level Bypass

1 to 16
(16 steps)

0.1 Hz to 10 Hz
(99 steps)

0% to 100%
(101 steps)

0% to 100%
(101 steps)

–18 dB to +12 dB
(31 steps)

On/off

Pitch

Semitone shift Pitch Fine Pre- Delay Feedback Wet Mix Level Dry level

–12 to +12
(25 steps)

–50 to +50
(101 steps)

0.05 ms to 
500 ms
(91 steps)

0% to 90%
(91 steps)

–40 dB to –0 B
(41 steps)

–40 dB to +20 dB
(61 steps)
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Some of these characteristics are difficult to explain 
in words, and quite frankly, the only way in which 
you can find out exactly what they do is to experi-
ment with the settings, if you are unfamiliar with 
them.

However, the bulk of these settings should be famil-
iar to anyone who has used any multi-effects proces-
sor in the past.

A few notes may be in order here:

• All effects here are dual-channel except for the dis-
tortion and the guitar compressor, which are sin-
gle-channel effects.

• The “EQ patterns” in the distortion corresponds to 
the approximate equivalent patterns produced by a 
number of popular guitar and bass amplifier/
speaker combinations. Experiment with these to 
obtain the guitar sound you want (or any other 
instrument you care to put through this processor)

• The different patterns on the delay correspond to 
Stereo, Ping-pong and Multi-tap settings.

• The knee shape on the soft compressor affects the 
sharpness of the compressor effect.

Preset effect settings

Please bear in mind that the descriptions here are 
very subjective. When a sound is recommended “for 
use with bass”, for example, this is not a rule—sim-
ply a recommendation.

Feel free to play with the different sounds and exper-
iment, using these preset sounds as the basis for your 
own effects.

Soft Compressor

Threshold Ratio Attack Time Release Time Knee Shape Output level Bypass

–40 dB to –1 dB
(40 steps)

1:1.00 to 1:∞ 0.05 s to 5.0 s
(100 steps)

50.0 ms to 
500 ms
(451 steps)

1.0x to 0.5x
(21 steps)

–18 dB to +12 dB
(31 steps)

On/off

Effect type Preset No. Title LCD indication Comments

Guitar Compressor

0 Guitar Comp. Guitar Comp. Basic compressor

1 Classic Comp. Classic Comp. A classic compressor sound

2 Sustain Sustain Compressor setting for guitar sustain

3 Fat Comp. Fat Comp. A rather deeper, “fatter” type of compression.

4 Deep Comp. Deep Comp. Deep compressor sound.

5 Rhythm Comp. Rhythm Comp. A cutting compression setting for percussion.

6 Fast Attack Fast Attack A fast attack setting.

7 Slow Attack Slow Attack A rather slower attack setting.

8 Slap Comp. Slap Comp. Suitable for slap bass

9 Percussive Percussive A clean sound, suitable for percussive guitar work, etc.

Distortion

10 Distortion Distortion A basic distortion sound.

11 Over Drive Over Drive A basic overdrive sound.

12 Blues 1 Blues 1 Suitable for a “front pickup” blues guitar style.

13 Blues 2 Blues 2 A rather stronger sound than the previous Blues 1 sound.

14 Vocal Dist Vocal Dist Useful if you need distorted vocals.

15 Rock 1 Rock 1 Suitable for 70s rock music.

16 Rock 2 Rock 2 Another kind of rock-type distortion.

17 Rhythm 1 Rhythm 1 A sweet-sounding distortion for backing work.
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18 Rhythm 2 Rhythm 2 A lighter backing style distortion.

19 Bass Dist Bass Dist Use this distortion with bass.

20 Fusion 1 Fusion 1 Use this with solo instruments to fill out the sound.

21 Fusion 2 Fusion 2 Distortion used for a smooth, sweet fusion style.

22 British British A fat classic “single-coil” distortion.

23 Fuzzy Fuzzy A rather heavy fuzz distortion.

24 Guts Guts A “single-coil” overdrive sound.

25 Sweet Sweet A rather sweet, “rear pickup”-type solo sound.

26 Mellow Mellow Mellow distortion. Try with the front pickup.

27 Cheap Cheap A cheap and cheerful distortion sound.

28 Lead Lead A lead solo distortion sound.

29 Bottom Bottom Somewhat bass-heavy driving sound.

30 Strong Strong A powerful driving sound.

31 Trebly Trebly Driving sound with a lot of treble.

32 Solo Solo "Humbucker” solo sound.

33 Crunch Crunch “Crunch”

34 Fat Drive Fat Drive A thick, fat sound

Compressor

35 Comp Comp Basic compressor sound

36 Fast Attack Fast Attack A compressor with a fast attack

37 Slow Attack Slow Attack A compressor with a slow attack.

38 Short Release Short Release Quick-release compressor.

39 Long Release Long Release Slow release compressor.

40 Vocal Comp 1 Vocal Comp 1 Use this compressor with vocals.

41 Vocal Comp 2 Vocal Comp 2 Maybe a little more natural-sounding than Vocal 1.

42 Inst Inst This setting is good with a rhythm box or drum machine.

Exciter

43 Exciter Exciter Helps the definition of musical sounds.

44 Edge Edge The treble is attenuated in this setting.

45 Vocal EX Vocal EX Suitable for use with vocals.

46 Rhythm G Rhythm G Use this setting with rhythm guitars.

47 Bass EX Bass EX Use with bass guitars and instruments.

De-esser

48 De-esser De-esser Use this to reduce sibilance.

Phaser

49 Phaser Phaser Basic phase sound.

50 G Phaser 1 G Phaser 1 Use this phase with guitars

51 G Phaser 2 G Phaser 2 Use this with backing guitars.

52 G Phaser 3 G Phaser 3 Use the resonance in this sound with guitars.

53 Bass Phaser 1 Bass Phaser 1 Use with fast passages from bass guitar.

Effect type Preset No. Title LCD indication Comments
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54 Bass Phaser 2 Bass Phaser 2 Slower bass phaser.

55 Rhythm Phaser 1 Rhythm Phaser 1 A phase for cutting rhythm.

56 Rhythm Phaser 2 Rhythm Phaser 2 Fast rhythm phaser.

57 Vocal Phaser 1 Vocal Phaser 1 A rather “loose” phase sound.

58 Vocal Phaser 2 Vocal Phaser 2 “Inspirational” vocal phasing.

59 Drum Phaser Drum Phaser Use this with drums to create space.

60 Fusion Phaser Fusion Phaser Sounds good with fusion styles.

61 Vibrato Phaser Vibrato Phaser Phase used as vibrato.

62 Wah Phaser Wah Phaser Phaser used like a wah-wah pedal.

Delay

Stereo 63 Delay Delay A basic delay setting.

64 Long Echo Long Echo Long echo setting.

65 Stereo Echo Stereo Echo A long stereo echo sound.

66 Bath Bath Singing in the bath?

67 Doubling Doubling A doubling echo setting.

68 One Time One Time One-shot echo.

69 Rhythm Echo Rhythm Echo A good echo sound to use with drums.

Ping-Pong 70 Oasis Oasis A lazy, casual echo sound.

71 Short Echo Short Echo Short repeat echo.

72 Loose Loose Slightly looser” echo setting.

73 Vocal Echo 1 Vocal Echo 1 A “karaoke”-type echo.

74 Vocal Echo 2 Vocal Echo 2 Use this setting with vocals for a short repeat.

Multi-tap 75 Cross Feedback Cross Feedback Left and right echoes cross over.

76 Cool Cool Almost a vibrato setting.

77 100bpm 1 100bpm 1 Use this at 100bpm.

78 100bpm 2 100bpm 2

79 120bpm 1 120bpm 1 Use this at 120bpm.

80 120bpm 2 120bpm 2

81 150bpm 1 150bpm 1 Use this at 150bpm.

82 150bpm 2 150bpm 2

Chorus

83 Chorus Chorus The basic chorus sound.

84 Backing Chorus Backing Chorus An “arpeggio” type of chorus setting.

85 Fast Chorus Fast Chorus A fast chorus setting.

86 Slow Chorus Slow Chorus A slower, lazier chorus.

87 Soft Chorus Soft Chorus Soft and gentle.

88 Deep Chorus Deep Chorus A deep chorus sound.

89 Ensemble 1 Ensemble 1 A thick, “multiple” chorus sound.

90 Ensemble 2 Ensemble 2 A chorus sound with a strong tremolo. 

91 Ensemble 3 Ensemble 3 Another kind of ensemble sound.

Effect type Preset No. Title LCD indication Comments
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92 Clean Chorus 1 Clean Chorus 1 A light chorus sound.

93 Clean Chorus 2 Clean Chorus 2 Use this clean sound with vocals.

94 Clean Chorus 3 Clean Chorus 3 A vibrato-type chorus effect.

95 Chorus Flange 1 Chorus Flange 1 A feedback chorus setting, almost like a flanger.

96 Chorus Flange 2 Chorus Flange 2 A flanger-like setting for use with bass.

97 Chorus Flange 3 Chorus Flange 3 Strong modulation setting.

Pitch

98 Pitch shifter Pitch shifter Octave doubler.

99 Ensemble 1 Ensemble 1 A repeat setting to give an ensemble effect.

100 Ensemble 2 Ensemble 2 A short repeat provides a “coming and going” effect.

101 Ensemble 3 Ensemble 3 Useful when used with chorus.

102 3th Harmony 1 3th Harmony 1 Thirds-type harmony.

103 3th Harmony 2 3th Harmony 2 Lower thirds harmony.

104 Octave 1 Octave 1 Octave up pitch shift.

105 Octave 2 Octave 2 Octave down pitch shift.

106 5th Harmony 1 5th Harmony 1 Fifth up harmony.

107 5th Harmony 2 5th Harmony 2 Fifth down harmony.

108 Pitch Chorus 1 Pitch Chorus 1 Detune and echo gives a chorus effect.

109 Pitch Chorus 2 Pitch Chorus 2 Strong pitch change effect provides a chorus-like feel.

110 12 Strings 12 Strings 12-string guitar emulation.

111 Glow up Glow up Pitch shift and feedback for an interesting effect.

112 Mystery Mystery A sound of mystery.

Flanger

113 Flanger Flanger A “sparkling” flanger setting.

114 G Flanger 1 G Flanger 1 Use this flanger setting with guitars.

115 G Flanger 2 G Flanger 2 A fast flange setting.

116 G Flanger 3 G Flanger 3 A looser flange setting.

117 Bass Flanger 1 Bass Flanger 1 Use this flanger with bass instruments.

118 Bass Flanger 2 Bass Flanger 2 Another sound for use with bass instruments.

119 Vocal Flanger Vocal Flanger This can be used to add life to vocals.

120 Funny Funny Creatures from outer space?

121 Jet Flanger 1 Jet Flanger 1 Resonance to simulate a jet takeoff.

122 Jet Flanger 2 Jet Flanger 2 A spacious “jet” sound.

123 Sweet Flanger Sweet Flanger A smoother, sweet flange setting.

124 Flanger Echo Flanger Echo Repeat and flange together.

125 Tremolo Flange Tremolo Flange Flanger used as a tremolo.

126 Deep Flanger Deep Flanger A deep flanger setting.

127 Metallic Tone Metallic Tone A flanger setting giving a metallic tone.

Effect type Preset No. Title LCD indication Comments
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12 – Machine Control/Location

The DM-24 is capable of acting as a remote control 
unit for a wide variety of external devices. 

The exact functionality of the machine control 
depends, of course, on the device to be controlled.

The device control is carried out through the DTRS 
control port, the MIDI connections (for MMC), or 
the serial port (RS-422).

Different devices can be selected for simultaneous 
control by the DM-24, with different devices being 

controlled in different ways. For instance, it is possi-
ble to select one device to have its transport functions 
controlled by the DM-24, while the DM-24 controls 
the track arming functions of another device.

NOTE

In this section, the term “controller” is used to refer to a 
part of the DM-24 software controlling an external 
device, rather than a hardware feature of the device or 
the DM-24.

Selecting devices for control

The EXT CTRL – MIDI/MC key is used to set up the 
control of external devices.

1 With the SHIFT indicator lit, press the EXT 
CTRL [MIDI/MC] key.

2 Use the second soft key to bring up the 
machine control screen (MACHINE CTRL):

3 With the cursor pointing to either the <-ADD 
or INFO buttons, use the dial to scroll through 
the list of devices on the right of the screen 
that may be controlled by the DM-24 
(SUPPORTED DEVICES).

4 When a device to be controlled by the DM-24 
is selected in the list, move the cursor to the 
<-ADD button, and press ENTER. The device 
will be added to the list.

To obtain more information regarding a particular 
item in the list of devices which may be controlled by 
the DM-24, highlight the item, move the cursor to the 
INFO button, and press ENTER. A popup screen pro-
vides information regarding the list item.

At the bottom of the list is a key to the method used 
for controlling each item in the list:

The current list of devices (at the time of writing) is:

Other devices may be added to the list of supported 
devices in the future. If the list does not contain the 
name of a device that you wish to control, please 
contact your TASCAM dealer regarding the avail-
ability of a software upgrade which contains the con-
trol capability for your device.

Up to 16 devices may be added to the Machine Con-
trol List. If more devices are connected and added to 
the list than can be shown on screen, arrow marks 
appear at the top and bottom of the list. 

Display Meaning

I Internal devices

R REMOTE (DTRS)

M MIDI Machine Control

4 P2 (RS-422)

Device Screen display
Control 
type

MIDI Timecode generator MTC Generate I
Cascade mastering CASCADE MSTR I
DA-88 DTRS recorder DA-88 R
DA-38 DTRS recorder DA-38 R
DA-98 DTRS recorder DA-98 R
DA-78HR DTRS recorder DA-78HR R
DA-98HR DTRS recorder DA-98HR R
MMC open-loop control MMC OPEN M
MMC closed-loop control MMC CLOSE M
VTR (playback only) VTR PLAYonly 4
2-track VTR with record supportVTR 2Trk REC 4
4-track VTR with record supportVTR 4Trk REC 4
MMR-8 or MMP-16 TASCAM 
HD recorder

MMR8/MMR16 4

DAT recorder with timecode 
track

TC DAT 4
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When an entry in the Machine Control List is high-
lighted (that is, the cursor is on the left of the screen), 

the dial is used to scroll through the list, including 
those items which may not be visible on the screen.

Deleting devices from the list
If a device is added in error to the Machine Control 
List (or is no longer required), highlight the device, 

move the cursor to the on-screen DELETE button, and 
press ENTER. The last item in the list will be deleted.

This process can be repeated to clear the list.

Auto-detection of devices
In addition to the manual addition of controlled 
devices, there are two auto-detect buttons. One is 
used is used for detecting all devices attached to the 
DM-24 (LIST AUTO DETECT) and the other is used for 
transport mapping (see “Machine Control mapping 
memories” on page 112 below). 

Move the cursor to the on-screen LIST AUTO DETECT 
button and press ENTER to scan the control ports and 
report on the detected devices, adding the controllers 
to the Machine Control list (see “Machine Control 
mapping memories” on page 112.

NOTE

Because not every device that may be controlled by the 
DM-24 is capable of reporting its presence accurately, 
some devices will not appear on the list, and must be 
added to the list manually. 

When attempting to identify a MIDI device, the DM-
24 first sends out an MMC Read Signature com-
mand. It adds a generic “closed loop” device for 
every device ID that responds to this command. 

It also sends out a MIDI Device Inquiry Message. If 
a remote device replies to this message, and an 
appropriate controller is available, this controller 
replaces the generic MMC closed-loop controller.

After power has been applied, it may take between 
one and two minutes for the remote devices to be rec-
ognized. Even if they have been added to the memo-
rized Machine Control list previously, it may not be 
possible to control them immediately the system is 
powered up.

Selecting the control type for the devices
The Machine Control list is composed of a number of 
columns. These are explained below:

STATE An icon shows the state of the controlled 
device. A one-way arrow represents an open-loop 
device (that is, commands are sent from the DM-24 
to the device, but no information is transmitted back 
from the device to the DM-24 along the same chan-
nel—information is transmitted from the other device 
through a different channel, such as timecode or 
MIDI). 

A double-ended arrow represents a closed loop, 
where information flows both ways between the 
remote device and the DM-24 along the same 
channel.

A cross indicates that the device is not being con-
trolled by the DM-24.

Two dashes (--) show that the type of control is not 
relevant here (for instance, the internal MIDI time-
code generator).

DEVICE The name of the name of the device being 
controlled, together with its control type. These list 
items cannot be changed or edited.

ID In the case of DTRS units, it refers to the unit ID, 
and cannot be edited. In the case of MMC units, it 
refers to the MMC ID (2 hexadecimal digits) of the 
unit. This list item cannot be changed or edited. Use 
the JOG dial to change the value and confirm with 
ENTER.

CHASE This applies to DTRS units, and allows the 
CHASE mode of the selected unit to be turned on or 
off. Any unit which can have its chase mode con-
trolled by the DM-24 has this item represented by a 
square box. Units whose CHASE mode cannot be 
remotely controlled have this item represented by 
two dashes (--). Use the cursor keys to navigate to the 
list item, and the ENTER key to toggle between on (a 
check mark is shown in the box) and off (the box is 
empty).
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TRA  This two parameter allows the transport con-
trols of the DM-24 to control the transport of the 
selected device (TRA).

Only one device at a time can be selected for trans-
port control, as shown by the circled © symbol. If a 
device has been selected for transport control, and it 
is required to control another device, the first device 
selected for external control must be de-selected 
from transport control before the “new” device is 
selected for this purpose.

If the device is not active when an attempt is made to 
assign the transport control here, a popup message 
appears and the assignment is not made.

One feature which is not visible from the transport 
controls is an “eject” function. DTRS units, as well 
as most VTRs, can have their media ejected by press-
ing and holding the STOP transport key, and pressing 
the CLEAR key of the auto-punch section (not the 
number keypad CLR key).

Some machines may unthread the tape if the STOP 
key is pressed while the transport is stopped.

NOTE

The exact way in which the transport controls work 
with the external device depends on the capabilities of 
the device. For instance, the notion of “record” is not 
very meaningful when applied to the internal timecode 
generator.

If you require further information on the control fea-
tures of a specific device that are not detailed here, 
please contact your TASCAM dealer, who should be able 
to supply you with further information.

REC This allows the selection of the REC keys on 
the DM-24 which arm the tracks on the remote exter-
nal device.

Use the dial to choose between 1-8, 9-16, 17-24, 25-32 
(8 tracks), 1-16, 17-32 (16 tracks), 1-24 and 9-32 (24 
tracks).

Use the ENTER key to confirm the choice.

An appropriate pop-up error message is displayed if 
an attempt is made to assign two overlapping groups 
of REC controllers. Use the ENTER key to accept the 
new assignment, or the cursor keys to dismiss this 
message and return to the previous assignment.

NOTE

When the MASTER indicator is lit (the master layer is 
selected), the module REC keys have no effect.

The ALL SAFE key above the STEREO fader can be 
used to turn off the track arming for all tracks for all 
assigned REC keys. While ALL SAFE is active, the 
REC keys are disabled, until ALL SAFE is turned off 
again. The recording status that was active before the 
ALL SAFE was turned on is restored when ALL 
SAFE is turned off again.

Machine Control mapping memories
So that commonly-used machine control settings can 
be stored and recalled easily, the DM-24 provides 10 
memories of machine control mappings (numbered 
from 0 through 9).

Each of these may contain a device which may be 
controlled by the transport control facilities of the 
DM-24.

Each of these memories includes: the CHASE setting, 
the SCR setting and the TRA setting.

An an example of the practical use of this, take the 
example of three DTRS units connected to a VTR, 
chasing to timecode supplied by the VTR. Usually, 
the transport keys will control the VTR, and the REC 
keys will control the three DTRS units. The DTRS 
units will be locked and chasing the VTR. Some-
times, though, it will be necessary to control the 
DTRS units directly (through the first DTRS). 
Recording functions are still assigned to the DTRS 
units.

The mappings are automatically assigned when the 
TRA AUTO DETECT button is “pressed” after the units 
have been added to the list.

A pop-up window appears asking if the autodetect 
process should take place (as it will delete all previ-
ous mappings).

Press ENTER to continue with the autodetection, or 
any of the cursor keys to cancel the process.

When the scan is complete, a pop-up screen appears, 
showing the detected devices and their assignments 
to the control maps. 

Any selected devices that may be controlled are 
detected and a new map is created for each such 
device. 

A message is shown if there are more devices con-
nected than can be added to the list (that is, more than 
10).

If there are IDs associated with the devices, these are 
also shown.
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To use a machine control mapping
Of course, at least one machine control mapping 
must exist before this operation can be carried out.

1 Press and hold down the SHIFT key and the 
numeric CLR key.

2 Press the numeric key corresponding to the 
map you want to use (0 through 9).

The DM-24’s transport control keys will now control 
the device selected in that map and the other mapping 
features will also be enabled.

The MAP field at the lower part of the screen shows 
the currently-loaded map.

Viewing the transport mappings
To view the transport mappings (that is, the list of the 
devices that will be controlled in each mapping):

1 Press and hold down the SHIFT key and the 
numeric CLR key.

2 Press the EDIT key.

A pop-up list appears on the screen. The 
device controlled in each map, together with 
its ID, is shown.

3 Press the ENTER key to continue operations.

Editing a mapping
When a mapping has been made, parameters other 
than the transport control may be edited (for instance, 
the use of the REC keys).

To make these changes a permanent part of the cur-
rently-loaded map:

1 Move the cursor to the number by the MAP 
field. 

2 Use the dial to select the mapping memory 
into which the current mapping will be 
stored. Press ENTER.

3 Press ENTER (the on-screen STORE button).

General parameters

When the SHIFT indicator is lit, press the MIDI/MC 
key. Use the first soft key to bring up this screen:

This allows the setting of such items as MIDI chan-
nels, the flow of MIDI data (including MIDI time-
code) through the system, and various machine 
control parameters.

Program Change channels
In order to allow independent remote changing of the 
mixer snapshots and the two internal effector settings 
using MIDI Program Change commands, these three 
libraries can be assigned to respond to Program 
Change commands received on different channels.

Move the cursor to the MIDI Ch box by either 
SNAPSHOT, EFECT 1 or EFFECT 2 at the top left of the 
screen, use the dial to select the MIDI channel (from 
1 through 16), and press ENTER.
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Each of these libraries must use a separate MIDI 
channel. A popup message is displayed if an attempt 

is made to assign the same MIDI channel to more 
than one library.

Program Change values
This setting allows a given Program Change number 
to be associated with a particular library entry. This 
means that there does not have to be an exact match 
between, say, a particular synthesizer patch number 
and number of the effect setting that you always use 
with that patch.

These settings are made at the bottom left of the 
screen. The three libraries mentioned above (snap-
shot and the two internal effects libraries) may have 
these settings made. The method is identical for each 
library.

1 Move the cursor to the library table to be 
edited (MIXER for snapshots, EFF1 for effector 
1, and EFF2 for effector 2).

2 Press ENTER.

3 Use POD 3 to select the MIDI Program 
change number.

4 Use POD 4 to select the library entry to be 
associated with the program change.

Continue this process until the library Program 
Change table is set up as you want.

General MIDI parameters
The following parameters may be set (consult a gen-
eral reference work on MIDI if you are unsure of the 
operation of some of these MIDI functions):

MIDI OUT Active Sensing This turns the 
Active Sensing output from the DM-24 on and off.

OUTPUT MTC when slaved This controls 
whether the DM-24 will output MTC as an echo of 

the input timecode when it is acting as a timecode 
slave.

RESET (ffh) This controls the action to be taken 
when a MIDI Reset message is received. The DM-24 
can be either set to ignore all Reset requests, or when 
a Reset is received, to pop up a panel on the display 
informing the user asking if the Reset request is to be 
honored or ignored.

MIDI filtering
The following types of MIDI messages can be set to 
be accepted or ignored by the DM-24 on input and/or 
output: Control Change messages, Program Change 
messages, System Exclusive (SysEx) messages, MTC 
(MIDI Time Code) and MIDI Machine Control (MMC) 
messages.

When a checkbox is checked, that particular MIDI 
message is accepted if the checkbox is in the IN col-

umn, and will be transmitted by the DM-24 if the 
checkbox is in the OUT column.

The PASS and CUT boxes are not selectable. There are 
there to remind you that a checked box means that 
the MIDI message is passed, and an unchecked box 
means that it is filtered (cut).

Serial output
The DM-24 can be set to output its own timecode 
from the MIDI OUT port (MTC OUT).

Alternatively, it can output incoming timecode as 
MIDI timecode from the MIDI THRU and the RS-422 
serial port (RS-422).

Edit Frames
When this is set on, location memories, etc. are 
edited to frame accuracy. When it is set to off, loca-
tion settings are made to second accuracy.
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Play Mode
This function determines the way in which the PLAY 
key works in conjunction with the location facilities. 
There are three settings:, Auto, Deferred and Immediate.

AUTO The PLAY indicator flashes as the unit is 
locating to a location point. When the location point 
is reached, playback starts automatically. However, if 
the PLAY key is pressed before the location point is 
reached, the unit stops locating and starts playing.

DEFERRED The unit stops after location is com-
pleted. However, if the PLAY key is pressed while the 

unit is locating, the PLAY indicator flashes, and play-
back starts when the location point is reached.

NOTE

Because an open MMC connection cannot determine 
when the locate point has been reached, deferred play 
is not possible for a machine controlled in this way.

IMMEDIATE The unit stops after location is com-
pleted. If the PLAY key is pressed while the unit is 
locating, the machine goes straight into play mode, 
without locating.

Cueing Mode
“Cueing mode” here means that if the controlled 
device is in play mode, and either of the fast transport 
keys (forward or rewind) is pressed, the fast transport 
mode is not latched and the unit is in cue mode (that 
is, when the fast transport key is released, the unit 
goes back into play mode). To latch the unit in the 
fast transport mode, press the STOP key before enter-
ing fast transport mode.

A VTR controlled over the RS-422 connection which 
is put into fast wind with the cueing mode set on fast 
winds with the picture visible.

If cueing mode is not selected, when a fast transport 
key is pressed, irrespective of the current transport 
mode, the unit enters the fast transport mode, even 
when the fast transport key is released.

Locate Preroll
Move the cursor to the numeric field, which shows 
the pre-roll time when a location point is reached 
(displayed in minutes and seconds). For example, if 
this field shows 0:10, if a location operation is carried 
out to a location memory of 00:20:32, the actual 
point located to is 00:20:22.

Note that this is used only in the case of Direct loca-
tion (“Location to a location memory” on page 116), 
and not in the case of manual location operations 
(“Manual location” on page 117), which locates to 

the value entered, irrespective of the pre-roll time set 
here.

Use the dial to set the pre-roll value and confirm the 
setting of this value with the ENTER key.

NOTE

A DA-98 DTRS unit controlled by the DM-24 always 
locates to a point about seven seconds before the loca-
tion point as entered on the DM-24, irrespective of the 
setting made here.

Location memories

The DM-24 allows the storage and recall of up to ten 
location memories, allowing easy location of the 
controlled devices to predetermined cue points.

Selecting the location point display
As explained in “LOCATE DISPLAY MODE” on 
page 22, the LOCATE DISPLAY MODE setting in the 
OPTION SETUP screen is used to determine whether 
the LED time counter shows the location memories 
as they are entered, edited and recalled, or whether 
they are shown as “popup” panels on the LCD dis-
play screen.

When this section mentions “the display” showing 
location memory values, this refers to the display that 
has been selected in this option.

NOTE

Depending on the settings for frame display (“Edit 
Frames” on page 114), the frames value may or may not 
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be shown on the display when location memories are 
being edited, etc.

Storing a location memory “on the fly”
This procedure allows you to set a location memory, 
regardless of whether timecode is currently being 
received or not. If timecode is not currently being 
received, the value of the location memory is the last 
received value as shown on the time counter on the 
display.

The value on the time counter, regardless of source, 
is stored as the location memory. This may be time-
code, MTC or an ABS time from a DTRS unit. How-
ever, only a controller which is specifically for DTRS 
use can locate a DTRS unit correctly, if there is an 
offset or other difference between timecode and the 

ABS time. If an ABS time is captured, other control-
lers will assume that this was a timecode value, and 
will locate the unit to this timecode position.

1 Press the MEMO key. The indicator starts to 
flash.

2 Press any of the numeric keys, corresponding 
to the ten location memories available.

3 The MEMO indicator stops flashing and the 
currently-displayed timecode value is stored 
in the location memory corresponding to the 
numeric key which was pressed.

Manually entering and editing a location memory
This procedure can be used for editing existing loca-
tion memories or for adding new ones.

1 Press the EDIT key. The indicator starts to 
flash.

2 Press one of the number keys to select the 
location memory which will store the value. 
The EDIT indicator lights steadily.

3 Enter the timecode value using the numeric 
keypad. The display shows the value, “filling 
up” from the right digit towards the left.

Or, if the EDIT key is pressed again after the 
location memory number has been pressed, 
the indicator starts to flash again, allowing 
the checking and editing of another location 
memory.

4 Press the ENTER key when the timecode 
value for the location memory has been 
entered.

5 Press EDIT again once to edit another loca-
tion memory, or press EDIT twice to exit the 
location memory editing mode.

If the CLR key is pressed before the ENTER 
key, a location memory entry which has been 
made in error is cleared. Pressing ENTER 
stores the cleared memory.

NOTE

All blank location memories are assumed to be time-
code memories. Editing one, and attempting to locate 
using ABS with a DTRS controller will almost certainly 
result in an unwanted result. It is suggested that an ABS 
time is captured first and then edited.

It is possible to switch between the capture, edit and 
location procedures at any time.

Location to a location memory
When the location memories have been entered, they 
are recalled in the following way:

1 Press the DIRECT key. The indicator lights.

2 Press any one of the numeric keys, corre-
sponding to the ten location memories.

3 The controlled device locates to the memory 
stored in the location memory.

What happens next depends on the PLAY 
MODE setting (see “Play Mode” on page 115).

NOTE

If a pre-roll time has been set (“Locate Preroll” on 
page 115), the controlled device will locate to the loca-
tion memory point, minus the value set as the preroll 
time.
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Viewing a list of location memories
To view a popup list of all the location memories 
which have been stored:

1 Press the SHIFT key so that the indicator is 
lit.

2 Press the EDIT key (now the LIST key as 
shown by the shifted legend).

The location memory source (timecode or 
MTC, or ABS) is shown, along with the value 
of each location memory.

Manual location
It is also possible to enter a location point manually, 
(from a cue list, for instance) and locate straight to it.

1 Press the MANUAL key so that the indicator 
lights.

2 Use the number keys to enter a number in 
hh:mm:ss (and optionally frames) format.

3 When the ENTER key is pressed, the con-
trolled device starts to locate to the location 
point just entered.

This location point can be stored by pressing the 
MEMO key so that the indicator flashes, followed by 
pressing the MANUAL key again.

To locate to this point again after storing the location 
point, press the MANUAL key, followed by the 
ENTER key.

Note that the pre-roll time (“Locate Preroll” on 
page 115) does not apply here.

Repeat play
Location memories 8 and 9 (accessed with the 8 and 
9 keys) are used as the start and end points of a repeat 
loop that can be played by pressing the REPEAT key 
in the transport control section.

If point 8 follows point 9, or if the distance between 
the two points is very short, the behavior of the repeat 
playback depends on the device being controlled.

Auto punch operations
For DTRS units, the three AUTO PUNCH keys: 
RHSL, IN/OUT and CLEAR are used in the same way 
as the corresponding keys on the DTRS unit.

Consult the documentation for the DTRS unit for 
details of how to perform punch operations.

When punch operations are taking place, the punch-
in and punch-out points may be viewed and edited in 
location memories 4 and 5 respectively. When the 
CLEAR key is pressed to finish punch operations, the 
original location memories (if any) are restored.

ALL INPUT and AUTO MON
The ALL INPUT and AUTO MON keys send the 
appropriate commands to all devices in the list that 
have the REC function enabled. When the function is 
active, the key’s indicator lights.

If the controller does not support the function, the 
indicator does not light.

If a number of controllers have had the REC function 
selected, some of which do accept this command, 

and some which do not, the indicator will not light in 
the majority of cases.

DTRS devices can accept this command, as can 
MMC devices. Some devices controlled using the P2 
protocol can accept these commands, but some can-
not, depending on the manufacturer’s implementa-
tion of the protocol.

External control

These following notes apply to the external control 
screens, etc. for some of the specific devices that may 
be controlled by the DM-24.

The list of devices which are assigned to the DM-24 
for control is set up in the following way:
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Press the EXT CTRL key (SHIFT indicator should not 
be lit) to bring up the main external control screen:

Initially, the list will be blank, but devices can be 
added as described here.

Note that this list is unconnected with the lists of 
machine and transport control devices described ear-
lier in this section and refers to specific control capa-
bilities of these devices, rather generic controls.

Move the cursor to the right column of the screen, 
and use the dial to scroll through the list of supported 
devices. When the desired device is highlighted, 
press the on-screen <ADD button to add it to the main 
list in the left part of the screen.

To obtain information on the selected device, press 
the INFO button for a pop-up message describing the 
connected device of the selected type.

As the device type is added to the external control 
list, the ID and the communication type (as described 
in “STATE” on page 111 and “ID” on page 111) are 

also detected and displayed. The devices available 
are:

Up to eight devices may be added in this way. If an 
attempt is made to add more, a popup panel (External 
Control List Full) appears. Press ENTER to dismiss this 
message.

In the case of MIDI devices (controllers and faders), 
the ID can be set to correspond to the MIDI channel 
in the case of controllers (see “MIDI controllers” on 
page 123), and the Control Change number in the 
case of faders (see “MIDI faders” on page 123).

To delete a device from the active list, move the cur-
sor to the left part of the screen so that the dial scrolls 
through the active list.

Turn the dial to highlight the device to be deleted, 
move the cursor to the on-screen DELETE button, and 
press ENTER.

To jump to the specific control screen for the selected 
device, highlight the device so that the cursor is by 
the JUMP button, and press ENTER. 

Moving between screens
When an external screen is selected in this way, the 
bottom of the screen shows two buttons, accessed 
with soft keys 3 and 4. 

These keys allow jumping between the different 
pages of the devices selected for external control in 
the main EXTERNAL CONTROL setup screen.

DTRS devices

Depending on the functionality of the DTRS unit 
(DA-98HR, DA-78HR, DA-98, DA-88 or DA-38), 

different options, such as track delay, dither setting, 
etc. are available, allowing these menu operations to 

DEVICE Screen name

DA-98HR DTRS recorder (“DA-98HR” 
on page 119)

DA-98HR

DA-78HR DTRS recorder (“DA-78HR” 
on page 121)

DA-78HR

DA-98 DTRS recorder (“DA-98” on 
page 121)

DA-98

DA-38 DTRS recorder (“DA-38” on 
page 122)

DA-38

DA-88 DTRS recorder (“DA-88” on 
page 122)

DA-88

Common MIDI Control Change 
Parameters for a single MIDI channel 
(“MIDI controllers” on page 123)

CONTROLLERS

Faders control a MIDI Control Change 
parameter on 16 channels (“MIDI fad-
ers” on page 123)

MIDI FADERS

DA-98HR internal submixer control 
(“DTRS mixer” on page 120)

DA-98HRMixer
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be carried out easily from the DM-24. Consult the 
documentation of your DTRS unit for full details of 
how these operations affect the unit.

It is essential the unit connected directly using the 
DTRS REMOTE CONTROL connection from the 
DM-24 has an ID of 1 (0 in the case of DA-88s). It is 
suggested that the other units in the chain are num-
bered in order following this (but this is not essen-
tial). Remember that all chains of DTRS units should 
be terminated.

If the DTRS units are to be word clock slaves of the 
DM-24, the dedicated word clock input of the DTRS 
unit connected directly to the DM-24 should be con-
nected to the word clock sync output of the DM-24, 
and the clock source set to WORD. Subsequent units 
in the chain will receive their word clock information 
directly through the REMOTE connections, and do 
not require dedicated word clock connections.

Some specific information concerning the individual 
models in the range is provided here.

DA-98HR
This screen (accessed using soft keys 3 and 4) allows 
the remote control of the following parameters.

NOTE

When the DA-98HR is set to any sampling frequency 
other than the eight base-frequency track setting 
(including dual-frequency or quad-frequency recording 
modes), the number of tracks shown on screen whose 
parameters are shown will differ from those shown 
here. In addition, some features are only available in 
the eight track mode. Consult your DA-98HR documen-
tation for full details of some of these features.

DIGITAL INPUT Use this to change between the 
TDIF and AES/EBU inputs.

INPUT PATCH The input patchbay can be viewed 
and set using this screen. Navigate around the matrix 
using the cursor keys.

OUTPUT PATCH View and set the output patch-
bay using this part of the screen.

INPUT MONITOR The individual track monitor-
ing can be set and viewed with this part of the screen. 

TRACK DELAY Can be set individually, or 
together. Move the cursor to the appropriate row and 
use the appropriate PODs to set the individual track 
or POD 3 to set all values together, and confirm with 
the on-screen SET button.

Change between samples and milliseconds as the 
unit of measurement, using POD 4.

TIME MODE Select between ABS and TC timing 
reference.

TC REC Arm and unarm the timecode track using 
this on-screen button.

TC Generator Start and stop the DA-98HR gener-
ator, as well as setting the start time. Individual 
hours, minutes, seconds and frames are set by navi-
gating to the appropriate field. 

Machine Offset Set this value here. Individual 
hours, minutes, seconds and frames are set by navi-
gating to the appropriate field.

PUNCH IN/OUT Set the preroll and postroll val-
ues.

DITHER  Set the dither type to off, rectangular or 
triangular.

VARI SPEED Can be set on or off, and the value 
changed to ±6.0% relative to the nominal pitch.

CLOCK Choose between the different available 
clock sources for the DA-98HR: INT (internal), 
VIDEO, SLOT, WORD and the AES/EBU inputs. If the 
AES/EBU inputs are selected, the pair to be used as 
the clock source can then be chosen.
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DTRS mixer
In addition to the screen just described, there is an 
on-screen output mixer which controls the internal 
mixer of up to two DTRS units.

This is selected as a separate item in the list of 
devices to be controlled by the DM-24 (DA-98HR 
Mix). If this item is not added to the list of controlla-
ble devices, it will not be possible to make these 
mixer settings described here, even if the appropriate 

DTRS units have been added to the list of controlla-
ble devices.

See the DTRS documentation for full details of how 
the mixdown mode functions with each model.

If more than one DTRS unit has been displayed in 
this way, the screen is split into two, with two “top 
rows”, etc.

The INPUT SELECT section at the top of each half-
screen allows the assignment of sources to channels. 
Use the cursor keys, dial, and ENTER key to change 
these assignments. For DA-78HR units, these can be 
selected as Track (T), Digital (A) or Analog (A) and 
for DA-98HR units, they can be Track (T), Digital (D) 
or Slot (S).

The on-screen MIX DOWN button controls the mix-
down mode of the DTRS unit.

In the first row of each half-screen, POD 1 allows the 
setting of a master PAN value, with a SET button to 
confirm the setting for a scope set by POD 2 (ALL, 
ODD, EVEN, 1-8 and 9-16).

Also in the first row, POD 3 is used to control the 
overall output master level for the first eight channels 
(the first unit), and POD 4 does the same for the sec-
ond eight channels (the second unit).

The PODs in the remaining rows of the half-screen 
are used to control the pan positions of the outputs. 

The master layer faders and MUTE keys are used to 
control the DTRS mixer when this screen is active 
(modules 1 through 8 control the first unit, and 9 
through 16 control the second unit). While this is 
screen active, and the master layer is selected, the 
MASTER indicator flashes, as do the MUTE keys of 
the modules.
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DA-78HR
This is very similar to the DA-98HR settings dis-
played above, except that the eight tracks are always 
available (since the DA-78HR always has eight 
tracks available). The main other difference is the 
inability of the DA-78HR to provide individual input 
monitoring selection on a per-track basis, and so this 
feature is not present in the control screen.

The digital input selection is between the TDIF1 
inputs and the SPDIF input (2 channels only)

In addition, the clock sources which do not exist on 
the DA-78HR (video, AES/EBU and slot) are not 
available on this screen.

The internal mixers of up to two units can be con-
trolled using another screen, in the same way as for 
the DA-98HR. In this case, the DTRS Mixer device 
must be added to the list of controllable devices. If 
this item is not added to the list of controllable 
devices, it will not be possible to make these mixer 
settings described here, even if the DA-78HR has 
been added to the list of controllable devices.

DA-98
The DA-98 includes many of the features of the two 
units above, but with the following differences:

Digital input can only be switched on and off.

Track copying can be enabled or disabled, and the 
track copy routing can be set using the screen. Use 
the cursor to navigate to the input (IN) or the tape (TP) 
row, and use the dial to make the assignments 
between tape and inputs.

The input monitor can be switched on a track-by-
track basis.

The three clock sources available are internal, word 
and video.
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DA-38
The DA-38 does not include quite so many options as 
the DA-98.

Input monitoring is not possible, but track copying is 
available in the same way as for the DA-98.

Since the DA-38 does not include a timecode genera-
tor, the range of options available in the TC/SYNC sec-
tion is more limited, being restricted only to setting 
the machine offset value.

The clock sources are restricted to internal and word.

DA-88
This provides the following facilities as shown on the 
screen here:

Similar to the DA-38, digital input can be switched 
on and off (that is, between analog and digital 
inputs).

The track delay time can be set individually, as well 
as a global setting. Use the PODs here to make the 
adjustment.

If an SY-88 card is fitted in the DA-88, the timecode 
settings can be made in the same way as for the DA-
98 timecode.

Punch preroll time only can be set (postroll cannot be 
set).

Clock source options are restricted to internal, video 
and word.
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MIDI controllers

The PODs of the DM-24 can be used to send MIDI 
Control Change messages as described here.

The most common controllers are listed here, and the 
cursor keys and PODs are used to set the values of 
these controllers on the selected channel.

The selected channel is shown at the top of the 
screen, and is the same as the ID selected on the 
setup page.

Control Functions available in this screen are:

MIDI faders

In the MIDI faders screen, the master layer of the 
DM-24 faders is used to control MIDI Control 
Change values, on the same controller, for all sixteen 
MIDI channels:

The MIDI Control Change number can be selected 
and set in this screen. As the example here shows, 
this may be used most often with MIDI volume 
(Control Change 7) in order to provide an easy way 
of independently controlling the volume of up to 16 
MIDI devices connected to the DM-24.

No. Control Function No. Control Function

01 Modulation 64 Sustain
02 Breath 67 Soft
04 Foot 16 Gpc1
11 Expression 17 Gpc2

18 Gpc3
07 Ch.vol 19 Gpc4
08 Balance 5 Porto Time
10 Pan 84 Porto Ctrl
12 Eff Ctrl 99 Non Reg
13 Eff Ctrl 101 Reg
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The MIDI faders may be used to control the follow-
ing settings:

No. Control Function No. Control Function

00 Bank Select 50 GP Controller 3 (LSB)
01 Modulation 51 GP Controller 4 (LSB)
02 Breath Control 52 - 63 Undefined
03 Undefined 64 Damper Pedal (sustain)
04 Foot Controller 65 Portamento On / Off
05 Portamento Time 66 Sostenuto
06 Data entry MSB 67 Soft Pedal
07 Channel Volume 68 Legato Footswitch
08 Balance 69 Hold 2
09 Undefined 70 Sound Variation
10 Pan 71 Harmonic Intensity
11 Expression 72 Release Time
12 Effect Control 1 73 Attack Time
13 Effect Control 2 74 Brightness
14 - 15 Undefined 75 Sound Controller 6
16 GP Controller 1 76 Sound Controller 7
17 GP Controller 2 77 Sound Controller 8
18 GP Controller 3 78 Sound Controller 9
19 GP Controller 4 79 Sound Controller 10
20 - 31 Undefined 80 GP Controller 5
32 Bank Select (LSB) 81 GP Controller 6
33 Modulation (LSB) 82 GP Controller 7
34 Breath Control (LSB) 83 GP Controller 8
35 Undefined 84 Portamento Control
36 Foot Controller (LSB) 85 - 90 Undefined
37 Portamento Time (LSB) 91 Effect 1 Depth
38 Data entry MSB (LSB) 92 Effect 2 Tremolo
39 Channel Volume (LSB) 93 Effect 3 Chorus
40 Balance (LSB) 94 Effect 4 Detune
41 Undefined 95 Effect 5 Phaser
42 Pan (LSB) 96 Data increment
43 Expression (LSB) 97 Data decrement
44 Effect Control 1 98 Non-Registered LSB
45 Effect Control 2 99 Non-Registered MSB
46 - 47 Undefined 100 Registered LSB
48 GP Controller 1 (LSB) 101 Registered MSB
49 GP Controller 2 (LSB) 102 - 119 Undefined
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13 – MIDI

The DM-24 can be used for control of MIDI devices, 
as well as being controlled by them.

In the section on machine control, it is explained how 
the DM-24 can be used to control MIDI devices, 
using the PODs to transmit different common Con-
trol Change messages on a single channel (“MIDI 
controllers” on page 123) or using the faders to send 
the same Control Change message on up to 16 differ-
ent MIDI channels (“MIDI faders” on page 123).

In the section on Machine Control, it is also 
explained how the DM-24 can be set up to use or 
ignore certain MIDI messages, as well as other MIDI 
setup parameters (“General MIDI parameters” on 
page 114 and “MIDI filtering” on page 114).

The DM-24 can also be controlled by means of MIDI 
messages, etc. as well as being able to save and load 
library settings, etc. to and from MIDI bulk storage 
devices, by using System Exclusive bulk dump 
messages.

Bulk dumps

This provides a convenient way for you to store and 
recall the settings you make on the DM-24. Since 
most sequencer programs, etc. allow you to save such 
System Exclusive dumps on floppy disks or other 
portable media, you can easily carry the settings for a 
project (including all the automated mix moves) 
between different facilities equipped with DM-24s.

In addition, if you have two DM-24 units side-by-
side, it is possible to use this facility to transfer set-
tings from one unit to another.

In each case, the MIDI OUT of the DM-24 must be 
connected to the MIDI IN of the remote unit, and the 
MIDI IN of the DM-24 to the MIDI OUT of the 
remote unit. 

Enter the MIDI BULK SEND/RECEIVE screen by pressing 
MIDI/MC key with the SHIFT indicator lit.

Then use soft key 3 to bring up this screen.

It is possible to save the library memories for snap-
shots, dynamics processors (gates and expanders, and 
compressors), the EQ library entries and the internal 
effector entries. These can be saved as ALL entries in 
that library, or individually).

Automation data can also be stored in this way (indi-
vidual banks or ALL).

Other options are the Program Change table (“Pro-
gram Change values” on page 114) and the Control 
Change tables (“Control Change messages to and 
from the DM-24” on page 126) stored together as 
CTRL/PGM Change Table.

The Machine Control Mappings, the external control 
list and the location time memories (“Location mem-
ories” on page 115) can also be selected for MIDI 
dump storage (MC Map/EXT CTRL LIST/Locate Time).

All system data can also be dumped in this way 
(System Data All).

Last on the list is the ALL option, where all the above 
options—the contents of all libraries as well as the 
other data described above (ALL), all the library 
entries of all the libraries, (LIBRARY) or all the library 
entries of all the libraries together with the automa-
tion data (Library+Automation) can be selected for 
dumping.

Bulk transfer of data from the DM-24
Prepare the other MIDI device to receive System 
Exclusive bulk data.

Select the data to be transferred from the DM-24. 
When the appropriate set of data to be dumped to the 
MIDI device has been selected, move the cursor to 
the on-screen BULK DUMP button, and press ENTER.

A popup appears, giving the progress as a percentage 
as the data is transferred to the remote bulk device.

The dump process can be halted by pressing any of 
the cursor keys. 

At the end of the dump, the popup display shows 
Done! and then disappears from the screen.
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Bulk transfer of data to the DM-24
When the appropriate set of data to be dumped to the 
MIDI device has been selected, move the cursor to 
the on-screen BULK LOAD button, and press ENTER.

A popup message appears, saying that the DM-24 is 
now ready to receive the selected data. At this point, 
a cursor key can be pressed to cancel the operation. 
At this point, it is a good idea to check that important 
data which is needed and stored on the DM-24 will 
not be overwritten by the incoming data.

The bulk dump from the remote device should then 
be started. The receiving DM-24 shows that the start 
command has been received and when the data trans-
fer is finished, this is also shown on the DM-24 
screen.

NOTE

It is important that the data transfer from a remote 
device to the DM-24 is not interrupted while it is in 
progress. If only part of the data is transferred, there is 
a risk that the library contents, etc. will be corrupted 
and become unusable.

Updating the system software

This is a special case of bulk data transfer. Periodi-
cally, TASCAM makes upgrades to the DM-24 avail-
able through your TASCAM dealer. Consult your 
dealer, or the TASCAM Web site, for details of these 
upgrades.

The software is provided in the form of a standard 
MIDI file which must be dumped if it was a song 
being played from a MIDI sequencer to the DM-24.

To update the system software:

1 Turn off all audio devices connected to the 
DM-24. As the DM-24 resets itself after the 
software has been updated, this may cause 
unwanted “thumps”, etc. in the audio chain.

2 Connect the MIDI IN of the DM-24 to the 
OUT of the remote device.

3 On the BULK screen, move the cursor to the 
PROGRAM VERSION UPDATE [READY] button and 
press ENTER.

A popup message appears. The update pro-
cedure can be cancelled at this stage by 
pressing a cursor key.

4 Start the “playback” from the remote device. 
The screen shows that a MIDI file dump is 
taking place and what data is currently being 
transferred. It provides an indication of the 
transfer process by blinking.

WARNING

It is MOST IMPORTANT that you do not turn off the 
power or otherwise interrupt the transfer of data while 
a system update is taking place. If the transfer in inter-
rupted, it is almost certain that the DM-24 will be 
unusable.

The DM-24 resets itself when the data has 
been transferred successfully. After the reset, 
the other audio devices can be turned on 
again.

Control Change messages to and from the DM-24

As well as being able to send Control Change mes-
sages (as described in “MIDI controllers” on 
page 123), the DM-24 is also able to send and accept 
Control Change messages to and from a MIDI device 
using the audio faders, pan settings and MUTE keys 
of the channels, and the faders and MUTE keys of the 
master channels. 

Although the Control Change messages received do 
not provide full remote control of the DM-24, this 
does allow for some useful functions.

For example, a sequencer can be used to mute and 
un-mute channels precisely in sync with the musical 
timing of a piece, rather than by timecode values.

The Control Change messages transmitted in this 
way can also be used to make settings on remote 
MIDI devices in time with fader movements, etc.
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To access this facility, use the CTRL. CHANGE (Control 
Change) screen of the MIDI/MC group, with the 
fourth soft key providing access to this screen:

Use POD 4 to choose the option that will be affected 
by the selected Control Change numbers. 

Since there are 32 channels and only 16 MIDI chan-
nels, there must be some mapping performed. It is 
not possible, for example, to use the MIDI volume 
Control Change (07) to affect the fader values of all 
32 channels of the DM-24. 

As shown here, each target (channel and value) is 
associated with both a MIDI channel and a MIDI 
Control Change number. These are edited using the 
cursor keys, dial and ENTER key.

NOTE

The following Control Changes are not available for use 
with this function: 0, 6, 32, 38, and 96 through 127.

If two channels have been linked, the even-numbered 
channel of the pair is represented by upward-pointing 
arrows, and no assignment can be made to it, since it 
will use the assignment of the odd-numbered mem-
ber of the pair.

If a MIDI Channel/Control Change combination has 
already been used, a popup message appears (MIDI 
Chx [Control No. y] is already assigned.). Press ENTER 
to dismiss this popup message.

The above assignments apply to the first three 
options: Ch. Fader (fader), Ch. Pan (pan) and Ch. Mute 
(mute). For the other options, the situation changes a 
little:

If the Master option is selected, the fader values and 
mute settings for the buss and for the aux sends are 
displayed, as well as the main STEREO fader value.

Assign MIDI channels and Control Change numbers 
to these parameters.
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MIDI Implementation Chart

TEAC [Digital Mixer] DATE : 25 June, :2001
Model:DM-24 MIDI Implementation Chart Version : 1.0

Function Transmitted Recognized Remarks

Basic 
Channel

Default
Changed

1-16
1-16

1-16
1-16

Memorized

Mode Default
Messages
Altered

x
x
************

x
x
x

Note 
Number True Voice

x
************

x
x

Velocity Note On
Note Off

x
x

x
x

After
Touch

Key’s
Ch’s

x
x

x
x

Pitch Bend x x

Control 
Change

1-5, 7-31, 64-95
0, 6, 32-63-96-119

O
x

O
x

Assignable *1,  *a

*a.Capable of being enabled or disabled

1-2, 4-5, 7-8, 10-13, 16-19
64, 67, 84, 99, 101

O
O

O
O

*b

0, 3, 6, 9, 14-15, 20-63
65-66, 68-83, 85-98, 100
102-119

x
x
x

x
x
x

0-119 O O *c

Prog
Change True #

O (1-127)
************

O (1-127)
************

Assignable, *1, *b

*b.Snapshot, Effect1, Effect2
*c.Bulk Dump (MFD Header, MFD Data Packet, MFD EOF) MMC, MTC Full Message, Device Enquiry
*a.Fader, mute, pan effect settings with the Control Change on the MIDI screen
*b.Usable with the MIDI Controllers display
*c: Usable with the MIDI Faders display

System Exclusive O O *1, *3

Common MTC Quarter Frame
Song Pos
Song Sel
Tune

O
x
x
x

O
x
x
x

*1

System 
Real Time

Clock
Commands

x
x

x
x

Aux 
Messages

Local ON/OFF
All Notes OFF
Active Sense
Reset

x
x
O (*1)
x

x
x
O
O (*1)

MODE 1: OMNI ON, POLY MODE 2: OMNI ON, MONO O:Yes
MODE 3: OMNI OFF, POLY MODE 4: OMNI OFF, MONO x: No
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14 – Library functions

The DM-24 allows storage of commonly-used set-
tings in libraries.

The settings that can be stored are:

• Snapshots
• EQ settings
• Internal effector settings
• Internal dynamics processor settings (both com-

pressor and gate/expander)
• Automation data

The procedure for working with all of these libraries 
is very similar (except for the automation library, 

which has various different features and is explained 
in the automation manual).

For all the libraries, practically all the administration 
can be carried out from a single screen.

The dedicated LIBRARY keys (–, +, RECALL and 
STORE) to the immediate left of the display do not 
work with the automation data. As explained in 
“LIBRARY DIRECT KEY OPERATION” on 
page 22, these keys can be set up to work with any of 
the libraries above except for the automation data.

If we make reference to the library which is selected 
for use with the dedicated keys in this way, we refer 
to it as the active library.

Library concepts
Each library contains a number of different locations 
as follows:

In most of the libraries, several locations are reserved 
as read-only, with the settings in these locations 
being set up containing useful pre-set values.

The effect libraries are divided into two types: preset 
(P), where none of the locations can be overwritten, 
and a user library (U), where all locations can be use 
for storing user settings. See the separate effects 
manual for further details.

On the screen, a read-only location is displayed with 
an inverse R (as is snapshot 000 in the screen below): 

Use these read-only settings “as-is” as presets, or use 
them as starting points for experimentation.

If you try to store your own settings to any of these 
read-only entries, an appropriate popup error mes-
sage appears.

Managing library entries

Library entries can be stored, recalled and edited 
(including the addition of meaningful alphanumeric 
names).

Storing active library entries
When a library has been set as the active library, with 
direct key operation enabled, storing the current set-
ting of that library is carried out in the following way 
from other screens:

1 Use the + and – keys to the left of the display 
to change the library entry number shown at 
the top of the screen.

2 Press the STORE key below the + and – keys 
to store the current settings to the library.

Library Total locations
Read-only 
locations

Snapshots 100 1
EQ 128 20
Effect 1 (P1) 128 128
Effect 2 (P2) 128 128
User effect library (U1) 128 0
Compressor 128 18
Gate/Expander 128 2
Automation 7 –
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If the currently-selected entry is read-only 
(the inverse R is shown), an appropriate error 
message is displayed and the data is not 
stored.

If data already exists in the library entry, a 
popup message appears to show that data is 
already there and will be overwritten.

3 In the case of overwriting an existing entry, 
press ENTER to overwrite the entry, or any of 
the cursor keys to cancel the operation.

Storing entries in a non-active library
When a library has not been set as active, the dedi-
cated library screen must be used.

1 With the SHIFT indicator off, press LIBRARY 
(key 7 on the numeric keypad). The screen 
corresponding to the last library used 
appears.

2 To change the library, press soft key 1 so that 
a pull-up menu containing the different 
libraries appears. Turn POD 1 to highlight 
the library that is to store the data, and press 
ENTER.

The screen changes depending on the 
selected library, as a “preview” of the 
selected entry is shown, and the way in which 
this preview is displayed changes according 
to the library.

3 Use POD 4 to scroll up and down through the 
list of entries. Read-only entries are marked, 
and entries which contain data are titled.

4 When the entry where the current data is to 
be stored is highlighted, press the second soft 
key (STORE) or the dedicated STORE key.

If the currently-select entry is read-only (the 
inverse R is shown), an appropriate error 
message is displayed and the data is not 
stored.

If data already exists in the library entry, a 
popup message appears to show that data is 
already there and will be overwritten.

5 Overwrite existing entries using the ENTER 
key.

6 When a library entry is to be stored, it must 
be named. See below for details of naming 
entries.

Loading entries from an active library
When a library has been made active, you can recall 
entries in the library from almost any screen.

1 Use the + and – keys to the left of the display 
to change the library entry number shown at 
the top of the screen.

2 Press the RECALL key below the + and – keys 
to recall the library entry and overwrite the 
current settings.

If there is no data in the library entry, a 
popup message appears to show this, and no 
data is recalled.

NOTE

Recalling library entries, especially if you are unsure of 
the contents of the entry, may result in unexpected 
changes of volume. Be prepared for this, and turn down 
the monitoring system to avoid damage to your ears 
(and the monitoring equipment) if you feel that this 
may be a problem.

Loading entries from a non-active library

1 With the SHIFT indicator off, press LIBRARY 
(key 7 on the numeric keypad). The screen 
corresponding to the last library used 
appears.

2 To change the library, press soft key 1 so that 
a pull-up menu containing the different 
libraries appears. Turn POD 1 to highlight 

the library that is to store the data, and press 
ENTER.

The screen changes depending on the 
selected library, as a “preview” of the 
selected entry is shown, and the way in which 
this preview is displayed changes according 
to the library.
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3 Use POD 4 to scroll through the list of entries 
in the library.

4 Press soft key 4 or the dedicated RECALL key 
to recall the entry.

If there is no data in the library entry, a 
popup message appears to show this, and no 
data is recalled.

Library undo/redo
When library entries are recalled (“Library func-
tions” on page 129), the 2ND F. key pressed together 
with the RECALL key acts as an undo key, allowing 

the recently recalled library setting to be compared 
with the previously-loaded library setting.

Setting and editing titles
The DM-24 provides titling facilities for the library 
entries. These are available when an entry is first 
stored, or when the EDIT soft key (3) is pressed from 
the library screen.

Library entries may have a name consisting of up to 
16 characters.

Use POD 4 to scroll through the list of library entries.

When a library entry is stored it is given a default 
name (for instance FROM CH12 would be used to 
describe an EQ setting which had been saved from 
the current settings on channel 12).

If the entry highlighted in the list at the right of the 
screen already has a name which is to be edited, use 
the dial to pick the ÄNAME special command and 
press ENTER. This copies the entry name to the 
name editing area.

Use the cursor keys to navigate the cursor around the 
name editing area on the left of the screen.

Pick letters and symbols from the list below the name 
editing area. Press ENTER to insert the highlighted 
symbol into the name editing area.

It is also possible to use the SCREEN MODE/
NUMERIC ENTRY keys to enter numbers directly 
into the title.

Use the special commands as follows:

INSERT – inserts a space at the cursor position

DELETE – deletes the character at the cursor position

<-NAME – as explained above, this copies the existing 
name of the highlighted data entry to the name edit-
ing area.

NAME-> – this copies the edited name to the high-
lighted entry in the list at the right of the screen.

Xtion-> and <-Xtion – snapshots only. This is not part 
of the name, but represents the transition time to load 
a snapshot. This is edited using POD 2 and can be set 
from 0.0 seconds to 9.9 seconds, in 0.1 second inter-
vals. Use these two on-screen options to move the 
transition time from and to the editing area, respec-
tively.

When the name is edited, use the STORE soft key (2) 
to store the name (and the transition time in the case 
of snapshots). Note that this does not store the snap-
shot, but only the name, etc.

Use the CANCEL soft key (3) to cancel the name edit-
ing operation.
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Libraries—snapshots

There are a few items regarding the snapshot library 
which should be noted:

The snapshot library screen includes a picture of the 
faders, together with pan/balance settings and mute 
settings.

However, the snapshot itself comprises more than 
this. All the parameters listed in “Snapshot “neutral” 
setting” on page 132 are stored in a snapshot.

As the list on the right of the screen is scrolled using 
POD 4, the snapshot image on the right changes to 
show the setting stored in that entry.

The snapshot image on the left shows the current 
data.

As well as the snapshot name itself, the entry also 
stores whether the snapshot was made at high (96k or 
88.2k) or normal sampling frequency. 

NOTE

It is not possible to recall a snapshot made at a high 
sampling frequency when the DM-24 is in normal sam-
pling frequency mode, or the other way round.

The transition time is also displayed (in seconds). 
See above for how to set and store this time.

Protecting snapshot settings
It is possible to protect various aspects of the setup, 
to prevent the recalled snapshot from overwriting 
them. This means that only the “important” parts of a 
snapshot can be used—for example, the I/O and buss 
assignments can be retained and not overwritten by 
the snapshot.

I/O SEL / BUSS ASSIGN If this is checked, it 
allows the I/O selection “Setting up the I/O” on 
page 38 to be retained, as well as the buss assignment 
settings.

GROUPING If this is checked, when the snapshot 
is recalled, the mute and fader groupings are retained.

OTHER If this is checked, other settings will be 
retained when a snapshot is recalled.

NOTE

If all these boxes are checked, no settings will be 
changed when a snapshot is recalled.

Snapshot “neutral” setting
The snapshot read-only entry is a “neutral” setting.

All faders are set to nominal levels, and pan controls 
are set to center, etc.

Specifically

Item Value

EQ switch ON                                                                            
EQ gain (all bands) 0dB                                                                           
EQ frequency (LO/LM/LH/HI) 99 Hz/1 kHz/4 kHz/10.1 kHz
EQ Q (LO/LM/LH/HI) L.SHELF/8.65/8.65/H.SHELF
Fader level 0dB                                                                           
Cut OFF                                                                           

Aux send levels (all) –∞
Aux pre/post (Aux 1,2 only) POST

Aux ON/OFF ON                                                                            
Pan/BAL CENTER                                                                        
Image width STEREO100%                                                                    
MONO switch STEREO                                                                        
Surround L-R  CENTER                                                                        
Surround F-R  F45                                                                           
Surround L-R Div 100%                                                                          
Surround F-R Div 100%                                                                          
SUB level  0dB                                                                           
Aux master levels 0dB                                                                           
Aux master link OFF                                                                           
Aux master cut OFF                                                                           
Buss level 0dB                                                                           

Item Value
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Libraries—effects

When the internal effect library is selected, the 
screen display changes as shown below:

This differs from the other libraries, because it is pos-
sible to access four different sub-libraries from a sin-
gle screen.

The settings for the current and the library entry data 
effector are displayed on the left and the right of the 
screen respectively. In addition, the current effector 
setting (either 1 or 2, as determined by the currently-

selected sub-library) also shows the input to and the 
output from the effector.

The sub-libraries are:

• Preset entries for effect 1 (P1)
• Preset entries for effect 2 (P2)
• User entries (U1)

To change the sub-library:

1 Use the cursor keys to select the sub-library.

2 Press the ENTER key to select the sub-
library. 

Use the normal procedures to store, recall and name 
the effector entries.

Preset entries can be recalled, and then edited and 
stored in the user sub-library.

Obviously, read-only preset entries cannot be over-
written by user entries.

In addition to the name of the entries stored in the 
library, the type of effect is also shown beside the 
name. This type is automatically entered when the 

Buss links OFF                                                                           
Buss cuts OFF                                                                           
Dynamics on/off OFF                                                                           
Dynamics type COMP                                                                          
Dynamics parameters 
THRESH/RATIO/ATTACK/
RELEASE/OUTGAIN/AUTO-
MAKEUP 

0dB/ –∞:1 /5ms/5ms/0dB/OFF

Dynamics links OFF (except for ST IN 1 and 2)
Dynamics trigger (not shown 
as link is off)

BOTH

Effect in 0dB                                                                           
Link OFF                                                                           
Pad level 0dB                                                                           
Phase switch Normal                                                                        
Pan gang OFF                                                                           
Sample delay 0sample                                                                       
Delay switch OFF                                                                           
Buss assignments No Assign                                                                     
Stereo/direct assignments (St:ON)/(Dout:OFF)                                                            
Surround assignments (Srnd:ON)/(Sub:OFF)                                                           
Cut group No Assign                                                                     
Fader group No Assign                                                                     
Snapshot name INITIAL-DATA     

Item Value
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effect is stored, and cannot be changed or edited in 
any way.

See the separate effects manual for further details.

Libraries—dynamics processors

There are two separate sets of dynamics processor, 
which are very similar to each other in terms of oper-
ation, and so are described together here:

The first is the compressor set:

The other set is the expander/gate set:

These two sets differ only in the fact that the parame-
ters for these dynamics processors vary, and accord-
ingly the screen display of the current settings and 
the library entries reflect this.

It is not possible to store a compressor setting into 
the expander/gate library, or the other way round. 
However, expanders and gates may be mixed in the 
expander/gate library.

The type of dynamics processor which is stored is 
shown to the right of the title in the list. This cannot 
be edited or changed.

The store, recall and edit functions are as described 
earlier in this section (“Managing library entries” on 
page 129).

Preset dynamics entries—compressors

The titles of these compressor preset settings are 
intended to give an idea of the kind of signal for 
which they have been designed. However, this is only 
a guide, and you should experiment with these set-

tings, and variations of these settings, in different 
contexts in order to discover the best sounds for your 
purposes.

Number Title Comment

000 Snare drum Sampled snare drum setting

001 Slap Bass Suitable for slap bass sounds

002 Wood Bass Suitable for upright plucked double bass

003 Synth. Bass 1
For synth bass sounds

004 Synth. Bass 2
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Preset dynamics entries—gates
Two noise gates are provided as starting points for 
experimentation:

Libraries—EQ

The EQ library provides preset and user settings. As well as the graphical representation of the equal-
ization curve for both the current settings and the 
library entry, the numerical values of the gain, fre-
quency and Q for each of the four frequency bands 
are displayed.

In addition, a small icon beside each band’s figures 
indicates whether the EQ band has been configured 
as a shelving, peaking, notch or LPF or HPF filter.

Storing, editing and naming, and recall operations 
are all as described in “Managing library entries” on 
page 129.

005 Acoustic Guitar Acoustic guitar compression

006 Ele. Guitar 1

For electric guitars007 Ele. Guitar 2

008 Ele. Guitar 3

009 Brass For brass sections

010 Vocal 1
For vocals

011 Vocal 2

012 Total Comp 1

Overall “blanket” compression settings013 Total Comp 2

014 Total Comp 3

015 Post Pro.1
Useful in post-production work

016 Post Pro.2

017 Narration Useful setting when recording narrations

Number Title Comment

Number Title Comment

000 Snare drum Sampled snare drum setting

001 Slap Bass Suitable for slap bass sounds
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Preset EQ entries
The following are provided for use, and also as start-
ing points for experimentation and creating original 
EQ settings

Number Title Comment

00 Snare Drum Suitable for a snare drum

01 Bass Drum Suitable for kick (bass) drum

02 Sample Snare Dr. EQ for a sampled snare sound

03 Sample Bass Dr. For a sampled kick (bass) drum sound

04 Wood Bass Upright plucked double bass

05 Synth. Bass 1
For synth bass sounds

06 Synth. Bass 2

07 Acoustic Guitar Suitable for acoustic guitars

08 Ele. Guitar 1

For electric guitars09 Ele. Guitar 2 

10 Ele. Guitar 3

11 Violins & Violas For the upper instruments in a string ensemble

12 Cello & C.Bass For the lower instruments in a string ensemble

13 Brass For brass sections

14 Piano Acoustic piano setting—starting point for experimentation

15 Pad fits to VOX For “pad” sounds to match vocals

16 Vocal 1
Vocal EQ starting points

17 Vocal 2

18 Hum Cancel Elimination of AC (mains) noise

19 Radio Voice “Squawk-box” vocal setting
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15 – Surround operations

In addition to normal stereo operations, the DM-24 is 
also capable of producing surround mixes in a variety 
of formats.

Because the DM-24 is capable of mixing to several 
different surround modes, some of the operations and 
display screens are slightly different from the “nor-
mal”, stereo mode, as explained here.

Some of these operations are also explained in other 
parts of the manual, but are gathered here for easy 
reference.

In all cases where a surround mode is selected, the 
output busses are used to control the levels of the sig-
nals sent to the different channels of the surround 
matrix.

Selecting a surround mode

This selection is made through the PAN/BAL 
SURROUND MODE screen:

1 Make sure the SHIFT indicator is off, and 
press the PAN/BAL SURROUND key until the 
following screen is shown (or press soft key 
1):

2 Use the cursor keys and the ENTER key to 
highlight and select the stereo mode or a sur-
round mode from the following:

A popup screen appears, allowing you to con-
firm the new setting, or cancel it.

A plan view of the speaker layout is shown on 
the display screen.

Note that in the 5.1 screen, the two rear 
speakers can be selected as a single mono 
output.

Monitoring surround patterns
The output busses are used to control the levels of 
signals sent to the surround matrix channels. In this 
context, they can be regarded as master “surround 
pan” controls.

For monitoring, therefore, it is necessary to have an 
analog output for each output buss used. This is most 

easily achieved using the analog I/O slot card (IF-
AN/DM). This allows easy connection of an analog 
multi-channel monitoring system to the DM-24.

The assignment of the busses to the channels is 
shown by a number beside the representation of the 
on-screen speakers.

STEREO One left and one right speaker, output through the 
stereo output buss

2 + 2 One front left speaker and one front right speaker, 
with a pair of rear speakers (left and right)

3 + 1 A pair of front left and right speakers, together with a 
front center speaker and a center rear speaker

5 . 1 A pair of front left and front right speakers, with a front 
center speaker. A pair of rear left and rear right speak-
ers is also provided, as is a sub channel (typically 
placed front center)
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Selecting a buss pattern
The surround buss assignments below each surround 
mode type allow the assignment of different buss pat-
terns to the surround channels. Where a channel does 
not exist as part of a surround mode pattern, it is rep-
resented by a dash (–).

This facility allows the selection of a fader pattern 
that suits your individual way of working or allows 
your surround to correspond to the surround buss 
assignments of another piece of equipment in the 
system.

Assigning modules

When a surround mode has been selected, the ASSIGN 
BUSS screen changes so that the usual buss assign-
ments are not shown, but the modules are now 
assignable to the surround channels:

The screen below shows the 2+2 surround assign-
ment settings
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The screen below shows the 3 + 1 surround assign-
ment settings.

The following screen shows the 5.1 surround assign-
ment settings.

In these screens, the four buss pairs are replaced by 
buttons representing the front and rear pairs of speak-
ers (SRND) and the center speaker (C) for the 3 + 1 
and 5.1 modes. The 5.1 mode also includes a buss for 
the sub-woofer or “boom” speaker (B-M).

The channel can also be output through the usual ste-
reo buss (ST).

As in the usual assignment procedure, channels 1 
through 16 are also capable of direct output.

Use the SEL keys and cursor keys to select the chan-
nel, and POD 4 to select the output channel, and 
make and un-make assignments to the channels using 
the ENTER key.

Soft keys 1 and 2 are used for on-screen buttons, 
allowing all channels to be assigned to or de-assigned 
from the routing selected by POD 4.

“Pan” controls

The concept of panning does not apply to surround 
mixes as it does to stereo mixes.

Accordingly, when a surround mode is selected, the 
MODULE screen shows the pan control only for the 
left-right pan setting.

To make other surround settings, use the SURROUND 
screen.

This screen is accessed by pressing the PAN/BAL – 
SURROUND key. Instead of a global screen showing 

all modules, the surround screen for the currently-
selected module and one other module is shown.

If a pair of modules has been linked as a stereo pair, 
the stereo linking does not apply to the surround set-
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tings—each module’s (or channel’s) position in the 
surround image is set independently. However, the 
fact that these modules have been linked is shown by 
a & following the module number at the top of the 
screen.

To change the module to be edited, use the SEL key 
of the channel to be edited.

Each channel is shown as a “dot” cursor on a plan of 
the current surround mode.

The crossing point of the cursor (i.e. the position of 
the module signal in the surround mix) can be 
changed with the knobs of POD 1 and POD 3 (these 
adjust the left/right position for the odd and even 
modules) and the knobs of PODs 2 and 4 are used to 
adjust the position from front to rear. These adjust-
ments are made when the row cursor is highlighting 
the top row on the screen.

For the left/right settings, there are 201 steps, so the 
left/right setting goes from L through L99 through C 
(center) through R99 to R. The front/rear settings go 
from F50 through C (center) to R50.

There is another parameter, which determines the 
amount of the total “sound-stage”, taken from the 
center position, within which the module signal can 
be positioned. This is set using the second row of on-
screen PODs.

The values here are set in 4 steps: 25% (the most 
tightly focussed, almost a point source near the cen-
ter), through 50% and 75% to 100% (the whole of the 
sound-stage is available).

Using these parameters, it is therefore possible to set 
the position of a signal precisely or loosely in either 
dimension.

Note also the “bar-graphs” (not meters) by each on-
screen speaker, which give an indication of the rela-
tive level of the signal to each of the output channels 
in the surround matrix.

In addition to these positioning controls, in the 5.1 
surround mode the sub-woofer level (BOOM) may be 
set with the knobs of PODs 1 and 3 using the bottom 
on-screen row of PODs.

Pods 2 and 4 of this row are used to move the signal 
source diagonally within the surround area (equiva-
lent to turning the L-R and F-R pan controls simulta-
neously). The diagonal angle is set using the on-
screen buttons.

Global boom levels (5.1 only)
In addition to the individual levels which may be set 
for the bass speaker (BOOM), there is a global page 
which allows this level to be viewed and edited for all 
channels simultaneously:

NOTE

This screen is only available in 5.1 mode, as it only has 
any meaning in this mode.

1 While in the SURROUND screen, press soft key 
3 to bring up the boom level display.

2 Use the cursor keys to select groups of four 
channels.

3 Use the PODs to edit the levels of the four 
selected channels.
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To set the levels of many channels together:

1 Move the cursor to the bottom row of the 
screen.

2 Use POD 2 to change the selection group 
between ALL (all channels), ODD (odd-num-
bered channels), EVEN (even-numbered chan-
nels), 1-8, 9-16, 17-24, 25-32 (blocks of eight 
channels).

3 Use POD 1 to set the level for the selected 
group.

4 Move the cursor to the on-screen SET button, 
and press ENTER.

After making a “global” setting in this way, use the 
cursor keys and PODs to trim the individual channel 
levels as desired.

It is also possible to use the faders to control the 
boom level (use the BOOM LEVEL FADER CONTROL but-
ton at the top of the screen, and the faders as 
described in “Using the faders to change values” on 
page 16.
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16 – High sampling frequency

The way in which the DM-24 operates in high sam-
pling frequency mode (88.2k and 96k) is slightly dif-
ferent in many cases to the operation in normal 
sampling frequency mode (44.1k and 48k).

This section describes the differences between high 
sampling frequency mode and normal sampling fre-
quency mode.

The high sampling frequency can be obtained inter-
nally, when the DM-24 acts as the word sync clock 
for the whole of the audio system, or the DM-24 can 
act as a word sync slave, taking word sync from other 
suitably-equipped devices.

To select high sampling frequency
Use the DIGITAL key (SHIFT and AUX 5-6), and 
choose the CLOCK screen.

At the top of this screen is the Hi-sampling / Normal-
sampling pair of on-screen radio buttons.

Select the Hi-sampling button and press ENTER.

Changing from normal to high sampling frequency 
mode, and the other way round brings up a pop-up 

message which asks for the DM-24 to be turned off 
and on again.

The sampling frequencies displayed on the screen as 
available for use change, as shown here.

NOTE

If other devices are not connected properly, this may 
cause noise in the monitoring system when the DM-24 
restarts. Make sure that all monitoring equipment lev-
els are turned down (or the monitoring equipment is 
turned off) when making these changes.

When the high sampling frequency mode is selected, 
many of the control screens change as explained in 
this section.

The word sync output from the DM-24 can be set to 
be DOUBLE or NORMAL speed in high sampling fre-
quency mode. This may be necessary if the DM-24 is 
to act as a word sync master to another device that 
cannot accept double-speed word sync.

NOTE

The DM-24 itself can only accept normal-speed word 
sync when it is in high sampling frequency mode.

Constraints on other devices
When using the DM-24 is high sampling frequency 
mode, other digital audio devices must be compatible 
with this mode (that is, they must be capable of 
accepting and/or transmitting digital audio data at 
these high sampling frequencies.

Such devices are the TASCAM DA-98HR and the 
TASCAM MX-2424.

When connecting to other devices via AES/EBU 
connections made using the optional AES3 slot card, 
there are some important points to be noted.

The SLOT screen of the DIGITAL display shows this:

There are two ways in which AES/EBU data can be 
sent at high frequencies. 
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DUAL-LINE is a “parallel” method, in which a pair of 
AES/EBU cables send two channels of high sam-
pling frequency audio data.

HIGH-SPEED uses one AES/EBU cable to send two 
channels of audio data at twice the standard data rate.

In this screen, the output format of the four AES/
EBU input streams available to the DM-24 can be 
selected to be either high-speed or dual-line, depend-
ing on the capabilities of the other equipment con-
nected to the DM-24.

This choice also applies to devices connected to the 
DIGITAL IN and DIGITAL OUT ports of the DM-24, 
as shown here.

The high sampling frequency format of DIGITAL IN 
and OUT 1 and 2 must be altered together (they can-
not be set independently) and the MODE choice (at the 
top of the screen, highlighted here) is either NORMAL, 
DUAL-LINE or HIGH-SPEED. 

NOTE

These settings can also be made in normal sampling fre-
quency mode, but the frequency conversion must be set 
to in for this to apply.

Channels, etc.

When high sampling frequency has been selected, 
the number of channels available is halved, from 32 
to 16.

The first sixteen physical faders 1 through 16 are 
used for this purpose. The fader layer 17-32 has no 
meaning in the high sampling-frequency mode.

Twelve channels are available for mic/line input, and 
a further four for channel input.

The number of aux sends is also reduced, from 6 to 4.

However, the number of busses is unchanged at 8.

Also note that the number of AES/EBU channels 
available on any installed slot cards is now halved.

The number of onboard compressors and dynamics 
processors, etc. is also reduced.

However, the functionality of the components that 
make up the modules (EQ, etc.) is not impaired or 
reduced.
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High sampling frequency I/O
The following explains how the I/O assignments are 
changed when high sampling frequency is selected.

Instead of being divided into groups of eight, as in 
the usual assignment screens (“Setting up the I/O” on 
page 38), these are selected using groups of four, as 
shown in the figure above.

Eight channels are shown on screen at one time.

The second group of eight channels (the second four 
of which cannot accept signals from the mic/line 
inputs) is shown here:

Note how the usual eight channels of the TDIF con-
nectors are reduced to four in this mode.

The output screen changes as shown here, as only 
four output channels are available on each output 

groups. The eight output busses are therefore split 
between two groups (the first four going to the first 
group selected, and the second four to the second 
group). The number of direct outputs is also reduced 
in this mode, from 16 to 8.

Finally, the screen in which the assignable sends are 
used in high frequency sampling mode differs 
slightly from the usual:

There are only two assignable sends and returns (the 
physical connectors used here are 1 and 2).

Only two channels of master compressors are avail-
able in high sampling frequency.

In other respects, this screen operates in the same 
way as its normal sampling frequency counterpart.
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Monitoring

The monitoring system in this mode is very similar to 
the normal mode:

The difference is in the choice of the destinations for 
the oscillator and the talkback slate (there are only 
four aux sends available for the destination). See 
“Slate settings” on page 79 and “Lineup oscillator” 
on page 79 for further details of slate and oscillator 
operations.

Aux sends

Since there are only four aux sends, the aux send 
screens change. For instance, the module Aux screen 
is slightly “stripped down” to show only four Aux 
sends.

When the AUX 5-6 key is pressed and the DM-24 is 
in high sampling frequency mode, the key has no 
effect.

When either AUX 1-2 or AUX 3-4 is pressed, only 
sixteen channels are shown on screen.

Channel stereo linking

When the DM-24 is in high sampling frequency 
mode, the channel linking screen (“Linked modules” 
on page 62) looks slightly different from the usual 
screen:

As can be seen here, there are only 16 channels avail-
able, and four aux sends.

Links are made and unmade in the same way as in 
normal sampling frequency mode.
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Grouping

Mute and fader groups are displayed also slightly dif-
ferently on account of the reduced number of chan-
nels, as shown here:

The mute grouping is shown here, but the fader 
grouping is almost identical.

When the change is made between high sampling 
frequency and normal sampling frequency modes, 
the console reverts to “neutral settings” and the cur-
rent groupings are no longer valid.

For details of how to operate these facilities, see 
“Grouping” on page 71.

Trim and delay

The trim screen shows 16 channels, and the delay 
screen shows 12 channels, rather than 32.

Also, note that the range for delay times remains the 
same, even though the sampling frequency is 
different.

Libraries

Because of the different configuration of the DM-24 
in normal and high sampling frequency modes, it is 
not possible to use a normal frequency snapshot in 
high sampling frequency mode, or the other way 
round.

Snapshot library entries are marked with an Hs (high 
sampling) or Ns (normal sampling) beside their 
names in the list of library entries on the library 
screen.

An appropriate popup message is displayed if an 
attempt is made to load a different kind of snapshot 
library entry, and the load fails.

However, note that it is possible to store dynamics 
processor, effects and equalization library entries in 
one sampling frequency mode, and recall them for 
use in the other mode.
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Other screens

Throughout the operation of the DM-24, whenever a 
normal sampling frequency screen displays 32 chan-
nels, or provides facilities for 32 channels, in high-
frequency mode this will be halved to 16.

For example, in this screen, the meter layer cannot 
follow channels 17 through 32 (they do not exist) and 
therefore the option is not available.

Also, since there are only four aux sends available in 
high sampling frequency mode, all screens which 
refer to the aux channels (such as the one below) 
reflect this.
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17 – Automation

Introduction
The DM-24 is capable of writing and reading mix 
moves as well as editing and refining mix moves dur-
ing replay, all synchronized to time code. No external 
computer is necessary, as all control of the automa-
tion is made from the DM-24ís control surface.

Automated mixes are stored internally on the DM-24 
and can be off-loaded via a System Exclusive 
(SysEx) MIDI dump to anything capable of storing 
such data, such as a MIDI sequencer or MIDI data 
filer.

Here are a few reasons to use mixer automation:

• Tedious moves, (such as mutes), that occur at the 
same place in the program each time can be written 
to the automation system for playback. This allows 
you to focus on the creative aspect of listening and 
mixing, instead of the mechanical aspect of press-
ing the mute keys at the right time, every time.

• Mix moves can be refined to your satisfaction then 
the automation system will read those moves back 
every time in exactly the same way.

• A mix can be recalled at a later time for further 
refinement.

The DM-24’s automation system was designed to be 
intuitive, using the mixer’s familiar control surface 
and a minimum number of keystrokes, to stay out of 
the way of the creative process of mixing.
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Automated Controls

The following mixer controls of the DM-24 can be 
automated:

• Fader levels
• Mutes
• Panning (including surround panning)
• EQ settings:

• Gain, Frequency, Q, EQ On/Off switching 
• Individual EQ band TYPE switching between 

High/Low Pass Filter, Peaking & Shelving
• Auxiliary send levels and Pre/Post switching
• Auxiliary master send levels
• Buss master levels
• GATE settings:

• THRESHold
• RANGE
• HYSTeresis
• ATTACK
• HOLD
• DECAY
• COMPressor settings:

• THRESHold
• RATIO
• ATTACK
• RELEASE
• Library recall

The following mixer controls of the DM-24 cannot 
be automated:

• DIGI-TRIM
• Individual EQ band On/Off switching
• Effect settings
• Buss assignments
• MIC TRIM
• Control Room monitor switching
• LCD navigation
• Transport control
• Fader layer switching
• Global mixer setup parameters

Moves for different mixer controls do not have to be 
automated in the same pass. Just as in multi-track 
recording, it is possible to concentrate on one spe-
cific control at a time, building up the automated mix 
over a number of passes. The DM-24’s automation 
system allows this to occur by intelligently switching 
automation modes transparently on a per control 
basis. 

This work done by the DM-24 automation system 
provides a high degree of flexibility while not requir-
ing constant attention from you. Of course, the 
DM-24’s automatic mode switching may be over-rid-
den at any time for “power user” operation.

The automation is synchronized to external time 
code. This could be Linear Time Code (LTC or com-
monly referred to as SMPTE/EBU) or MIDI Time 
Code (MTC).

The event resolution for mix moves on the DM-24 is 
one event per quarter time code frame. At a time 
code rate of 30 frames per second, non-drop, this 
equates to about 5 milliseconds per event.

A Note on Touch-Sensitive Faders
When using the touch-sensitivity of the faders in 
automation, you should always use your fingers to 
touch the faders. If you use a pencil or ruler, etc., or 
even your fingernails to touch them, the fader will 
not register as having been touched.
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Setup
There are two possible sources of time code to which 
the DM-24’s automation can lock. Both are equal in 

functionality and accuracy. Your choice will depend 
on what you have available in your situation. The 
choices are:

LTC
There is an RCA jack (TIME CODE) on the back of 
the DM-24 which accepts Linear Time Code 
(SMPTE/EBU). 

To use LTC with the automation system, go to the 
SYNC/TC tab in the OPTION display, and then select TC 
IN as shown below:

Figure 1 - OPTION / SYNC/TC display showing LTC choice

MTC
This refers to MIDI Time Code being received at the 
DM-24’s MIDI Input. The source of MTC could be a 
Digital Audio Workstation (DAW), hardware 
recorder that does not support LTC, or any other 
source of MTC. 

To use MTC with the automation, go to the SYNC/TC 
tab in the OPTION display then select MIDI IN MTC as 
shown below.

Figure 2 - OPTION / SYNC/TC display showing MTC choice

See “SYNC/TC” on page 25 for more details of these 
screens.
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Quick Start

While the DM-24 automation system is extremely 
powerful, it is also very easy to use. This Quick Start 
section covers much of what you need to know to run 

the system. The rest of this chapter provides details 
on the concepts of the system and how to use it to its 
fullest potential.

Starting out with the time code

1 Connect a LTC or MTC (time code) source to 
the TIME CODE or MIDI IN input on the rear 
panel of the DM-24. Choose the appropriate 

setting in the OPTION – SYNC/TC display. Be 
sure your recorder is set to output the correct 
type of time code.

Access the automation screens

2 Press the AUTOMATION key to access the 
automation screens on the display. If you do 
not see the AUTO MAIN display, press the 

AUTOMATION key repeatedly until you see 
AUTO MAIN.

Turn on the automation

3 Move the cursor to the onscreen AUTOMATION 
ENGINE button and press the ENTER key to 

turn on the automation system:.
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Make the initial settings

4 Operate your recorder and navigate the 
DM-24 as you normally would during a mix. 
The DM-24’s automation system stores con-
trol settings as you change them. 

NOTE

You are not writing mix moves yet!

Store the current settings

5 Store the current mix data using the AUTO 
FILES display.

Press the AUTOMATION key until the AUTO 
FILES screen is shown on the display.

Press the STORE soft key (the second).

Use the cursor keys, the data wheel and the 
ENTER key to name your mix. 

See the main manual section on libraries for 
further details of naming and editing library 
entries.

See “AUTO FILES” on page 160 for further 
details of this screen.

Press the STORE soft key again.

Write some fader moves

6 Once you have the mix basically set up, write 
some fader moves:

With time code running, press the WRITE 
key.

Touch a fader with your finger and move it 
up or down.

Release the fader when your mix move is 
complete. When you release the fader, it 
automatically returns to its previous setting.

Rewind the recorder and play the section 
again. The DM-24 plays back the moves you 
just wrote.

You can press the WRITE key, and touch the 
faders to write new mix moves at will.

Write some mute moves

7 Now write some Mutes (also called Switch 
Events):

With time code running, press the WRITE 
key.

Press some MUTE keys to change the mute 
settings to on or off.

Rewind the recorder and play the sections 
again. The DM-24 will play back the Switch 
Events you just wrote to the MUTE keys (in 
other words, the MUTE indicators and status 
will change in sync with the incoming time 
code.

ALL INPUT

REW F FWD

STOP PLAY RECORD

RHSL IN/OUT

CH1-16

MASTER

CH17-32

LAYER STATUS

CLEAR

MACHINE CONTROL

AUTO PUNCH IN/OUT

AUTO MONREPEAT

REHEARSE WRITE TRIM

REVERT

AUTOMATION

ALL SAFE EDIT DISCARD

AUTO FADE

INTIAL EDIT
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Write some Aux send moves

8 Write Auxiliary Send moves using the 
touch-sensitive faders:

To place the Auxiliary Sends 1 & 2 under 
fader control, press AUX 1-2 and choose Aux-
iliary Send 1 by pressing the first soft key 
under the display.

With time code running, press the WRITE 
key.

Touch a fader and move it up or down to 
write a mix move for Auxiliary Send 1 for 
that channel.

Release the fader when your mix move is 
complete. When you release the fader, it 
automatically returns to its previous setting.

Writing POD moves

9 Write a POD Control move (EQ or Aux 
Send):

With time code running, press the WRITE 
key.

Select the appropriate screen on the display, 
and turn the desired POD control to write 
the mix move.

After the POD movement has stopped for 
one second, the control will automatically 
return to its setting before being moved.

NOTE

You may want to disable AUTO REVERT or adjust the 
CONTROL SENSE TIMEOUT using the AUTO MAIN screen, 
when automating POD controls. See “Auto Revert 
Choices:” on page 174.

Trimming existing mix moves

10 This allows you to trim an existing mix move 
(that is, to adjust the overall level of the 
move). For example, the move you wrote in 
step #6 is good but the move itself need to be 
louder.

With time code running, press the TRIM key.

At the desired time, touch the fader to be 
trimmed with your finger and raise it. You 
will hear the previous moves with the addi-
tion of the amount of trim you’re adding.

Release the fader when you are finished trim-
ming. The fader returns to reading previous, 
untrimmed mix moves.

Finishing up

11 Remember to store your mix (as described in 
in “AUTO FILES” on page 160 and “Mix 
File Management” on page 182). Also, 
remember to store any effect settings that 
were used in your mix into the libraries.

Happy mixing!
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Automation Overview

Modes

Before going further, a brief description of automa-
tion modes and functions will be helpful. More 
detailed explanations of how these modes operate, 

along with how automatic mode switching is carried 
out, are given in “Operation” on page 162.

Auto
This is the default mode for all controls when the 
automation system is enabled. The intelligent mode 
switching that occurs is done within Auto mode.

When a control is in Auto mode and time code is 
received, the control enters write ready if the WRITE 
LED is lit, or trim ready if the TRIM LED is lit. The 
control reads previous data, if any, until moved, then 
enters the appropriate state (writing or trimming).

If neither of these two global LED indicators is lit, 
the status of the control depends on whether any mix 
data has been written to it. If mix data already exists, 
the control enters write rehearsal when time code is 
received (any movement of the control will be heard 
but not written). If no mix data exists, it enters static 

ready (any control movement will update its Static 
data).

It is possible for a single control, or group of con-
trols, to drop into and out of writing or trimming in 
one pass. It is further possible to switch between 
Write and Trim modes on the fly; even adjusting the 
Revert Time during a mix pass will be recognized by 
the automation system. The only exception is Write 
to End, which must be completed by stopping the 
time code.

NOTE

Generally, a control that has dynamic mix moves written 
is said to be in Dynamic mode. A control that has no 
dynamic mix moves written is said to be in Static mode.

Write
Think of this as “record-ready” on a multi-track 
recorder. When Write is enabled, all controls that are 
in Auto mode will normally read existing mix moves. 

As soon as you adjust a control, while Write mode is 
enabled, that control will begin writing new mix 
moves, overwriting any pre-existing data.
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Trim
During a mix there may be sections where there are 
good mix moves on a control but the overall level of 
that control needs to be raised or lowered while pre-
serving the existing moves. 

Trim mode is used to make such relative offsets to 
existing mix moves for the duration of the Trim oper-
ation. The diagram below will help you to understand 
this concept.

Figure 3 - Illustration of Trim mode behavior.

In the example shown above, a fader is raised at the 
“Begin Trim” point and released at the “End Trim” 
point. The upward movement of the fader would be 

added to the existing data. When a Trim is per-
formed, the audio passing through the control 
includes the Trim move in real time.

Static
During the course of an automated mix some con-
trols will require movement (Dynamic automation), 
and some controls will stay in one place with their 
settings stored in the mix file (Static automation). 

Any control in Static mode will automatically update 
its setting in the mix file whenever that control is 
moved. 

NOTE

The control’s movement will not be recorded as 
dynamic automation as long as Write mode is not 
enabled

Safe
Any control in Safe mode will only read existing 
static or dynamic automation. Moving a control in 
Safe mode will not write any automation data nor 

affect the audio passing through that control. It is 
possible to place all mixer controls in Safe mode by 
holding the 2ND F. key while pressing ALL SAFE.

Off
This mode removes a control from the automation 
system completely. A control that is Off cannot 
record or playback mix moves. However, moving a 

control that is Off will affect the audio passing 
through that control. The setting of a control that is 
Off will not be stored in the mix file.
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Rehearse
Rehearse is a special status that works with Write, 
Trim and Static modes. Rehearse allows you to prac-

tice or experiment with mix moves without recording 
them.

Displays

The three automation display screens on the DM-24 
described below are used for the following purposes:

• Enabling/disabling the automation system
• Setting operational preferences
• Setting the master Auto Fade Out time
• Displaying used/available memory
• Over-riding the automation system’s automatic 

mode switching
• Copy/paste of configuration between channels
• Mix file management

In all automation displays, the cursor is moved by 
using the cursor keys, located to the lower right of the 
display. 

Check boxes are enabled/disabled by moving the cur-
sor to the check box then pressing the ENTER key. 
Time values are entered by moving the cursor to the 
desired box, changing the value with the JOG/DATA 
dial then pressing the ENTER key. Time values flash 
until confirmed with the ENTER key.

To access the automation displays, press the 
AUTOMATION key. Repeatedly pressing the 
AUTOMATION key toggles between the displays.

While viewing these, it is also possible to select a dif-
ferent automation display by pressing the leftmost 
soft key under the display, then using the leftmost 
POD to select a display, and then pressing the left-
most soft key again to view the selected display.

AUTO MAIN

AUTOMATION ENGINE This on-screen button 
enables/disables the DM-24’s automation system. 

When enabled, AUTO is displayed in the upper left of 
the display with the currently selected channel, in all 
mixer displays. 

No automation data will be recorded or played back 
when the automation system is disabled. 

When the DM-24 is powered on, the automation sys-
tem will be disabled, even if it was enabled when 
powered off. 

KEEP CONFIRMATION When enabled, a pop-up 
box will ask for confirmation before performing a 
Keep operation. A Keep operation saves a copy of the 
current mix into the first memory bank, pushing 

older mixes to the next highest memory bank. If all 
memory banks are filled, a Keep operation will delete 
the oldest mix. All mixes saved using Keep will be 
numerically sequenced with highest numbers being 
the latest mixes.

The default value of this check box is on (keep con-
firmation is enabled).

NOTE

This is not implemented in Version 1.xx software.

AUTOMATION MODE MULTI PASS Nor-
mally, the mixer exits Write or Trim mode when it is 
no longer receiving time code. 

When this check box is enabled, the mixer remains in 
Write or Time mode until the mode is manually dis-
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abled. This allows you to perform mix moves at will 
without having to manually enable Write or Trim on 
every pass.

TRIM ALL When enabled, a Trim operation will be 
applied to all mix moves from the beginning of a mix 
to its end, regardless of the transport’s position 
within the program. This allows you to change the 
overall level of a control and maintain all mix moves 
pre-existing on that control while listening to the pro-
gram at any time code location.

NOTE

This is not implemented in Version 1.xx software.

AUTO REVERT When Auto Revert is enabled, a 
control smoothly matches back to its previous setting 
when you release it. When Auto Revert is disabled, 
you must manually punch out of automation record-
ing by pressing the REVERT key, or by stopping the 
incoming time code—the control will then smoothly 
match back to its previous setting. 

There are independent check boxes to enable Auto 
Revert for Write and Trim modes. 

NOTE

It is possible to enable or disable Auto Revert during a 
mix pass. The new setting is applied to mix moves only. 
The following describes an example:

With the WRITE indicator lit, and AUTO REVERT – 
WRITE disabled, move the faders. Now enable AUTO 
REVERT – WRITE, and move a different set of faders. 
These will revert automatically, but the first set will con-
tinue to write until you press REVERT.

REVERT TIMES To the right of the Auto Revert 
check boxes are fields to enter Revert Times. The 
Revert Time is the amount of time (in seconds) it 
takes for a control to smoothly match back to its pre-
vious setting. There are fields to set an independent 
Revert Time for Write and Trim modes. These fields 
can be set from 0.5 seconds to 10 seconds in 0.5 sec-
ond increments.

The ∞s setting in the Revert Time fields enables 
Write/Trim To End mode, which applies a Write or 
Trim operation from the point where automation 
recording began, all the way to the end of the mix.

In the case of Write mode, this overwrites any exist-
ing mix data from the point where automation 
recording began, all the way to the end of the mix.

In the case of Trim mode, this applies the Trim oper-
ation from the point automation recording began all 
the way to the end of the mix. 

Here are examples of instances where this would be 
useful:

• There may be existing mix moves all the way 
through a song which need to be louder from half-
way through the song until the song’s end. Using 
the ∞s setting in the Trim Revert Time field allows 
you to perform this operation without the need to 
play the song all the way to the end in order to 
record the new mix data.

• There may be existing mix moves all the way 
through a song, however, during the mixing pro-
cess it is determined that a control should remain at 
one setting from a point within the song until the 
song’s end. Using the ∞s setting in the Write Revert 
Time field allows you to perform this operation 
without the need to play the song all the way to the 
end in order to record the new mix data.

NOTE

AUTO REVERT WRITE (or TRIM) must be enabled for 
Write (or Trim) To End to work.

A Write/Trim To End operation must be completed by 
stopping the time code. Manually disabling Write or 
Trim mode while time code is running will not perform 
a Write To End operation.

If the REVERT TIME value is changed from the ∞s (infin-
ity) setting to a non-infinite value (that is, anything 
else), and a Write (or Trim) To End is in progress, the con-
trols start reverting immediately.

CONTROL SENSE TIME OUT The DM-24’s 
faders are touch-sensitive, so the automation system 
knows when you have touched or released a fader, 
thus punching into or out of automation record. 

The POD controls, control surface keys and rotary 
encoders are not touch-sensitive. These controls must 
detect movement in order to begin recording mix 
moves. 

The Control Sense Time Out value allows these controls 
to punch out of automation record automatically after 
the specified amount of time has passed without 
movement of the control. This field can be set from 
0.5 seconds to 10 seconds in 0.5 second increments.

NOTE

A useful trick is to map the Auxiliary Sends to faders for 
touch-sensitive control:

Press either the AUX 1-2, AUX 3-4 or AUX 5-6 key and 
use the AUX LEVEL selection tabs at the bottom of the 
screen to select an aux send across all channels

Use the faders to write your Auxiliary Send mix moves
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AUTO FADE OUT TIME This field determines 
the duration of a linear fade written to the Master 
Fader when the AUTO FADE key is pressed. 

This field can be set from 0.5 seconds to 10 seconds 
in 0.5 second increments. 

Since this fade is written directly using the Master 
Fader, it is not possible to change its time value after 
an Auto Fade has been performed. 

To write an Auto Fade:

1 Press the WRITE key.

2 Hold 2ND F. and press AUTO FADE at the 
point where you want the fade to begin.

To erase an Auto Fade it is necessary to overwrite the 
duration of the fade manually or by using the Write 
To End function.

NOTE

A useful trick to remember: A linear fade is often not 
musically desirable. Typically in these cases you will 
begin the fade at a faster rate and end the fade at a 
slower rate. Use the Auto Fade function to perform this:

Press WRITE.

Hold 2ND F. and press AUTO FADE at the point where 
you want the fade to begin.

Continue to hold 2ND F. and press AUTO FADE again 
to restart the Auto Fade Time from the fader’s current 
position.

This may be repeated as often as desired to slow down 
the end of an Auto Fade to a mere crawl.
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AUTO FILES

1 The word AUTO appears here in all mixer LCD 
displays when the automation system is enabled. 
The word WRITE appears here solid when the 
mixer is ready to record either Static or Dynamic 
mix data. The word WRITE flashes when the auto-
mation system is actually writing mix data on the 
selected channel. This could be a Write or Trim 
operation.

2 This indicates the source of the time code being 
used by the mixer and the automation system. TC 
indicates Linear Time Code and MTC indicates 
MIDI Time Code.

3 Shows the currently selected mix memory bank. 
The mix shown here will be the mix used for 
Store, Edit and Recall operations chosen at the 
bottom of the display.

4 Shows the Memo along with the size of the mix 
file for the mix shown in #3 above.

5 Shows the amount of bank memory used by the 
selected mix in its memory bank.

6 Shows a list of available mixes in their memory 
banks.

7 Use the fourth POD control (the rightmost one) 
under the display to highlight a stored mix.

8 The soft key under this display button is used to 
recall the highlighted mix into the current mix 
memory.

9 The soft key under this display button is used to 
start the editing of the name of a stored mix.

10 The soft key under this display button is used to 
store the current mix into a storage bank.

11 The soft key under this display button displays the 
list of the three automation display screens. Use 
the leftmost POD to highlight a display and the 
leftmost soft key or the ENTER key to activate 
the highlighted display.

12 Move the cursor to this LCD button to create a 
new project. 

NOTE

Creating a new project will erase the contents of the 
current mix memory.

13 DELETE permanently erases the contents of the 
highlighted mix bank.  

NOTE

There is no undo for this operation.

PROTECT locks the contents of the highlighted mix 
bank so it cannot be accidentally deleted.

14 Any mix memo information along with the size of 
the current mix is displayed here.

15 The title of the current mix is displayed here.

See the main manual section on “Libraries” for 
details of naming library entries, etc.
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AUTO CONFIG

Figure 4 - AUTO CONFIG display where automatic mode 
switching can be over-ridden.

The grid represented in the AUTO CONFIG display is 
used to manually over-ride the automation’s mode 
switching. The selected channel is displayed in the 
upper left of the display. If the displayed channel is 
part of a group, this is indicated in the upper right of 
the grid.

The changes made in this grid are applied to channel 
and controls selected by the APPLY TO buttons at the 
right of the display. Use the rightmost POD to make 
this selection. Note that it is not necessary to press 
ENTER to confirm this setting.

When a module or control is set to any mode except 
Auto using this display, that module or control 
remains in that mode until it is reset back to Auto. 

The settings made in this display are saved as part of 
the mix data.

MODULE When selected, the changes in this dis-
play will only be applied to the specified control on 
the selected channel.

ALL MODULE When selected, the changes in this 
display are applied to a single control across all chan-
nels. For example, with ALL MODULE selected, 
enabling SAFE in the FADER row places all mixer fad-
ers into Safe mode.

ALL CNTRLS When selected, the changes in this 
display are applied to all controls on the selected 
channel. This applies the changes to the libraries.

ALL When selected, the changes in this display are 
applied to all controls on all channels.

COPY This soft key copies the configuration of the 
currently-selected channel into a special clipboard 
where it can then be pasted to another channel.

PASTE This soft key pastes the configuration copied 
using the COPY soft key to the currently-selected 
channel. Note that there is no Undo for this 
operation.

Channel LED Indicators

Each channel has an LED indicator immediately 
above the fader. When automating a mix, these indi-
cators can be used to show whether a channel is writ-
ing, reading or reverting. 

Use the OPTION display screen to set the function of 
these indicators. The default use is as channel over-
load indicators, as explained in the main manual.

When used as automation indicators, they flash when 
any control on a channel is writing or reverting. They 
are lit steadily when all controls on a channel are 
reading.

The global Revert LED above the REVERT key fol-
lows the behavior of the channel indicators when 
they are used for automation.
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Operation

Operating the DM-24’s automation system is 
designed to be intuitive and transparent to the mixing 
process, while offering power and flexibility previ-
ously unavailable on a mixing console. 

The steps below, combined with an understanding of 
the information on the previous pages, will have you 
automating your mixes in no time.

Setting Up Your Mix

Action: Enable the automation system in the AUTO 
MAIN display by moving the cursor to the on-screen 
AUTOMATION ENGINE button and pressing ENTER.

Result: The settings of all mixer controls are stored 
into the current mix memory. Changing any settings 
will automatically update those settings in the current 
mix memory. This is just like mixing on an analog 
console except the system now knows where every 

control is set. The automation system sees these con-
trols as being in Static mode.

Action: Store the mix file in a memory bank (see 
“AUTO FILES” on page 160).

Result: Until a mix is stored in a memory bank, it 
only exists in the current mix memory. The current 
mix memory is erased when the console is powered 
off, so storing a mix in a memory bank is required for 
later recall.

Writing Mix Moves

Action: Press the WRITE key before or after start-
ing time code so that its indicator lights. With time 
code running, perform the desired mix move.

Result: With the console in Write mode, any move-
ment of a control while time code is running is writ-
ten to that control by the automation system.

In the case of the touch-sensitive faders, writing 
begins when a fader is touched.

In the case of POD controls, writing will begin when 
the control is moved.

Once dynamic mix moves have been written to a 
control, the automation system automatically 
changes that control from Static mode to Dynamic 
mode, in order to read mix moves. Controls that have 
not had mix moves written to them remain in Static 
mode, even if those controls are on the same channel 
as a control that has had dynamic mix data written to 
it.

Revert Time
When a control stops recording mix moves, it 
“reverts” to the setting that existed before recording 
the mix move. The previously existing setting could 
be a dynamic mix move or a static control position. 
The amount of time it takes to make a smooth match 
from the end of the recorded mix move to the previ-
ously existing setting is called the Revert Time.

A Revert Time is applied, even when the time code is 
stopped, past the point where the time code stopped, 
to ensure a smooth transition between the new mix 
move and the control’s previous setting.

Auto Revert Choices 

With AUTO REVERT – WRITE enabled, the automation 
system stops writing mix moves automatically on a 
per control basis without the need to end writing 
manually. 

In this case, controls stop writing mix moves at dif-
ferent times, depending on when they were released 
(faders) or when movement ended (POD controls).

In the case of touch-sensitive faders, reverting begins 
when the fader is released.

In the case of POD controls, reverting begins when 
the CONTROL SENSE TIMEOUT has expired without the 
control being moved. The CONTROL SENSE TIMEOUT 
allows the POD controls to respond as if they are 
touch-sensitive (even though they are not).

When a Revert occurs, the control smoothly matches 
back to its previous value, based on the set value of 
the Revert Time. The previous control value could be a 
control’s Static position or a control’s Dynamic mix 
moves.
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See the diagrams below to understand how this 
works:

Figure 5 - Writing a fader move over a previous static fader position with Auto Revert enabled

Figure 6 - Writing a POD move over a previous static position with Auto Revert enabled.
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Figure 7 - Writing a new fader move over a previous Dynamic fader move with Auto Revert enabled

Figure 8 - Writing a new POD move over a previous Dynamic POD move with Auto Revert enabled.
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Disabling Auto Revert allows you to manually 
stop writing mix moves, either by stopping the time 
code, or by pressing the REVERT key. In this case, 
all controls that are writing mix moves will stop writ-
ing simultaneously when REVERT is pressed or time 
code stops.

When a Revert is triggered by stopping the time 
code, the Revert Time is still applied to the control 
beyond where time code was stopped, for a smooth 
match from the end of the new mix move to the con-
trol’s previous setting.

See the diagrams below to see how this works:

Figure 9 - Writing a new fader move over a previous Static fader position with Auto Revert disabled

Figure 10 - Writing a new POD move over a previous Static POD position with Auto Revert disabled
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Figure 11 - Writing a new fader move over previous Dynamic fader moves with Auto Revert disabled

Figure 12 - Writing a new POD move over previous Dynamic POD moves with Auto Revert disabled
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Write To End:
When the Write Revert Time is set to ∞s, you are 
essentially telling the automation system to maintain 
a control’s last setting from the point where the auto-
mation recording ends, all the way to the end of the 
program. This is called Write To End. In this case, 
any mix moves existing in the time between the end 
of automation recording and the end of the program 
will be erased.

NOTE

A Write/Trim To End operation must be completed by 
stopping the time code. Manually disabling Write or 
Trim mode while time code is running will not perform 
a Write To End operation.

AUTO REVERT must be enabled to use Write To End.

See the diagrams below to understand how this 
works:

Figure 13 - Write To End over previous Static fader position

Figure 14 - Write To End over previous Dynamic fader moves.
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Figure 15 - Write To End over previous Static POD position

Figure 16 - Write To End over previous Dynamic POD moves.
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Writing Switch Events

Switch Events are defined as the switching of any 
“on/off” controls. Examples of such controls are 
MUTE keys and the EQ ON key.

Action: Press the WRITE key before or after start-
ing time code and its indicator lights. With time code 
running, press the desired key or keys to write the 
switch event at the desired time code location. 

Result: This works for muting, EQ On/Off, EQ 
band type switching, Auxiliary send Pre/Post switch-
ing and Library Recall.

Switch events can be written in Write or Trim mode 
with the same results.

Once a switch event has been written to a control, the 
automation system automatically changes that con-
trol from Static mode to Dynamic mode, in order to 
read mix moves. 

Controls that have not had switch events written 
remain in Static mode, even if those controls are on 
the same channel as a control that has had other mix 
data written to it.

Revert Time
Because switch events are not continuous data like 
fader moves, there is no need to make a smooth 

match to previous data. Changing the Revert Time 
has no effect on writing switch events.

CONTROL SENSE TIME OUT & Switch Events
The DM-24’s faders are touch sensitive, so the auto-
mation system knows when you have touched or 
released a fader, thus punching into or out of automa-
tion writing. 

The control surface keys are not touch sensitive. 
These controls write a switch event when pressed, 

while Write or Trim mode is enabled. Control Sense 
Time Out allows these keys to punch out of automa-
tion writing automatically, after the specified amount 
of time has passed without being pressed. This field 
can be set from 0.5 seconds to 10 seconds in 0.5 sec-
ond increments.
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Auto Revert Choices:
With AUTO REVERT — WRITE/TRIM enabled, the auto-
mation system stops recording switch events auto-
matically on a per control basis, without any need to 
end writing manually. In this case, keys stop record-
ing switch events at different times, depending on 
when they were last pressed and depending on the 
value set in CONTROL SENSE TIMEOUT.

In the case of control surface keys, writing ends 
when the CONTROL SENSE TIMEOUT has expired with-
out a key press. CONTROL SENSE TIMEOUT allows the 

control surface keys to respond as if they are 
touch-sensitive, even though they are not.

Writing switch events over a Static switch position 
simply adds the new switch events. When writing 
new switch events over previous ones, the DM-24 
automation system provides you with a high degree 
of flexibility over when writing will end.

See the diagram below to understand this behavior:

Figure 17 - Writing new switch events over previous switch events with Auto Revert enabled.
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Disabling Auto Revert allows you to stop writing 
switch events manually, either by stopping the time 
code or by pressing the REVERT key. In this case, all 
controls that are writing will stop writing simulta-

neously when REVERT is pressed or when time code 
stops. 

See the diagram below to understand this behavior:

Figure 18 - Writing new switch events over previous switch events with Auto Revert disabled.
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Write To End:
When the Write Revert Time is set to ∞s, you are 
essentially telling the automation system to maintain 
that control’s last setting from the point when auto-
mation recording ends, all the way to the end of the 
program. 

This is called Write To End. In this case, any switch 
events existing in the time between the end of auto-
mation recording and the end of the program will be 
erased.

NOTE

A Write/Trim To End operation must be completed by 
stopping the time code. Manually disabling Write or 
Trim mode while time code is running will not perform 
a Write To End operation.

AUTO REVERT must be enabled to use Write To End.

See the diagram below to understand this Write to 
End behavior:

Figure 19 - Writing a new switch event with Write To End enabled.
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Trimming Mix Moves

There may be times when a control has existing mix 
moves that are good, but the overall level of those 
moves needs to be raised or lowered. In this case, 
Trim is used to offset existing moves.

Action: Press the TRIM key before or after starting 
time code and its indicator lights. With time code 
running, perform the desired Trim operation.

Result: With the console in Trim mode, any move-
ment of a control while time code is running per-

forms a Trim operation on that control. The audio 
passing through the control reflects the previous mix 
moves, combined with the offset created by the Trim 
operation.

In the case of the touch-sensitive faders, trimming 
begins when a fader is touched.

In the case of POD controls, trimming begins when 
the control is moved.

Revert Time:
When a control stops trimming mix moves it 
“reverts” to reading any mix data that existed before 
trimming began. The previously existing data could 
be a dynamic mix move or a static control position. 
The amount of time it takes to move smoothly from 

the end of the trimmed mix move to the previously 
existing data is called the Revert Time.

A Revert Time is applied, even when the time code is 
stopped, past the point when the time code stops, to 
ensure a smooth transition between the trimmed mix 
move and the control’s previous setting.
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Auto Revert Choices:
With AUTO REVERT — TRIM enabled, the automation 
system stops trimming mix moves automatically per 
control without the need to stop trimming manually. 
In this case, controls stop trimming mix moves at dif-
ferent times, depending on when they were released 
(faders) or when movement ended (POD controls).

In the case of the touch-sensitive faders, the revert 
starts when the fader is released. In the case of POD 
controls, revert starts when the CONTROL SENSE 
TIMEOUT has expired without movement of the con-

trol. CONTROL SENSE TIMEOUT allows the POD con-
trols to respond as if they are touch-sensitive even 
though they are not.

When a Revert occurs, the control smoothly matches 
back to its previous data based on the amount of 
Revert Time set. That previous data could be a con-
trol’s Static position or a control’s Dynamic mix 
moves. See the diagrams below to understand how 
this works:

Figure 20 - Trimming fader moves with Auto Revert enabledl

Figure 21 - Trimming POD moves with Auto Revert enabled.
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Disabling AUTO REVERT — TRIM allows you to manu-
ally stop trimming mix moves by stopping the time 
code or by pressing the REVERT key. In this case, all 

controls that are trimming mix moves will stop trim-
ming simultaneously when REVERT is pressed or 
time code stops

.

Figure 22 - Trimming fader moves with Auto Revert disabled

Figure 23 - Trimming POD moves with Auto Revert disabled.
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Trim To End
When the Trim Revert Time is set to ∞s, you are 
essentially telling the automation system to maintain 
the offset created by the trim operation from the point 
where trimming ends, all the way to the end of the 
program. 

NOTE

A Write/Trim To End operation must be completed by 
stopping the time code. Manually disabling Write or 
Trim mode while time code is running will not perform 
a Write To End operation.

See the diagrams below to understand how this 
works:

Figure 24 - Trimming fader moves with Trim To End enabled.

Figure 25 - Trimming POD moves with Trim To End enabled.
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NOTE

A mixing trick: Punch into a mix (This can be done with 
Trim or Write mode).

Start the time code.

Move a control to its desired position. You will hear the 
audio follow the move.

Press the WRITE or TRIM key to instantly punch that 
control into automation Write at the new position.

The result will be the fastest possible move when read-
ing back the mix.
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Initial Status

The Initial Status of a control is its value before the 
first dynamic mix move is present. Until dynamic 
mix moves are written to a control, there is no differ-
ence between the Initial Status of the control and its 
Static position. 

When dynamic mix moves are written to a control, 
that control is no longer in Static mode. It is in 
Dynamic mode. 

Any change to the mix data on such a control takes 
into account both the Initial Status of the control and 
any Dynamic data present.

Editing the Initial Status
Once a control is in Dynamic mode, any new mix 
moves written to that control will be dynamic mix 
moves. If it becomes necessary to alter a control’s 
starting point (Initial Status) before the first dynamic 
move written, Initial Edit is used.

1 While holding 2ND F., press INITIAL EDIT/
EDIT to enter Initial Edit mode. The automa-
tion system will stop reading dynamic data 
and all controls will snap to their Initial Sta-
tus positions.

2 Adjust any control to change its Initial Sta-
tus. In the case of switches, pressing a switch 
while in Initial Edit mode will change its Ini-
tial Status to reflect its new setting.

Hold 2ND F. and press INITIAL EDIT/
DISCARD to return all controls to their 
unedited Initial Status values while remain-
ing in Initial Edit mode.

Hold 2ND F. and press INITIAL EDIT/EDIT to 
exit Initial Edit, saving changes. There is no 
Undo for this operation.
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The diagram below illustrates the results of Initial 
Status editing:
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Automating Library Recall

The DM-24 automation system is capable of includ-
ing library recall events as part of an automated mix. 
These are treated by the automation system as Switch 
Events (“Writing Switch Events” on page 169).

All DM-24 libraries support automated recall:

• Snapshot
• EQ
• Comp
• Gate/Expand
• Effect 1
• Effect 2

Because there may be differences between control 
settings recalled by a library and those being played 
back by the automation system, below are some 
important things to keep in mind in order to avoid 
unexpected behavior. 

The basic rule is that a mix event (library recall or 
dynamic mix move) only has priority until another 
mix event (library recall or dynamic mix move) is 
played back.

Writing Library Recall Events Over Existing Static Control Positions
When a library recall event is written by the automa-
tion system which affects controls in Static mode, the 
library recall switch event becomes dynamic mix 
data. However, the controls themselves remain in 
Static mode with their Initial Status unaffected. In 
this case, if a dynamic mix move is written after a 

library recall, the control will Revert to its Initial Sta-
tus, not its position after the library recall.

If a library is recalled which affects controls in Static 
mode without the library recall event being written, 
the controls will update their static positions as if 
they had been directly adjusted.

Combining Library Recall With Dynamic Mix Moves
Dynamic mix moves are treated in a way similar to 
continuous data by the DM-24 automation system. 
Library recall events are instantaneous snapshots. If a 
library recall occurs while the automation system is 
reading dynamic mix moves, the affected controls 

will snap to the positions recalled by the library then 
snap to reading previous dynamic mix moves as the 
time code position crosses the previous data. While 
this can create some interesting effects when used 
purposely, it could take you by surprise.
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Automating Groups

There are several considerations and possibilities 
when using the DM-24 automation with grouped 
controls:

• Creating a group containing controls that do not 
have existing dynamic automation.

• Creating a group containing controls that have 
existing dynamic automation.

• Automating the Group Master.
• Automating group slaves.
• Removing slaves from an automated group.
• Automation of hierarchical groups.

Grouping Non-Automated Controls
Create the group normally using the ST LINK/
GROUPING display. The group master or slaves 
within the group may then be automated.

A Group Master may be automated just like any 
other control. The group slaves follow the group 
master. Automation data is only written by the Group 
Master. Any group slave that is removed from a 

group no longer follows any mix moves written by 
the Group Master. However, it continues to read its 
own mix moves.

Any group slave may be individually automated just 
like any other control. It reads its own moves, which 
would be offset by the moves of the Group Master.

Grouping Automated Controls
It is possible to create a group containing controls 
that have existing dynamic automation moves. In this 
case, the mix moves of the group slaves are main-
tained while following the overall moves of the 

Group Master. Essentially, this is using the move-
ments of the group master to trim the moves of the 
group slaves. It should be noted that this does not 
actually write Trim data to the group slaves.

Hierarchical Groups
Simply put, hierarchical groups are “groups of 
groups” and can be very powerful mixing tools. Hier-
archical groups have Master Groups and Slave 

Groups which operate the same way as Master and 
Slave controls in non-hierarchical groups.

Hierarchical groups are set up in the GROUPING 
LAYER section of the ST LINK/GROUPING display.
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Mix File Management

The DM-24 automation system is capable of storing 
up to eight mixes of approximately eight thousand 
events per mix. Some control movements use up 
more events than others. Pressing a MUTE key uses 
one event, while a complex fader movement uses 
many.

Mix storage is made up of eight banks labeled 0 
through 7. One bank is used for storing a mix of 
approximately eight thousand events.

The Current Mix memory is capable of holding a mix 
of approximately thirty-two thousand events. When 
mixes exceed eight thousand events, they require 
more banks for storage. For example, a twenty-seven 
thousand event mix will use up four storage banks. It 
is possible to store two mixes of approximately 
thirty-two thousand events each in the DM-24.

The Mix Data
The mix data itself contains Initial Status and 
Dynamic data for all automated controls. The set-
tings of non-automated controls are not stored. 
(“Automated Controls” on page 150) In order to store 
the settings of non-automated controls such as Effect 

parameters or the DIGI-TRIM values, those settings 
must be stored in a Library. The mix data and library 
data may then be archived via a MIDI SysEx dump to 
a sequencer or other SysEx storage device.
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18 – Options

The DM-24 can be expanded by means of cards (one 
or two) installed in the expansion slots.

WARNING

Regarding installation, consult your nearest TASCAM 
dealer.

Do not install options by yourself which require open-
ing the DM-24 or you will lose your warranty.

You will need a cross-head (Phillips) screwdriver.

1 Turn off the DM-24 and disconnect it from 
the power supply. Disconnect all other equip-
ment connected to it.

WARNING
WARNING

The above step is most important. If you do not do this, 
there is a risk that you may cause damage to the DM-24 
as well as other equipment.

2 Use the screwdriver to remove the blanking 
panel from the slot into which you will fit the 
interface card. Keep the retaining screws in a 
safe place.

We suggest that you start from the top slot 
(slot 1) and work downwards. Take care, if 
you are removing a previously-fitted inter-
face card, that you are removing the retain-
ing screws, and not the smaller screws which 
fix the card to the rear plate. Also, if you are 
removing a previously-fitted card, use the 

binding posts on the rear plate to help 
remove the card.

3 Remove the interface card from the anti-
static protective bag.

4 Hold the card by the edges, and insert it, 
component side upwards, into the slot.

5 Locate the card into the connector inside the 
DM-24. Push the card firmly, without forc-
ing, so that the connector grips the end of the 
card. A new DM-24 and/or new card may be 
a little stiff. Make sure that the card is 
pushed as far as it will go (so that the card 
rear connector plate touches the rear panel 
of the DM-24).

The cards available for the DM-24 are:

• Cascade card
• TDIF card
• ADAT card
• AES/EBU card
• Analog I/O card

The setting up of these cards is done using the SLOT 
screen of the DIGITAL display.

This screen is split into two: the left half of the screen 
represents the card in slot 1 (the top slot) and the 
right represents the card in slot 2 (the lower slot). If 
either or both of these slots are unoccupied, the 
screen shows No Card for the appropriate slot(s).

Clock sources
Any cards which provide digital audio input facilities 
(that is, the cascade card, the TDIF card, the ADAT 
card and the AES/EBU card), can be used as clock 
sources.

The cards are listed in the CLOCK screen when they 
are fitted.

In the case of the AES/EBU card, any of the four 
inputs (two in the case of high sampling frequency) 
can be selected as the word sync source.

Cascade slaves automatically take their clock from 
the master (which is free to take it from any other 
source).
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Cascade card

This card allows the connection of two DM-24 units 
to increase the number of channels, etc. available. A 
cascade card must be fitted in slot 1 of each unit to be 
cascaded.

In a cascade chain, one unit is designated as the mas-
ter unit, and the other as a slave. The master unit 
must always act as the word sync master for the cas-
cade chain (though it can act as a word sync slave in 
the overall audio system).

There is one connection to be made between the two 
units. This connection must be made between the 
cascade cards with the power off on both units. It car-
ries all appropriate audio signals as well as the sync 
signals and control signals.

Only use a TASCAM cascade cable designed and 
produced for this purpose when making this connec-
tion.

This effectively gives you one double-sized DM-24 
mixing console, with the following features:

• 32 mic/line inputs
• 64 channels
• 48 TDIF I/O channels
• 16 lightpipe I/O channels
• 4 AES/EBU 2-channel I/O
• 4 SPDIF 2-channel I/O
• 8 assignable sends and returns
• 4 internal effect processors
• 33 touch-sensitive, motorized faders
• The ability to run a 24-track, 24-bit 96 kHz 5.1 

automated mixing environment

Setting up the cascade
When the connection between the two cascade cards 
has been made, turn on the slave unit, followed by the 
master unit. Wait until the fader calibration is ended, 
and then go to the SLOT screen (soft key 3 in the 
DIGITAL screens) on the DM-24 which will be used as 
the slave.

The cascade card is identified as CASCADE Card at the 
top of the slot 1 section of the screen:

Set the unit up as the cascade slave (SLAVE) using the 
on-screen radio button.

Now enter the same screen on the unit which will be 
used as the master, and set that one up as the cascade 
master (MASTER button).

On the slave, set the CASCADE to ON. The display 
shows Scan Cascade Machine. Leave the cursor by the 
CASCADE button.

Next, on the master, set CASCADE to ON. Leave the 
cursor by the CASCADE button.

The master display shows Found DM-24 slave machine! 
and the slave display shows Found DM-24 master 
machine!.

An error message is displayed if the cascade is estab-
lished and subsequently becomes disconnected.

Use of the cascade
Since the cascade function allows busses, aux sends, 
etc. to be controlled from the master unit, and thereby 
be shared between the two cascaded units, the two 
DM-24s can be used as one large digital console.

The ENABLE checkboxes allow the selection from the 
master unit of which busses and functions will be 
shared.
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Typically, monitoring and stereo outputs should be 
connected to the cascade master, but there are a num-
ber of occasions when these outputs may be used 
from the slave as well as from the master.

For example:

• Using the stereo buss of both units would allow the 
stereo buss of one unit to be used dry, with the 
other unit’s stereo buss being processed (compres-
sor, etc.).

• The digital outputs (AES/EBU, SPDIF), together 
with the balanced analog) allow for up to 6 differ-
ent stereo mixes to be output simultaneously).

• The monitor outputs on the slave (CR and 
STUDIO) could be used to drive a different set of 
monitor speakers (for example mid-field monitors 
and smaller computer-type speakers, while the 
master unit drives main and near-field speakers).

Cascaded facilities

Soloing and muting When two units are cas-
caded, the soloing and muting can be shared. How-
ever, note that mute groups and fader groups are not 
cascaded.

Snapshots Snapshot recall and store is cascaded. 
In other words, naming and storing a snapshot on the 
master also names and stores it on the slave, and 
recalling this snapshot on the master also recalls it on 
the slave.

This data must be dumped and reloaded individually 
from each unit for further use.

Automation When automation is taking place, the 
master must receive external timecode (either LTC or 

MTTC). This timecode is passed through the cascade 
connection to synchronize the slave automation.

NOTE

The automation UNDO facility is local to one unit only 
and is not cascaded.

MIDI Control Change Each DM-24 in a cascade 
can be set to send and receive MIDI Control Change 
messages which can be used to control DAWs,. Since 
these can be set independently for each unit in the 
cascade, a very large number of MIDI controllers can 
be assigned and used when using two DM-24 units 
cascaded together.

Cascading and effects
When two units are cascaded, there are four internal 
effects units in total. These four effects are all avail-
able for assignment from any aux send on either unit.

For example, a reverb could be set up on aux 3, a 
chorus effect on aux 4, a delay on aux 5, and a phased 
on aux 6, across both units.

NOTE

Only the “local” effects can be used with inserts and 
assignable inserts on each unit.

See the separate effects documentation for further 
details of assigning effects.
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High sampling frequency considerations
NOTE

When cascading, all units must either be in high sam-
pling frequency mode or all units must be in normal 
sampling frequency mode.

Because of the reduced number of aux sends, the cas-
cade screen changes when the high-frequency mode 
is selected, as shown here:

TDIF-1 card

The optional TDIF-1 card provides an additional 
eight channels of I/O (four in high sampling fre-
quency mode).

As with the built-in TDIF-1 connectors, data can be 
accepted using 16, 20 or 24 bit word lengths to match 
the connected device. The card takes its values for 
these input parameters from the settings made in the 
MULTI I/O section of “The FORMAT screen” on 
page 28.

The output parameters cannot be changed (fixed at 
24-bit, with the emphasis status echoing that of the 
input).

ADAT card

The optional ADAT card provides an addition eight 
channels of digital audio I/O using a “lightpipe” 
TOSLINK fiber connection.

Any word sync connection from an ADAT connected 
via this card must be made through the on-board 
WORD SYNC connector, as the card is not fitted 
with a word sync input.

The clock can be set as in the same way as for the 
built-in ADAT connection (“CLOCK settings” on 
page 26).

All other parameters (word length and sampling fre-
quency) are determined by the ADAT device, and 
may not be set on this screen.

NOTE

This card cannot be used in high sampling frequency 
mode. A message is displayed in the appropriate part of 
the screen if the card is fitted and high sampling fre-
quency mode is selected.
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AES3 card

This card allows for the connection of up to four AES 
input and four output lines.

In normal sampling frequency mode, this provides 
eight audio channels in each direction, and in high 
sampling frequency mode, it provides four channels 
in each direction.

Input options
The inputs may be selected as return sources for 
channels (“Assigning inputs to channels” on page 40) 
and the outputs of the cards may be selected as either 
buss or aux send destinations (“Output assignments” 
on page 44).

The inputs may be set to be normal sampling fre-
quency (NORMAL), in normal sampling frequency 
mode. In dual sampling frequency mode, the choices 
are dual line (DUAL-WIRE) or high speed (HIGH-
SPEED)1.

The word length can be set to be 24 or 20 bits long.

The on-screen DETAIL button provides information on 
the signal currently being received if the cursor is 
moved to the button, and ENTER is pressed. 

This information includes: format, contents of the 
data, emphasis status, channel mode, sampling fre-
quency word length, etc. Dismiss the popup with the 
ENTER key.

The incoming format is automatically detected.

The MUTE DEFEAT checkbox allows overriding of the 
automatic mute function. This mute function is usu-
ally activated when data is received that does not 
conform completely to the AES audio standards. 
However, some units output audio data which is actu-
ally correct, but one or two bits in the audio cause it 
to be interpreted as invalid. If you are using one of 
these units as an input to the DM-24, you may check 
these boxes to allow the audio to be input to the DM-
24.

NOTE

These checkboxes should only be enabled if you are sat-
isfied that the device from which the data is being 
received actually is outputting the correct form of audio 
data.

Output options
In high sampling frequency mode, the options for the 
output format are DUAL-LINE or HIGH-SPEED, as for 
the input options.

In normal sampling frequency mode, only the 
NORMAL option is available.

If an attempt is made to select an inappropriate trans-
fer mode, a pop-up error message appears.

Note that unlike the inputs, the format must be 
selected for all outputs together. It is not possible to 
make independent settings for each output.

The word length (WORD) can be selected as 24-bit or 
20-bit).

Each of the outputs can be selected (normal sampling 
frequency) to transmit either SPDIF or AES/EBU. In 
high sampling frequency mode, only AES/EBU is 
meaningful.

In high-speed mode, only inputs 1 and 3 are used (2 
and 4 are unused).

When a DETAIL button is pressed, the details of the 
audio data currently being output are displayed in a 
popup button. 

Details include: format, contents, emphasis, SCMS 
status, category, generational status, and sampling 
frequency. Dismiss the popup with the ENTER key.

1. For definitions, see “Constraints on other 
devices” on page 142
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The NORMAL option is not available for either input 
or output in this mode.

AES/EBU is the only available output format.

AD/DA card

This card provides eight balanced channels of analog 
input and eight balanced channels of analog output, 
converted at up to 24-bit resolution (the resolution is 
displayed here, but cannot be changed).

The eight output tracks associated with this card can 
be selected (1-8, 9-16, 17-24).

Remember that if this card is selected for output from 
the eight busses, it can be used to drive a surround 
multi-speaker monitoring system.

Timecode display
The timecode display shows either the timecode or 
location point, as selected from the main unit LOCATE 
DISPLAY MODE option (“SETUP” on page 22).

The TC and LOCATE indicators light to show the 
current status of the timecode display, either time-
code or location point, respectively.

When the timecode from a connected MTR is locked, 
the LOCK indicator lights.
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19 – Specifications

This section provides technical information about the 
DM-24.

Analog audio I/O

All specifications are given with the factory reference 
level of –16dBFS.

MIC inputs (channels 1 through 16) Balanced XLR-type female connectorsa

Adjustable input level (–56 dBu (TRIM max) to –2dBu (TRIM min))
Input impedance 2.2kΩ

PHANTOM (+48V) +48V phantom power. Switchable in blocks of 4 channels 
(1–4, 5–8, 9–12, 13–16)

LINE IN (BAL) inputs (channels 1 through 16) Balanced 1/4” jacksb

Adjustable input level (–42dBu (TRIM max) to +12dBu (TRIM min))
Input impedance 10kΩ

INSERT connections (channels 1 through 16) 1/4” TRS jacksc

Send: nominal output level –2dBu, maximum output level +20dBu, impedance 
100Ω
Return: nominal input level –2dBu, headroom 16dB, impedance 10kΩ

ASSIGNABLE RETURNS (BAL) (1 through 4) Balanced 1/4” jacks
Nominal input level: –2dBu
Headroom: 16dB
Input impedance: 5kΩ

ASSIGNABLE SENDS (1 through 4) Quasi-balanced 1/4” jacks
Nominal output level: –2dBu
Maximum output level: +14dBu
Output impedance: 100Ω 

2 TR IN (L/R) 2 x RCA pin jacks
Nominal input level –10dBV
Headroom: 16dB
Input impedance: 10kΩ

STEREO OUTPUT (L/R) Balanced XLR-type male connectors
Nominal output level: +4dBu
Maximum output level: +20dBu
Output impedance: 100Ω

Stereo INSERT (L/R) 1/4” TRS jacks
Send: nominal output level –2dBu, maximum output level +14dBu, impedance 
100Ω
Return: nominal input level –2dBu, headroom 22dB, impedance 10 kΩ

MONITOR OUTPUTS (CR (BAL)) Balanced 1/4” jacks
Nominal output level: +4dBu
Maximum output level: +20dBu
Output impedance: 100Ω

MONITOR OUTPUTS (STUDIO) RCA pin jacks
Nominal output level –10dBV
Maximum output level: +6 dBV
Output impedance: 100Ω

PHONES 2 x 1/4” stereo jacks
120 mW + 120 mW totald

33Ω

a. all XLR-type connectors are wired 1=ground, 2=”hot”, 3=”cold”
b. all balanced 1/4” jacks are wired sleeve=ground, ring=cold, tip=hot
c. all TRS 1/4” jacks are wired sleeve=ground, ring=return, tip=send
d. Maximum 120mW + 120mW with both PHONES jacks driven at maximum
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Digital audio I/O

Miscellaneous I/O connections

DIGITAL INPUTS (1, 2) 2 x XLR-type female connectors (input impedance 110Ω)
2 x RCA pin jacks (input impedance 75Ω)
AES3-1992 or IEC60958 data format (automatically detected)
24-bit word length
Switchable sampling frequency conversion available

DIGITAL OUTPUTS (1, 2) 2 x XLR-type male connectors (output impedance 110Ω
2 x RCA pin jacks (output impedance 75Ω)
AES3-1992 or IEC60958 data format (software selectable)
24-bit word length

TDIF-1(1, 2, 3) 3 x 25-pin D-sub connectors (metric lock screws)
Conform to TDIF-1 standard 
24-bit word length

ADAT IN/OUT 2 x “Lightpipe” optical connectors 
Conform to ADAT OPTICAL specifications
24-bit word length

Sampling frequencies Internal 44.1kHz/48kHz, 88.2kHz/96kHz (high sampling frequencies)
External ±6.0% 

WORD SYNC IN BNC connector
Switchable 75Ω termination
TTL level

WORD SYNC OUT/THRU BNC connector
Switchable between through and output
TTL level

MIDI IN, OUT, THRU/MTC OUT 3 x 5-pin DIN connectors—conform to MIDI specifications 

TIME CODE IN RCA pin jack
Conforms to SMPTE specifications

DTRS REMOTE OUT 15-pin D-sub male (metric lock screws)
Conforms to DTRS SYNC standard

EXT SW 1/4” mono jack

TO METER 25-pin D-sub connector (non-metric lock screws) 
For use with the optional MU-24/DM

RS-422 (for Sony 9-pin) 9-pin female D-sub connector (non-metric lock screws) 
wired to RS-422 standards

GPI (for Machine start) 9-pin female D-sub connector (non-metric lock screws) wired for GPI control
Pin 1=GPI1, Pin 2=GPI2, Pin 3=GPI3, Pin 4=GPI4, Pin 5=GPI5, Pin 6=GPI6, 
Pin 7=GPI7, Pin 8=GPI8, Pin 9=ground
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Equalization

All filters are fitted with “gain flat” switches

System performance

Physical characteristics

EQ switch On/Off

HIGH filter Gain: ±18dB, 0.5dB resolution 
Frequency: 31Hz to 19kHz
Q: 0.27 to 8.65
Type: Hi-shelving, Peak, LPF

HI MID filter Gain: ±18dB, 0.5dB resolution
Frequency: 31Hz to 19kHz
Q: 0.27 to 8.65
Type: Peak, Notch

LO MID filter Gain: ±18dB, 0.5dB resolution
Frequency: 31Hz to 19kHz
Q: 0.27 to 8.65
Type: Peak, Notch

LOW filter Gain: ±18dB, 0.5dB resolution
Frequency: 31Hz to 19kHz
Q: 0.27 to 8.65
Type Low-shelving, Peak, HPF

THD (nominal level) 20Hz – 20kHz LINE IN to INSERT SEND
1kHz LINE IN to STEREO OUTPUT

< 0.1%
< 0.013%

Frequency response 
(nominal level)

+0.5dB/–1.5dB, MIC/LINE IN to INSERT SEND
+0.5dB/–1.0dB, LINE IN to STEREO OUTPUT
+0.5dB/–1.0dB, LINE IN to BUSS/AUX OUTPUT
+0.5dB/–1.5dB, 2TR IN to MONITOR OUTPUTS

20Hz – 25kHz
20Hz – 20kHz
20Hz – 20kHz
20Hz – 25kHz

Noise level (20Hz – 20kHz, 
TRIM:max, 150Ω, –60dB

MIC IN to INSERT SEND
MIC IN to STEREO OUTPUT (BAL)
MIC IN to STEREO OUTPUT (UNBAL)
MIC IN to BUSS/AUX OUTPUT
2TR IN to MONITOR OUTPUT

< –128dBu
< –68dBu
< –74dBu
< –74dBu
< –80dBu

Crosstalk @ 1kHz STEREO/BUSS/AUX OUTPUTS
MONITOR OUTPUTS

> 80dB
> 70dB

Displays Backlit 320 x 240 LCD with contrast control
2 x 12-segment LED meters

Faders 17 x 100mm stroke, motor-driven touch-sensitive faders
Maximum overall dimensions (w x d x h) including rest 582 x 657 x 198 (mm) 22.9 x 25.9 x 7.8 (in)
Weight 20.5kg (45.1lbs)
Voltage requirements 120VAC, 60Hz

230VAC, 50Hz
240VAC, 50Hz

Power consumption 82W
Peak inrush current 8A
Applicable electromagnetic environment E4
Supplied accessories Power cord, warranty card
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Dimensional drawing

Messages and troubleshooting

This provides a list of the messages that you may see 
on the DM-24, which provide information on the 
operation that you are performing.

Not all of these messages are error messages. 

“Information” messages, i.e. those which pop up 
briefly and provide information about a change in 
status, etc., are marked with a ● .

“Confirm” messages, where a response may be nec-
essary (usually confirm with the ENTER key or can-
cel with the cursor keys) are marked with a ✔.

Error messages demanding action other than a simple 
confirmation are shown with a (✖), but even these do 
not necessarily indicate an error. 
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Action Message Explanation

✔      Flash Write Count
EQ Library:   aaaa
Gate/Expand Library:   bbbb
Comp Library:  ccccc
Effect Library:  dddddd
Snapshot   Area 1:  eeee

Area 2:  fffff
Area 3:  gggg
Area 4:

     Press ENTER to continue.

The message displayed when the library flash memory usage is checked. The 
“aaaa” etc. values are replaced by real numbers (“FLASH Info.” on page 24).

✔      Copy OK?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when about to copy parameters in the UTILITY PARAM. COPY screen 
(“UTILITY copying” on page 64).

✖      Reboot after 
System Data All has been loaded.
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown after ALL System Data has been received (“Bulk transfer of data to the 
DM-24” on page 126).  The DM-24 should be rebooted. Turn down the volume 
of all other devices and press ENTER. 

✖     Can’t load data.
Unexpected data type.
    Load data type:
[DM-24 SNAPSHOT SNGL]
Press ENTER to continue.

Shown if the data type being loaded by MIDI Bulk Dump transfer does not 
match the expected type (“Bulk transfer of data to the DM-24” on page 126).
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✖ 95% of automation memory has been used.
Please back up automation data now.
Press ENTER to continue.

Shown if the automation memory area is too full for future use. Back up 
unwanted automation banks using MIDI Bulk Dump (“Bulk transfer of data from 
the DM-24” on page 125), and delete them.

● Already assigned. Shown when an attempt is made to add a device already in the Machine Con-
trol List to the list.

✔ Assignable send/return 1 is INSERT MODE
Press ENTER to continue.

An attempt has been made to assign a channel input from an assignable return 
which is currently assigned as an insert loop (“Assignable sends” on page 39).

✔ Automation Bank Memory is full.
Check the Bank memory.
Press ENTER to continue.

Shown if the automation memory area is full. Back up unwanted automation 
banks using MIDI Bulk Dump (“Bulk transfer of data from the DM-24” on 
page 125), and delete them.

✔ Automation Bank01 Recalled. Shown after recalling an automation memory bank.

● AUTOMATION Screen [Page: CONFIG Setup]
Individual module setup...
Individual parameter setup...

Shown when automation mode setup is turned off

✔ Aux1-2 to STEREO is assigned.
   Press ENTER to continue.

In the master buss assignment, this warning appears if an attempt is made to 
override an existing assignment (“AUX 1-2” on page 42).

● Can’t recall snapshot99.
   Different Fs mode.

An attempt has been made to recall a snapshot which was stored in a different 
sampling frequency mode from the current mode (“Library functions” on 
page 129).

✔ Can’t Select Normal
  Different Fs mode
Press ENTER key to continue.

An attempt has been made to select the normal transmission in high sampling 
frequency mode (must be “dual-line” or “high-speed”)—“High sampling fre-
quency” on page 142.

✔ Can’t select Normal
 Different Fs mode
Press ENTER to continue.

An attempt is made to select the normal format in high sampling frequency 
mode (“High sampling frequency” on page 142).

● Can’t store from Master Module.
 There are no EQ parameters.

An attempt has been made to store an EQ library entry from a master module 
(which cannot accept these parameters) (“Library functions” on page 129).

● Can’t recall to Stereo Module.
Comp is not inserted.

An attempt has been made to load compressor settings from the library to a 
master module where a compressor has not been inserted (“Library functions” 
on page 129).

● Can’t store from Stereo Module.
Comp is not inserted.

An attempt has been made to store compressor settings to the library from a 
master module where a compressor has not been inserted (“Library functions” 
on page 129).

● Can’t store from Chxx
GATE/EXP is not inserted.

An attempt has been made to store gate/expander settings to the library from a 
module where a gate or expander has not been inserted (“Library functions” on 
page 129).

✔ Can’t use RS-422 port.
Serial Out: MTC OUT
Setup with MIDI/MC[SETUP]
Press ENTER to continue.

The serial port has already been assigned to use MIDI Timecode, and therefore 
cannot be used for control (“Serial output” on page 114).

✖ Can’t Load MIDI Sys Ex data.
SysEx filter is set in MIDI/MC
[SETUP] screen]
Press ENTER to continue.

Shown if a MIDI filter has been set up preventing MIDI System Exclusive recep-
tion (“MIDI filtering” on page 114) and an attempt is made to load data.

● Can’t recall Master Module.
There are no EQ parameters.

An attempt has been made to recall an EQ library entry to a master module 
(which cannot accept these parameters) (“Library functions” on page 129).

Action Message Explanation
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✖ Can’t do MIDI Bulk Load
with timecode running

Shown if an attempt is made to load Bulk Data with timecode running (“Bulk 
transfer of data to the DM-24” on page 126)

✔ Can’t assign fader grouping layer. Shown when an invalid fader grouping is attempted (“Grouping layers” on 
page 73).

✔ Can’t assign mute grouping layer. Shown when an invalid mute grouping is attempted (“Grouping layers” on 
page 73).

✔ Can’t Dump MIDI Sys Ex data.
SysEx filter is set in MIDI/MC
[SETUP] screen]
Press ENTER to continue.

Shown if a MIDI filter has been set up preventing MIDI System Exclusive trans-
mission (“MIDI filtering” on page 114) and an attempt is made to dump data.

● Can’t Recall COMP Libraryxxx. The compressor library entry xxx cannot be recalled as it does not exist (no 
data has been written to that library entry) — “Library functions” on page 129

● Can’t Recall Effect U1-xxx. The user effect 1 library entry xxx cannot be recalled as it does not exist (no 
data has been written to that library entry) — “Library functions” on page 129

● Can’t Recall EQ Libraryxxx The EQ library entry xxx cannot be recalled as it does not exist (no data has 
been written to that library entry)—“Library functions” on page 129

● Can’t recall GATE/EXP Libraryxxx. The gate/expander library entry xxx cannot be recalled as it does not exist (no 
data has been written to that library entry (“Library functions” on page 129)

● Can’t recall Snapshotxxx. The snapshot xxx cannot be recalled as it does not exist (no data has been writ-
ten to that library entry)

● Can’t recall to Chxx.
GATE/EXP is not inserted.

An attempt has been made to load gate/expander settings from the library to a 
module where a gate or expander has not been inserted (“Library functions” on 
page 129).

✔ Can’t select dual-line
   Different Fs mode
Press ENTER key to continue.

An attempt has been made to select dual-line transmission in normal sampling 
frequency mode (must be “normal”)— “High sampling frequency” on page 142.

✔ Can’t select dual-line
 Different Fs mode
Press ENTER to continue.

An attempt is made to select the dual-line format in normal sampling frequency 
mode (“High sampling frequency” on page 142).

● Can’t STORE Automation Bank01. Shown if there is a problem overwriting a protected memory bank (automation)

✖ Cascade connection broken!
Press ENTER to continue.

Shown on cascade master when an existing cascade connection has become 
disconnected or is otherwise inoperative (“Cascade card” on page 184).

✔ Ch parameters Setup?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when a global screen has been used to make changes to a range of 
channels at one time (for instance aux sends, digital delay, etc.), (“Module oper-
ations” on page 51.) 

● CH x is already inserted. An attempt has been made to assign a second insert loop to a channel which 
has already had an insert loop assigned to it (“Assignable returns” on page 38).

✔ Clear all fader grouping layers ?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when the on-screen CLEAR button has been pressed to clear all fader 
groups (“Grouping layers” on page 73).

✔ Clear all muting grouping layers ?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when the on-screen CLEAR button has been pressed to clear all mute 
groups (“Grouping” on page 71).

✔ Clear Current Automation Event Data?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown in automation, when the current data is to be cleared (using soft key 2)

Action Message Explanation
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✔ Clear all current automation data?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when attempting to clear all current automation memory.

✔ Clear this fader grouping?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when the SEL key of a group master is pressed. Pressing ENTER will 
clear the group (“Grouping” on page 71).

✔ Clear this fader grouping?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when an assigned fader grouping master group’s SEL key is pressed 
(“Grouping layers” on page 73). ENTER will clear the group.

✔ Clear this mute grouping?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when the SEL key of a group master is pressed. Pressing ENTER will 
clear the group (“Grouping” on page 71).

✔ Clear this mute grouping?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when an assigned mute grouping master group’s SEL key is pressed 
(“Grouping layers” on page 73). ENTER will clear the group

✔ Clock check Results
Current Fs: 48kHz
Sources

Word      :  44.1kHz  0.0%
Digi In 1 :  Out of Range
Digi In 2 :  Unuseable
TDIF1   :  44.1kHz  0.0%
TDIF2  :  44.1kHz  0.0%
TDIF3 :  Unuseable
Slot1  :  48kHz + 1.0%
Slot2   :  Unuseable

Press ENTER to continue.

A sample popup shown when a clock check is performed (“CLOCK settings” on 
page 26).

● COMP Libraryxxx Recalled
            to CHy.

The compressor library entry xxx has been successfully recalled, and the set-
tings applied to channel y — “Library functions” on page 129

● COMP Libraryxxx is Read Only! An attempt is being made to overwrite a read-only compressor library entry 
(“Library functions” on page 129).

✔ Confirm LIST Auto Detect?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when the on-screen LIST AUTO DETECT button is pressed (“Auto-
detection of devices” on page 111).

✔ Confirm TRA Auto Detect?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a curser key to cancel.

Shown when the on-screen button is pressed to start an automatic search for 
transport control devices (“Auto-detection of devices” on page 111).

✔ Copy Ch Fader level->Aux level?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

From the global aux screens, the channel fader levels are being copied to the 
specified aux level (“Aux sends (global)” on page 57).

● Copy from Ch2 Automation config. Shown in automation setup parameter copy operations

✖ Data Load Error.
(sequence or checksum)
MIDI Bulk Load canceled.
Press ENTER to continue.

Shown if the Bulk Data sent to the DM-24 is corrupt or cannot otherwise be 
received successfully (“Bulk transfer of data to the DM-24” on page 126).

✔ Delete Automation Bank01?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when requesting the deletion of an automation memory bank.

✖ Device is not active. Shown if a device has been selected in the Machine Control List (“Selecting 
devices for control” on page 110), but is not switched on or connected or is oth-
erwise unavailable.

Action Message Explanation
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✖ Digital input X: Fs convert On
Can’t select Master Clock.
Press ENTER to continue.

An attempt has been made to use a digital input as a word sync clock source, 
but the sampling frequency conversion is turned on, preventing this input from 
being used as a clock source (“CLOCK settings” on page 26).

✔ DIGITAL INPUT1(XLR) set to master clock
Press ENTER to continue.

Warning message sent when Digital input is set as master clock and then un-
assigned.

✖ Digital INx is not audio data.
Press ENTER to continue.

The data received at digital input x is not being read as valid audio data by the 
DM-24. Check the source (“CLOCK settings” on page 26).

● Effect P1-000 is Read Only! An attempt is being made to overwrite a read-only effector library entry (“Library 
functions” on page 129).

● Effect P1-xxx Recalled. The preset library entry xxx for effect 1 has been successfully recalled (“Library 
functions” on page 129)

● EQ Libraryxxx is Read Only! An attempt is being made to overwrite a read-only EQ library entry (“Library 
functions” on page 129).

● EQ Libraryxxx Recalled
           to CHy

The EQ library entry xxx has been successfully recalled, and the settings 
applied to channel y (“Library functions” on page 129)

✔ External Control List Full.
Press ENTER to continue.

Shown when the external control list is full (limit of eight devices). See “External 
control” on page 117

✖ Flash Memory [Snapshot Area 0]
  has been written 99950 times.
Please contact TASCAM service.
   Press ENTER to continue.

The flash memory specified here has been used the number of times specified. 
Although you can continue to use the unit safely for some time to come, we rec-
ommend that you consult your TASCAM service center for advice (“FLASH 
Info.” on page 24).

✔ Flash Write Count
Automation Area 1:   aaaa

Area 2:   bbbb
Area 3:   cccc
Area 4:   dddd
Area 5:   eeee
Area 6:   ffff
Area 7:  gggg
Area 8:   hhhh

Press ENTER to continue.

The message displayed when the automation flash memory usage is checked. 
The “aaaa” etc. values are replaced by real numbers (“FLASH Info.” on 
page 24).

✔ Found cascade slave 
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Popup message shown when cascade slave unit exists (“Cascade card” on 
page 184).

● GATE/EXP Libraryxxx Recalled
                   to CHy.

The gate/expander library entry xxx has been successfully recalled, and the 
settings applied to channel y (“Library functions” on page 129)

● GATE/EXP Libraryxxx is Read Only! An attempt is being made to overwrite a read-only gate/expander library entry 
(“Library functions” on page 129).

✔ Group x is empty. An attempt has been made to assign an empty group (x) to a grouping layer 
(“Grouping layers” on page 73).

✔ Grouping link(Fader—>Mute)
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when the on-screen LINK button has been pressed to link mute and 
fader groups (“Grouping” on page 71).

✔ Grouping link(Mute—>Fader)
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when the on-screen LINK button has been pressed to link mute and 
fader groups (“Grouping” on page 71). 

✖ Hi-sampling mode not supported.
Press ENTER to continue.

The high sampling frequency mode is not supported (by another device in the 
system of which the DM-24 is aware). Reset the DM-24 to normal sampling fre-
quency mode.

Action Message Explanation
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● LOCATE TIME 0
00 : 00 : 00.00 ABS

The popup that appears when a location memory is selected (“Location memo-
ries” on page 115).

✔ Machine Control List Full
Press ENTER to continue.

No more than 16 devices can be input in the Machine Control List (“Selecting 
devices for control” on page 110).

✖ Master clock has gone out of range.
        Console muted.
Press ENTER to continue.

The master clock frequency has gone outside permissible limits or is not 
present  (±6.0% of the nominal frequency). The DM-24 output is muted 
(“CLOCK settings” on page 26).

✔ MC Transport Maps
0 : DA98          ID=01
1 : DA88          ID=02
2 : DA38          ID=03
3 : MMC Open      ID=120
4 : MTC Generate
5 : ADAT          ID=01
6 :     None
7 :     None
8 :     None
9 :     None
Press ENTER to continue.

A sample transport map popup (“Viewing the transport mappings” on 
page 113).

✖ MIDI Active Sensing
has been disconnected
Press ENTER to continue.

Active Sensing has been turned on (“MIDI OUT Active Sensing” on page 114), 
and the remote device is now disconnected.

✔ MIDI BULK Dump in progress_
Done!

Shown after a MIDI Bulk Dump has been successfully completed (“Bulk transfer 
of data from the DM-24” on page 125).

✔ MIDI BULK Dump in progress _
Press a cursor key to cancel.

A MIDI Bulk Dump is taking place, and can be cancelled with a cursor key 
(“Bulk transfer of data from the DM-24” on page 125)’

✔ MIDI Bulk Load in progress_
[DM-24 SNAPSHOT ALL]
Press a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when Bulk data is being transferred to the DM-24 (“Bulk transfer of data 
to the DM-24” on page 126). The type of data is shown on the second line.

✔ MIDI Bulk Load Ready _
Press a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when about to start a bulk load (“Bulk transfer of data to the DM-24” on 
page 126).

✔ MIDI Bulk Load completed _
Press a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when MIDI Bulk data has been received successfully by the DM-24 
(“Bulk transfer of data to the DM-24” on page 126). 

✔ MIDI Ch1 [control No.1] is 
already assigned.
Press ENTER to continue.

Shown if a conflict occurs in assigning channels and controls (“Control Change 
messages to and from the DM-24” on page 126).

✔ MIDI Ch1 is already assigned.
Press ENTER to continue.

Shown when a MIDI channel has already been assigned for Program Change, 
etc. (“Program Change channels” on page 113)

✖ MIDI System Reset
Received, Reboot Mixer?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

A Reset Message has been received (“RESET (ffh)” on page 114) from a 
remote MIDI device.

✔ Mixer will mute while checking 
OK to continue?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

While the DM-24 is changing between normal and high sampling frequency 
modes, it will mute. This is shown just before the mute operation (“High sam-
pling frequency” on page 27).

✔ No card in SLOT1.
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

An attempt is made to assign a return from a non-existent slot card (“Card slots” 
on page 38).

✔ No cascade slave
Press ENTER to continue.

Popup message shown when cascade slave unit cannot be located (“Cascade 
card” on page 184).

Action Message Explanation
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✔ OK to overwrite Automation Bank01?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when requesting the storage of automation data to a bank already con-
taining data.

✔ OK to Overwrite COMP Library024
            from CH2?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Data already exists in compressor library entry xxx as an attempt is made to 
store the EQ data from channel y (“Library functions” on page 129).

✔ OK to Overwrite Effect U1-xxx?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Data already exists in user effect 1 library entry xxx as an attempt is made to 
store the current effector data (“Library functions” on page 129).

✔ OK to Overwrite EQ Libraryxxx
            from CHy?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Data already exists in EQ library entry xxx as an attempt is made to store the 
EQ data from channel y (“Library functions” on page 129.).

✔ OK to Overwrite GATE/EXPAND Libraryxxx
            from CHy?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel. 

Data already exists in gate/expander library entry xxx as an attempt is made to 
store the EQ data from channel y (“Library functions” on page 129).

✔ OK to Overwrite Snapshot?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel. 

Data already exists in the snapshot library entry to which an attempt is being 
made to store the data (“Library functions” on page 129).

✔ OK to overwrite Transport Map?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when the transport control mapping is to be overwritten (“Machine Con-
trol mapping memories” on page 112).

✔ OK to assign STEREO to Aux1-2?
Press ENTER to confirm. 
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when assigning a link of stereo to Aux 1-2 to overwrite a setting of Aux 
1-2 to Stereo (“AUX 1-2” on page 42) (“Library functions” on page 129).

✔ OK to assign Aux1-2 to STEREO
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when assigning a link of Aux 1-2 to stereo to overwrite a setting of Ste-
reo to Aux 1-2 link (“AUX 1-2” on page 42).

● Panel keys [REHEARSE/WRITE/TRIM] Shown in automation mode setup

✔ Paste Buffer data to Ch2?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when pasting automation setup parameter data to another channel.

● Paste Ch2 Automation config. Shown in automation setup parameter copy operations

✔ Re-assign fader (cut) group?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when a fader group is to be reassigned (“Grouping” on page 71).

✔ Re-assign fader grouping?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when changing a group slave to be the master of another group 
(“Grouping layers” on page 73).

✔ Re-assign fader grouping layer?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when re-assigning an assigned group to another grouping layer 
(“Grouping layers” on page 73).

✔ Re-assign mute grouping layer?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when re-assigning an assigned group to another grouping layer 
(“Grouping layers” on page 73).

✔ Re-assign mute grouping?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when changing a group slave to be the master of another group 
(“Grouping layers” on page 73).

✔ Re-assign mute group?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when a mute group is to be reassigned (“Grouping” on page 71).

Action Message Explanation
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✔ Recall Automation Bank01?
Current data will be erased.
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when requesting the recall of an automation memory bank.

✔ Return x is input into Chyy
Press ENTER to continue.

An attempt has been made to assign a return to a channel, when it has already 
been assigned to a channel (“Assignable sends” on page 39).

● Scanning for cascade slave... Displayed by cascade master when scanning for slave (“Cascade card” on 
page 184).

✔ Signal Info: ADAT
ADAT clock: Internal
Press ENTER to continue.

Sample popup clock information screen for ADAT device (“CLOCK settings” on 
page 26).

✔ Signal Info: Digital in1
Format: AES/EBU
Contents: Audio
Emphasis: No enable
Channel Mode: Two channel
Fs: 44.1kHz
Word Length: 24bit
Press ENTER to continue.

Sample information popup about the Digital input data (“CLOCK settings” on 
page 26).

✔ Signal Info: Digital in1
Format: AES/EBU
Contents: Audio
Emphasis: None 
Channel Mode: Two channel
Fs: 44.1kHz
Word Length: 24bit
Press ENTER to continue.

Sample popup information screen for AES/EBU data received at a DIGITAL IN 
(“CLOCK settings” on page 26).

✔ Signal Info: Digital in1
Format: SPDIF
Contents: Audio
Emphasis: None 
SCMS: on
Category: Mixer
Generation: Home Copy
Fs: 44.1kHz
Word Length: 20bit

Press ENTER to continue.

Sample popup information screen for SPDIF data received at a DIGITAL IN 
((“CLOCK settings” on page 26).

✔ Signal Info: Digital out 1
Format: SPDIF
Contents: Audio
Emphasis: None
SCMS: off
Category: General
Fs: 44.1kHz
Word Length:  24bit
Press ENTER to continue.

Sample information about the data transmitted from a digital output (“CLOCK 
settings” on page 26).

✔ Signal Info: Digital out 1
Format: SPDIF
Contents: Audio
Emphasis: None
SCMS: off
Category: General
Fs: 44.1kHz
Word Length: 24bit
Press ENTER to continue.

Sample popup information screen for SPDIF data transmitted from a DIGITAL 
OUT (“CLOCK settings” on page 26).

Action Message Explanation
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✔ Signal Info: Digital out1
Format: AES/EBU
Contents: Audio
Emphasis: None 
Channel Mode: Two channel
Fs: 44.1kHz
Word Length: 24bit
Press ENTER to continue.

Sample popup information screen for AES/EBU data transmitted from a DIGI-
TAL OUT (“CLOCK settings” on page 26).

✔ Signal Info: INTERNAL
     Fs: xxxxkHz
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

The information screen given when the master clock is selected (“CLOCK set-
tings” on page 26).

✔ Signal Info: Slot1 AES3 Card 
input 1
Format: AES/EBU
Contents: Audio
Emphasis: None
Channel Mode: Two Channel
Fs: 44.1kHz
Word Length: 24bit
Press ENTER to continue.

Sample popup information for optional AES slot card input (“CLOCK settings” 
on page 26).

✔ Signal Info: Slot1 AES3 Card Output1
Format: SPDIF
Contents: Audio
Emphasis: None
SCMS: off
Category: General
Fs: 44.1kHz
Word Length: 24bit
Press ENTER to continue.

Sample popup information for optional AES slot card output (“CLOCK settings” 
on page 26).

✔ Signal Info: Slot1
Option: AES3 Card
Press ENTER to continue

Sample popup clock information screen for device connected to optional AES3 
slot card (“CLOCK settings” on page 26).

✔ Signal Info: TDIF1
Input
Tx/Rx mode: Dual-line
Fs: 192kHz
Word Length: 24bit
Emphasis: None
Output
Tx/Rx mode: Normal
Fs: 44.1kHz
Word Length: 24bit
Emphasis: No
Press ENTER to continue.

Sample popup information screen for TDIF audio data received by and trans-
mitted from a TDIF connector (“CLOCK settings” on page 26).

✔ Signal Info: TDIF1
Input
Tx/Rx mode: Dual-line
Fs: 192kHz
Word Length: 24bit
Emphasis: None
Output
Tx/Rx mode: Normal
Fs: 4401kHz
Word Length: 24bit
Emphasis: No
Press ENTER to continue.

Sample popup information (details of a TDIF connection)—“CLOCK settings” 
on page 26.

✔ Signal Info: WORD
        No signal
Press ENTER to continue.

The screen given when the clock signal from the source selected is not present 
(“CLOCK settings” on page 26).

Action Message Explanation
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✔ Signal Info: Word
New clock source is out of range,
Master clock is unchanged.
Press ENTER to continue.

An attempt has been made to select a new clock source, which is out of range 
(“CLOCK settings” on page 26).

✖ SLOT1 Card is Unknown
Check Card Type
Press ENTER key to continue.

The DM-24 cannot recognize the card fitted in the optional slot. Check the card 
and its installation in the DM-24. Contact your TASCAM dealer for assistance if 
necessary.

● Snapshot000 is Read Only! An attempt is being made to overwrite a read-only snapshot library entry 
(“Library functions” on page 129).

● Snapshotxxx Recalled. Snapshot xxx has been successfully recalled from the library (“Library func-
tions” on page 129). 

✖ Source Fs unlocked.
Press ENTER to continue.

The sampling frequency of the clock source is no longer valid. Reconnect if 
necessary, and recheck the source (“CLOCK settings” on page 26).

✔ ST LINK ON(CH EVEN—>ODD)
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when the SEL keys are used to link two channels (“Linking and unlinking 
modules” on page 62).

✔ ST LINK ON(CH ODD—>EVEN)
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when the SEL keys are used to link two channels (“Linking and unlinking 
modules” on page 62).

✔ ST LINK ON(CH xx—>yy)
             and
Re-assign fader (cut) grouping?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when SEL keys are used to link two channels and the stereo link will 
cause a current group assignment to change (“Linking and unlinking modules” 
on page 62).

✔ ST LINK OFF(CH ODD—>EVEN)
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when SEL keys are used to break a channel link.(“Linking and unlinking 
modules” on page 62).

● STEREO L-R is already inserted. An attempt has been made to assign a second insert loop to the stereo buss 
when an insert loop has already been assigned to it (“Master settings” on 
page 42.

✔ STEREO to Aux1-2 is assigned.
   Press ENTER to continue.

In the master buss assignment, this warning appears if an attempt is made to 
override an existing assignment (“AUX 1-2” on page 42).

● Store to Automation Bank01. Shown when storing automation data.

● Stored to COMP Libraryxxx
              from CHy.

The compressor settings from channel y are now stored in EQ library entry xxx 
(“Library functions” on page 129).

● Stored to Effect Libraryxxx. The effector settings are now stored in library entry xxx (“Library functions” on 
page 129).

● Stored to EQ Libraryxxx
             from CHy.

The EQ settings from channel y are now stored in EQ library entry xxx (“Library 
functions” on page 129).

● Stored to GATE/EXPAND Libraryxxx
              from CHy.

The gate/expander settings from channel y are now stored in EQ library entry 
xxx (“Library functions” on page 129).

● Stored to Snapshotxxx. The snapshot settings have been successfully stored to snapshot library entry 
xxx (“Library functions” on page 129).

✔ SYSTEM update Ready _
Press a cursor key to cancel.

The system software is ready to be upgraded. Cancel the operation by pressing 
any of the cursor keys.

● There is no current data. Shown as a warning that there is no current data to be manipulated (automa-
tion)

Action Message Explanation
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✔ There are no copy parameters
Press ENTER to continue.

Shown when an attempt is made to copy parameters in the UTILITY PARAM. 
COPY screen (“UTILITY copying” on page 64) but no parameters have been 
set.

✔ Unmatched Fs.
Do not show this message in the future?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when the stored sampling frequency does not match the current sam-
pling frequency (automation data recall)

✔ Unmatched timecode.
Do not show this message in the future?
Press ENTER to confirm,
or a cursor key to cancel.

Shown when the stored timecode type does not match the current timecode 
type (automation data recall)

✔ Version information.
Console

Main :  1.00
Panel :  1.00
Remote :  1.00
Download:  1.00

Effecter:  
TC Works:  1.00
Antares :  1.00
TASCAM:  1.00

 Press ENTER to continue.

Popup shown when version number request is made (“Version Info.” on 
page 24).

Action Message Explanation
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Block diagram (normal sampling frequency)
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Block diagram (high sampling frequency)
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Level diagram
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A
accelerating the PODs 15
AD/DA card 188
ADAT 27, 36, 36, 38, 39, 44, 49, 183, 186
ADAT connections 27, 38–39, 49, 186
AES/EBU 28, 37, 41, 49, 142, 143, 183, 187

as word sync source 27
AES3 card 27, 187
AFL 25, 77, 77
ALL INPUT and AUTO MON 117
ALL INPUT key 35
ALL SAFE key 35, 112
analog connections 46
analog input levels 23, 31
analog inputs 31, 31, 143, 188, 189
analog monitoring 47
analog outputs 31, 188, 189
analog performance 191
ASSIGN keys 32
assignable insert position (ASSIGN INSERT) 60
assignable insert switch (ASSIGN INS SW) 60
assignable inserts 53
assignable returns 32, 38, 45
assignable sends 32, 39, 45
Assigning 67
assigning

channels to busses 32
inputs to channels 40
modules 138
processors to master channels 67

assignment 32, 42
busses in snapshot 00 133
busses in surround mode 138
modules in surround mode 138

attack time 68–69
AUTO CONFIG (screen) 161
AUTO FILES (screen) 160
AUTO MAIN (screen) 157
auto make-up (dynamics processors) 69
AUTO MON 35
AUTO PUNCH IN/OUT 35
auto punch operations 117
auto revert 170, 174
auto-detect (machine control) 111
auto-detection of devices 111
automation 17, 20, 23, 24, 32, 33, 35, 36, 53, 81, 149

auto revert 170, 174
control keys and indicators 36
CONTROL SENSE TIME OUT 169
controls 150
data 125, 129
enabling 152
fader OFF 24
groups 181
initial status 178
keys 20
library recall 180

memory 24, 25
mix file management 182
modes 155
rehearse 157
revert time 162, 169, 173
safe mode 156
static mode 156
timecodep 152
trim mode 156
trim to end 176
trimming existing mix moves 154, 173
write mode 155
write to end 167, 172
writing mix moves 162
writing POD moves 154
writing switch events 169

automation screens 152
AUTOMATION UNDO key 33
aux 1 and 2 source (AUX 1-2 SOURCE) 60
aux sends 17, 19, 57, 145

in snapshot 00 132
aux sends (global) 57

B
balance

level CENTER
0dB 23

stereo linked pair 54
battery check 24
bulk dumps 125
bulk transfer of data from the DM-24 125
bulk transfer of data to the DM-24 126
busses 32, 42, 44, 47, 76, 79

surround mode 137, 138

C
card slots 38
cascade 184
cascade card 184
cascade master 27
channel faders 81
channel LED Indicators

automation 161
channel source (CH SOURCE) 60
channel stereo linking 145
channels 62, 143
channel-to-buss assignments

by channel 43
global 42

chase 111
clock 119
clock settings 26
clock source 32, 37, 48, 142, 183
clock sources

checking 27
common controls and displays 53
compression insert (COMP INSERT) 60
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compressor 43, 45, 52, 55, 60, 65, 66, 66, 68, 69, 70, 79,
134
insert point 52
switch (COMP SW) 60

contrast
display 33

control room monitoring 75
control room outputs 75
control room signal selection 75
copying mute settings to faders 72
CR volume control 34
cueing mode 115
cursor follows EQ Band Key (preference) 24
cursor keys 33

D
DA-38 122
DA-78HR 120
DA-78HR mixer 120
DA-88 122
DA-98 121
DA-98HR 119
DA-98HR mixer 120
dial 33
digital audio I/O 190
digital connections 48
digital delay

time 60
units 61

digital input format 28
digital input parameters 28
digital inputs 37, 37, 37, 38, 38, 41, 41
digital inputs and outputs 49
digital outputs 28, 28, 37, 37, 37, 44, 187

word length 28
digital trim and delay (global) 61
digital trim control 53
dimming

key and indicator 34
talkback 78

direct outputs 39, 42
display contrast 33
dither 119
DTRS control 110, 112, 115, 117, 118
DTRS recorder 25, 37, 111, 112, 118

ABS time 116
CHASE 111
connections 48
ejecting tapes 112
machine control 110, 118
punch operations 35, 117
word sync 27

DTRS REMOTE CONTROL 37
dual-wire (definition) 143
dynamics

channels 17–32 66
input channels 1–16 65
master channels 67

dynamics controls 52
dynamics diagram 68
dynamics meter 52
dynamics processor 52, 55, 65

library entries 134, 146
dynamics processors

trigger source 66
dynamics screen 55

E
editing mappings 113
editing values 16
effect loop 45, 47
effect processors 22, 24

library entries 133
effect returns 78
effect sends 20, 39, 44, 49, 57, 59, 64, 75, 79, 145
effects 86

1-2 series 85
balance controls 99
changing parameters 86
general parameters 97, 99
library entries 87
mono and stereo inputs 83
parameters 105
patching 82
preset settings 106
send sources 84
storing settings 87
using as inserts 88–89

encoders 17, 32
as aux send controls 19
as EQ frequency controls 18
as EQ gain controls 18
as pan controls 19
as Q controls 18
function select key and indicators 32
operation mode 22

ENTER key 34
entering numbers 33
EQ 56

buss assignments 53
in snapshot 00 132
library 57

equalization 17, 18, 24, 32, 43, 52, 53, 54, 56, 135, 136
equalizer keys 32
expander 55, 68
EXT CLOCK indicator 32
external control 117
external dynamics processors and effectors 47

F
fader auto select 23
fader control 58, 61–62
fader groups 24, 72, 146

in snapshot 00 133
fader layers 14, 16, 20, 20, 23, 24, 35, 35, 42, 80, 143
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fader level 81
fader position 53, 81
fader sensitivity 23
fader setup 81
Fader->Meter Follow (option) 24
faders 150

as controls 16
changing values with the faders 16
in snapshot 00 132
in surround mode 138

5.1 surround 137
FLASH Info. 24
frame resolution 114
frame resolution display 114
frequency range (EQ) 56
Fs

indicators 32
see also “sampling frequency”
status 27

G
Gain (EQ) 56
ganging EQ 54
gate 55, 65, 68

attack time 68
decay time 68
hold time 68
switch 60

gate/expander 22, 43, 52, 52, 55, 60, 65, 66, 68, 68, 70,
134

general MIDI parameters 114
global digital delay 61
global digital trim 61
global pan 54
global screens 14
GPI 37
grouping 71, 132, 146
grouping layers 71, 73, 74, 181
groups

automation 181

H
headphones 32, 34
high sampling frequency 27, 27, 28, 142, 144, 186, 186,

187
high-speed (definition) 143
hysteresis (gate) 68

I
I/O assignment 38, 52, 144
I/O connections 190
initial status (automation) 178
Inplace solo 77
inplace solo 25, 77, 78

defeat 25, 78

INPUT 35
input channels 10
input monitor 119
input options 187
input phase

phase 53, 60
input sources 40
input/return assignments 53
inputs and returns 38, 39, 40, 60
insert 31, 31, 32, 39, 45, 47, 52, 53, 60, 66

STEREO OUTPUT 31
insert point 66–67
inserted effects 88–89
interface cards 27
internal effectors 38

J
JOG/DATA dial 33

L
LAYER STATUS keys 35
LCD display

display 33
libraries 146

automating recall 180
automation with dynamic mix moves 180
effects 87

library
direct key operation 22
undo/redo 131

LIBRARY + and – (BANK) 32
library banks

dynamics processors 134
EQ 135
snapshots 132

library entries 20, 32, 38, 69, 125, 131, 131, 146
protecting snapshot settings 132

library functions 22, 32, 38, 55, 57, 65, 66, 114, 129, 131
library memory 24
library section 32
lineup oscillator 79
linked aux sends 58
linked channels 23, 63
linked dynamics processors 66
linked modules 62
linking and unlinking modules 62
locate display mode 22
locate keys and indicators 33
locate preroll 115
location

manual 117
manual location points 117

location memories 22, 115, 116
location to a location memory 116
LTC (timecode) 151
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M
machine control

deleting devices from the list 111
keys 20
location 110
mapping memories 112
parameters 113

managing library entries 129
“master” settings 66
master compressors 45
master meters 80
master modules 62
master settings 42
mastering machine 47
meter and fader setup 81
meter unit 50
metering 79
meters 34, 79

ballistics 81
MIC/LINE connections 46
microphone modeler 91–94

microphone parameters 93
preserve source settings 93

MIDI
active sensing 114
bulk data transfer 125, 126
connections 50
control 110, 111, 118
Control Change 126, 127
Control Change messages 126
controllers 123
device enquiry message 111
faders 123
filtering 114
implementation chart 128
machine control 110
merge 37
MTC 37
Program Change 113
RESET (ffh) 114
settings 33
software updates 126
terminals IN, OUT and THRU 37
timecode 26, 110, 111, 114, 114

MIDI IN MTC 26
mMicrophone modeler 92
MODE SELECT (solo) 24, 77
MODULE key 32
module operations 51
module parameters 43
module screens 14
monitor outputs 31
monitor outputs (CR (BAL)) 31
monitoring 75, 137, 145, 145

assignments 75
monitor selection keys 34

mono 63
surround patterns 137

MTC
see “MIDI timecode”

MTC (timecode) 151
mute and fader groups 53
mute group 24, 78
mute groups 71

copying to fader groups 73
MUTE keys 35

N
naming 131
normalization 53
number and predefined function keys 33

O
OL/STATUS indicators 22, 35
OPTION screen 22
oscillator 79
out of range clock signals 28
output assignments 44, 44
output busses 10, 39

in surround modes 137
output gain 69
output options 187
output signals 39

P
P2 connections 50
pan 63

in snapshot 00 132
in surround modes 139

pan control 53
surround 139

patching and setting up effects 82
patching between input and return 39
PFL 25, 77, 77, 78
phantom power 31, 31
phase switch 53, 60, 63
PHONES 32, 34
PODs 15, 33

acceleration 15
power switch 37
pptions 183
pre/post settings 58
preferences 23
preset effect settings 106
preset library entries 69

compressors 134
EQ 136
gates 135

preset reverb settings 101
Program Change channels 113
Program Change values 114
punch keys and indicators 35
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R
repeat play (machine control) 117
return modules 41
return source 26, 41, 60, 187
reverb

decay characteristics 100
high-cut filter 100
pre-delay settings 101
preset settings 101
space editor 100

rotary encoders (ring LEDs) 17, 32
RS-422 37

timecode 25

S
sampling frequency 27, 28
sampling frequency conversion 27, 28, 32, 41, 49
2ND F. (MOVE) key 32
SEL keys 35, 51
selecting a buss pattern 138
selecting a gate or an expander 65
selecting a surround mode 137
selecting devices for control 110
selecting modules 51
selecting the control type for the devices 111
selecting the location point display 115
serial output 114
setting and editing titles 131
SHIFT key and indicator 33
signal sources 38
slate 34
slate settings 79
slot cards 29, 39
SMPTE/EBU timecode connections 50
soft keys 17, 33

library 66
pull-up menus 17

solo 24, 77, 78
mode select 24, 77
outputs 25
SOLO control and indicator 34
SOLO key 35
SOLO level 78
SOLO LINK 24, 77
SOLO TYPE 25, 77

SPDIF 28, 38, 41, 49, 75
speaker modeler 97–98
STEREO fader 35
stereo linking

in snapshot 00 133
stereo linking (global) 63
stereo master outputs 39
stereo out

setup 28
stereo outputs 31, 47
STORE key 33

storing a location memory “on the fly” 116
studio monitoring 76
studio monitoring volume 77
sub channel (surround) 137
subwoofer ("boom") 140
surround

in snapshot 00 132
panning 139
sub channel 137

surround assignments 138
surround modes 137
surround operations 137
synchronization and control connections 49
system display 22
system-wide options 22

T
talkback 78

microphone 34
T/B volume control 34

TC generator 119
TC IN 25
TC REC 119
TDIF 27, 28, 37, 38, 39, 44, 48, 183, 186

card 186
connectors 39
interfaces 27

timecode 25, 26, 37, 50, 50, 112
and automation 152
display 22
flywheel 26
flywheel (frames) 26
generator 26
location 116
output 114

titles of library entries 131
touch-sensitive faders 150
TRA 112
TRA Target link 25
track arming 112
transport and automation control 35
transport keys and indicators 35
trim and delay 146
trim to end

automation 176
trimming automated mix moves 154, 173
turning dyaanmics processors on and off 65
turning groups on and off 72–73
turning soloing on and off 78
2-track input 76
2-TR IN 31

U
undo/redo

library 131
updating microphone models 96
updating the DM-24 126
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updating the system software 126
user interface 14
utility copying 64

V
varispeed 28, 119
version information 24
viewing a list of location memories 117
viewing the transport mappings 113

W
word clock

see "word sync"

word length 28
word sync 32, 36, 142, 184

connections 50
connectors (OUT/THRU, IN) and switch 36
I/O 13
issues 13
master 13, 119
out of range 28
phase 27
setup 26
slave 13
sources 13, 119
varispeed 28
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